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INTRODUCTION 

SUEZ Water Idaho Inc. ("SUEZ") hereby submits this response ("Response Memo") to 

the January 14, 2019 memorandum entitled "Staff Review of Suez Water Idaho, Inc.'s Integrated 

Municipal Application Package" ("Staff Memo"), which was prepared by the Idaho Department 

of Water Resources ("IDWR" or "Department") staff and provided to the Hearing Officer in this 

proceeding. 1 A copy of the Staff Memo, with its attachments, is set out in Exhibit A at page 45. 

The Response Memo references and relies on independent research undertaken by John 

Church, the results of which are set out in his Expansion Quantification Report (a copy of which 

is set out as Exhibit Eat page 91). 

This Response Memo also references and relies on a separate memorandum from Michael 

P. Lawrence ("Side Memo") dated November 30, 2020. The Side Memo contains a detailed 

technical analysis of the IDWR's evaluation of SUEZ's water rights portfolio in the Staff 

Memo's "Attachment 1: Suez Water Rights Portfolio" ("Staff Attachment]") and IDWR's 

analysis of the proposed changes to SUEZ's water rights that would result from approval of the 

IMAP in "Attachment 2: IMAP Rights" ("Staff Attachment 2"). Due to its length the Side Memo 

is not included as an exhibit here, but is submitted separately instead. 

The Staff Memo makes a number of observations about the IMAP and the Department's 

evaluation of the IMAP's applications for transfer and permit amendments. It also recommends 

certain water right elements and conditions if the IMAP is approved, and includes the 

Department's review of SUEZ's Gap Analysis. In addition, as summarized on pages 27-28 of 

1 This Response Memo required substantial effort and resources, including expert advice on technical 
issues. SUEZ has communicated on several occasions with IDWR explaining the reasons for its delay in providing 
this Response. SUEZ appreciates the courtesy and patience ofIDWR and the parties in this regard. 
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the Staff Memo, it requests that SUEZ provide additional information so the Department can 

continue processing the IMAP. 

Section I of this Response Memo addresses the Staff Memo's additional information 

requests and other aspects of the Staff Memo directly related to those requests. 

Section II summarizes the Side Memo's analysis of Staff Attachment I and Staff 

Attachment 2. 

Section III presents updates to SUEZ's Gap Analysis resulting from the issues addressed 

in Sections I and II. 

To aid the reader, Table I below lists the SUEZ water rights addressed in this Response 

Memo (including Exhibits), together with a brief description of the issue involved with each right 

and a reference to the location where it is addressed in this Response Memo: 

Table 1: Water rights discussed in this Response Memo 

WR# Description of issue 

63-147D Update to SUEZ portfolio 

63-169F Diversion rate after adjustments 

63-243E Diversion rate after adjustments 

63-243H Diversion rate after adjustments 

63-3222 Update to SUEZ portfolio 

63-8248 Correction of rounding or error in Staff Attachment 2 

63-8385 Abandonment following IMAP approval 

63-10150 Abandonment following IMAP approval 

63-10890 Update to SUEZ portfolio 

63-10945 Changes resulting from IMAP 

63-11558 Combined limit with 63-12363, which is not in IMAP 

63-11990 Changes resulting from IMAP 
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Location in 
Response Memo 

Section II (begins at page 28); 
Section Ill (beqins at paqe 31) 
Section II (begins at page 28); 
Section Ill (beains at page 31) 
Section II (begins at page 28); 
Section Ill (begins at page 31) 
Section II (begins at page 28); 
Section Ill (beqins at paqe 31) 
Section II (begins at page 28); 
Section Ill (beains at page 31) 

Section II (begins at page 28) 

Section I.F (begins at page 23) 

Section I.F (begins at page 23) 

Section II (begins at page 28); 
Section 111 at page 31 
Section II (begins at page 28); 
Section Ill (beains at paae 31) 

Section I.G (begins at page 24) 

Section II (begins at page 28); 
Section Ill (begins at page 31) 
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Table 1: Water rights discussed in this Response Memo 

63-12140 Use of quantity reflected in draft license Section II (begins at page 28) 

63-12310 
Low Temperature Geothermal condition; Section 1.E(1) (begins at page 18); 
Use of Quantity reflected in draft license Section II (bei:iins at paQe 28) 

Association with Foxtail well; Section I.H (begins at page 25); 
63-12362 Fire protection use not counted toward municipal Section II (begins at page 28); 

portfolio Section Ill (beQins at paQe 31) 

63-12363 Right not in IMAP, but has combined limit with 63-11558 Section I.G (begins at page 24) 

63-12452 Water Bearing Zone Section I.H (begins at page 25) 

63-12464 Water Bearing Zone Section I.H (begins at page 25) 

63-12516 Water Bearing Zone Section I.H (begins at page 25) 

63-31406 Use of quantity reflected in proof of beneficial use 
Section II (begins at page 28); 
Section Ill (beQins at paQe 31) 

DISCUSSION 

I. ADDJTIONAL .INFORMATIO REQUESTED BY THE STAFF MEMO 

A. SUEZ's qualification as a municipal provider. 

The Sta.ff Memo requests information from SUEZ "to substantiate its qualification as a 

municipal provider." Staff Memo at 27 (Exhibit A at page 71). 

SUEZ falls under the category of municipal providers described in Idaho Code 

§ 42-202B(5)(c): "A corporation or association which supplies water for municipal purposes 

through a water system regulated by the state ofldaho as a 'public water supply' as described in 

section 39-103(12), Idaho Code." A "public water supply" is defined as follows: 

"Public water supply" or "public drinking water system" 
means a system for the provision to the public of water for human 
consumption through pipes or other constructed conveyances, if 
such system has at least fifteen (15) service connections, regardless 
of the number of water sources or configuration of the distribution 
system, or regularly serves an average of at least twenty-five (25) 
individuals daily at least sixty (60) days out of the year. Such term 
includes any collection, treatment, storage and distribution 
facilities that are under the control of the operator of such system 
and used primarily in connection with such system, and any 
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collection or pretreatment storage facilities not under such control 
that are used primarily in connection with such system. Such term 
does not include any special irrigation district. 

Idaho Code§ 39-103(12). 

Consistent with these definitions, SUEZ is (1) an Idaho corporation that (2) supplies 

water for municipal purposes (3) through a water system regulated by the state of Idaho as a 

"public water supply." 

First, as shown by the documents reproduced in Exhibit B at page 79, SUEZ is an Idaho 

corporation originally formed in 1928 as Boise Water Corporation, which changed its name in 

1995 to United Water Idaho Inc., and again in 2015 to SUEZ Water Idaho Inc. 

Second, SUEZ supplies water for municipal purposes. This is demonstrated by the 1928 

Articles oflncorporation of Boise Water Corporation. The second article states, in pertinent 

part: 

That the objects and purposes for which this corporation is formed are: To 
acquire, own, hold and develop springs, wells and streams of both hot and cold 
water, and reservoirs therefor, and to conduct he waters thereof to Boise City and 
to the vicinity of Boise City in the County of Ada, State ofldaho, for the use of 
said City and the inhabitants thereof and the inhabitants of Ada County in the 
vicinity of said City, and to furnish water for municipal, county and state uses, for 
fire, street sprinkling, sewer flushing and irrigating, and to supply both hot and 
cold water for baths, domestic use, heating, mechanical, sanitary, irrigating and 
other useful and beneficial purposes .... 2 

The fact the SUEZ holds more than 100 water rights for municipal purposes and is known by the 

Department to divert those water rights for their authorized municipal purposes further 

demonstrates that SUEZ supplies water for municipal purposes. 

2 The 1928 Articles oflncorporation have been amended multiple times over the years, but no amendment 
altered the language quoted in the main text. 
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Third, as shown by the document attached as Exhibit Cat page 87, SUEZ supplies 

municipal water to its customers through a water system regulated by the state of Idaho as a 

"public water supply." Exhibit C contains a copy of a March 13,2019 letter to SUEZ from the 

Idaho Department of Environmental Quality ("IDEQ") stating: "The Suez Water System is in 

compliance with the Idaho Rules for Public Drinking Water Systems." The Idaho Rules for 

Public Drinking Water Systems, IDAPA 58.1.08, apply only to public drinking water systems. 

IDAPA 58.01.08.001.02 ("The purpose of these rules is to control and regulate the design, 

construction, operation, maintenance, and quality control of public drinking water systems 

.... "). IDEQ's letter identifies SUEZ's public water system number ("PWS #4010016") in the 

subject line. 

Accordingly, SUEZ qualifies as a municipal provider. 

B. SUEZ's service area and Planning Area. 

(1) Overview 

The Staff Memo contains three separate but overlapping requests for information about 

SUEZ's service area and Planning Area.3 It asks SUEZ: 

• to "explain its process for obtaining authorization or obligation to serve an area." 
Staff Memo at 27 (Exhibit A at page 71 ). 

• for "information explaining how and why it is reasonable to anticipate that its 
service area will expand to include all of the Planning Area." Staff Memo at 27 
(Exhibit A at page 71). 

3 The term "Planning Area" is not defined by statute. SUEZ uses the term "Planning Area" to describe its 
anticipated future service area at the end of the Planning Horizon (2065). A map of SUEZ's Planning Area, known 
as the Pink Line Map, is set out in Exhibit D at page 89. The term "service area" is defined in Idaho Code 
§ 42-202B(9). Depending on context, the term "service area" may refer to the flexible, expanding area that a 
municipal provider is authorized to serve, or it may refer to the particular boundaries of the area served at a specific 
point in time. 
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• to explain "how it obtains approval for expanding its service area and why its 
service area will expand into certain areas in the future." Staff Memo at 28 
(Exhibit A at page 72). 

Because these questions substantially overlap, SUEZ will answer them together. 

Pursuant to Idaho Code§ 61-526 and IDAPA 31.01.01.112, SUEZ may apply to the 

Idaho Public Utilities Commission ("IPUC") to amend SUEZ's Certificate of Convenience and 

Necessity No. 143 ("Certificate"), which describes the area within which SUEZ is authorized to 

extend its water system to supply water (its "Certificated Area").4 The IPUC may amend the 

Certificate if it finds, among other things, that (i) SUEZ has the financial ability and, in good 

faith, intends to extend its system and supply water to the new area, (ii) that no other public 

utility is serving the area, and (iii) there is a "necessity of additional service in the community." 

Idaho Code§§ 61-526, 61-528. 

The "Pink Line Map" (reproduced here as Exhibit D at page 89) displays both SUEZ's 

current Certificated Area and its Planning Area. The former is marked by a blue line; the latter is 

marked by a pink line.5 

The Planning Area reflects SUEZ's best effort to predict the location of its Certificated 

Area at the end of the Planning Horizon in 2065. It is not a commitment that SUEZ will serve all 

of those areas. Nor does it preclude SUEZ from serving areas outside the Planning Area. As 

explained in SUEZ's Master Water Plan for the Years 2015 to 2065 ("Master Water Plan") 

(dated 9/23/2016 including errata dated 4/28/2017): "SUEZ delineated its Planning Area 

4 SUEZ's Certificated Area is the area that a public utility is authorized to serve by the Idaho Public 
Utilities Commission. SUEZ's Certificated Area is its current "service area" as defined in Idaho Code § 42-
202B(9). 

5 An explanation of the evolution of the Pink Line Map is set out at the beginning of Exhibit D at page 89. 
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because some future service area must be assumed for purposes of projecting future water 

demands." Master Water Plan at 6. 

With a single potential exception,6 the Planning Area includes all areas within SUEZ's 

current Certificated Area. In other words, SUEZ reasonably assumes that it will serve those 

areas it is currently authorized to serve. 

In many areas, the boundary of the Planning Area follows the boundary of the current 

Certificated Area. These are typically areas where the current Certificated Area is adjacent to 

areas served by other cities. In other words, these are areas where there is no room for SUEZ's 

service area to grow. 

In other areas, SUEZ's Planning Area boundary includes areas outside of the current 

Certificated Area. In these cases, SUEZ used its best professional judgment to predict where the 

Certificated Area is likely to expand based on information known in 2012 (when the current Pink 

Line Map's Planning Area boundary was developed). This was explained in the Master Water 

Plan at 7-8, and much of that explanation generally remains valid today. 

However, in light of the Staff Memo's question about why SUEZ believes the Certificated 

Area will expand into certain areas in the future, and the fact that eight years have passed since 

the Planning Area boundary was developed, SUEZ has again reviewed the Planning Area 

boundary to see if adjustments are warranted. The subsections below address the portions of the 

Planning Area boundary in the same order as they are described in the Master Water Plan. In 

6 As discussed in Section I.B(6) at 15, SUEZ has proposed entering into a service area boundary agreement 
with the City of Kuna. That agreement may result in SUEZ relinquishing to Kuna a small portion of its current 
Certificated Area, and/or SUEZ's Certificated Area growing beyond the Planning Area boundary, or a combination 
thereof. 
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short, SUEZ has determined that its Planning Area boundary remains reasonable and that no 

adjustments are warranted at this time. 

Before moving to the detailed explanation below, it bears mentioning that in nearly 20 

years of on-and-off administrative litigation involving virtually all of SUEZ' s municipal provider 

neighbors, none of them has challenged the location of the Planning Area. SUEZ believes this 

lack of controversy reflects the caution and reasonableness of its judgment in conservatively 

predicting its future service area. 

Perhaps more importantly, it also reflects the effects ofldaho's Local Land Use Planning 

Act ("LLUPA"). Unlike other western states (which lack effective mechanisms for resolving 

boundary disputes among municipal entities), Idaho's mechanism for establishing areas of city 

impact ("ACI") has nearly eliminated conflict over service areas.7 As noted, SUEZ has been 

respectful of these ACis in delimiting its Planning Area. 

Finally, it reflects SUEZ's aggressive efforts to coordinate its planning with its 

neighboring municipal providers. In several instances, SUEZ has entered into formal agreements 

with other providers delineating our respective service areas and establishing protocols for 

communication and cooperation with respect to changes in boundaries. 

7 An "area of city impact" describes the area where a city anticipates growing and, more specifically, 
extending city services. Since its adoption in 1975, LLUPA has mandated that cities designate such areas beyond its 
corporate boundaries. Idaho Code§ 67-6526. See also Idaho Code§ 50-1306 which deals with platting and which 
cross-references the area of city impact requirements. This statute provides that if a proposed subdivision lies within 
an officially designated area of city impact, the subdivision application must be reviewed in accordance with 
whichever zoning and subdivision ordinances are made applicable pursuant to the area of impact ordinances of both 
jurisdictions. 
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(2) Meridian and Eagle areas 

The Planning Area's western boundary coincides with SUEZ's current Certificated Area 

near the City of Meridian and for much of the City of Eagle. No changes are warranted in these 

portions of the Planning Area. 

The Planning Area boundary deviates slightly from the current Certificated Area in 

Sections 15 and 22 ofT4N, RlE, and as it heads north from Section 14, T4N, RlE, to the north 

boundary of Section 35, T5N, RIE. In these areas, the Planning Area boundary follows the City 

of Eagle's ACI (which is the same now as it was in 2012). It is reasonable to assume that in 

2065 SUEZ will serve areas adjacent to its Certificated Area that are not within the City of 

Eagle's ACI since the City does not intend to serve areas outside its ACI.8 

(3) North Ada and Avimor areas 

SUEZ's Planning Area boundary in North Ada County falls into two segments: (a) its 

extension north of the City of Eagle to the Ada County line; and (2) its extension southeast to the 

City of Boise's ACI. Each is addressed in tum below. 

(a) North of Eagle to the Ada County line 

The northeast comer of the City of Eagle's ACI intersects with the north boundary of 

Section 35, T5N, RlE (where the "Meridian and Eagle areas" explanation left off above). From 

here, SUEZ's Planning Area boundary follows State Highway 55 for just under a mile before it 

extends due north along the western boundaries of Sections 24, 13, 12, and 1 in T5N, RlE, until 

it hits the Ada County line. For most of this stretch, the Planning Area boundary is about 1 mile 

west of SUEZ's current Certificated Area, although there is a small area where the difference is 

8 The City of Eagle's Comprehensive Plan states: "It is the desire of the City of Eagle to have all urban 
development that occurs in the Area of City Impact (ACI) be under the jurisdictional authority of the City and 
connected to municipal services." The City of Eagle Comprehensive Plan, Section 1.6, p. 4 (eff. Nov. 15, 2017). 
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less than a mile and a longer section where the Planning Area boundary is about 2.5 miles from 

SUEZ's Certificated Area. 

This area between SUEZ's current Certificated Area and the Planning Area boundary is 

outside of the City of Eagle's ACI, indicating that the City of Eagle does not intend to provide 

services to the area. This area contains some lands that are likely to be developed, including the 

lands already being developed as the A vimor planned community, a portion of which SUEZ 

already serves. Of Avimor's nearly 23,000 acres in Ada, Gem, and Boise Counties, only a small 

fraction has been developed so far, and it is not currently known how much more of Avimor's 

future development will be served by SUEZ. The area between SUEZ's current Certificated 

Area and the Planning Area boundary encompasses less than 3,000 acres of Avimor's 

undeveloped land-in other words, the Planning Area boundary in this area reflects a rather 

conservative prediction that SUEZ will serve some but not all of Avimor's additional 

development. 

SUEZ previously predicted that it would serve the Dry Creek Ranch planned community, 

which is included in the Planning Area. See Master Water Plan at 7. After a long period of 

inactivity during and after the Great Recession, development of this planned community is now 

underway. IDWR's records indicate that a municipal water right held by Dry Creek Ranch 

Water Company LLC ("Dry Creek") has been granted an extension of time to 2025 in which to 

file proof of beneficial use. It is not unreasonable to predict that, as has occurred with other 

private water systems in the past, Dry Creek will convey its water rights and water system to 

SUEZ in order for SUEZ to operate the system and add those users to SUEZ's customer base. In 

any event, as discussed in the Expansion Quantification Report (a report by John Church 

analyzing projected water demand outside of SUEZ's current Certificated Area) (Exhibit Eat 
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page 91), the amount of water attributable to Dry Creek Ranch is less than 1.5% of SUEZ's 

future demand projection-essentially a rounding error. Accordingly, SUEZ believes it is 

reasonable to count municipal use within Dry Creek Ranch toward SUEZ's RAFN. 

(b) Eastern boundary along foothills 

After traveling north from the City of Eagle to the Ada County line, SUEZ's Planning 

Area boundary travels east and then southeast along the Ada County line to SUEZ's current 

Certificated Area along the east boundary of Section 1 ofTSN, RlE. It then follows the Ada 

County line southeast about 5 ¼ miles to the southern border of Section 22, TSN, R2E. This 

stretch coincides with SUEZ's current Certificated Area except for a mile or so in Sections 16 

and 17, TSN, R2E; however, SUEZ believes it is reasonable to assume that it also will provide 

water service to this small area given its isolated and remote location. In any case, as discussed 

in Exhibit E (where the area is identified as part of "Area 4") there is very little projected 

demand in this area. 

After reaching the southern border of Section 22, TSN, R2E, the Planning Area 

Boundary continues generally to the south along SUEZ's current Certificated Area boundary 

until it reaches the northern boundary of the City of Boise's ACL From here, the northeastern 

boundary of SUEZ's Planning Area coincides with the northeastern boundary of the City of 

Boise's ACI all the way to southeast Boise, to Columbia Road south of the Boise River. This 

captures the City of Boise's potential future growth within its ACI, which likely will be served 

by SUEZ as the City's primary municipal water supplier. 

( 4) Garden City area 

As stated in the Master Water Plan at 7, SUEZ's Planning Area boundary follows 

SUEZ's current Certificated Area boundary and the Garden City ACI boundary in the Garden 
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City area. This means SUEZ's Planning Area boundary excludes all of the areas not already in 

its Certificated Area and within Garden City's ACI. SUEZ believes it is reasonable to assume it 

will serve these areas in 2065. 

(5) Area south of Boise 

At Columbia Road in southeast Boise, the Planning Area boundary turns due east for one 

mile away from the City of Boise's ACI boundary, then heads due south for four miles, turns 

east again for one mile, then south for two miles until it turns west for 12 miles to form the 

Planning Area's southern boundary. For most of this stretch, the Planning Area boundary is 

about 3 miles from the City of Boise's ACI, although some portions are roughly four miles and 

some are only one mile. There is projected to be very little growth in this area, and hence very 

little water demand. As discussed in Exhibit E, the projected demand in this area is less than 

0.05% of SUEZ's total projected water production in 2065. Given the insignificant projected 

demand, and the likelihood that SUEZ will remain the only municipal water provider capable of 

extending service into this area, SUEZ believes that municipal use within this area should remain 

counted toward SUEZ's RAFN. 

(6) City of Kuna and western boundary area 

Where the southern Planning Area boundary approaches the City of Kuna, it turns north 

one-half mile east of Kuna' s current annexations. After traveling three miles north, it intersects 

SUEZ's current Certificated Area. 

In 2012, SUEZ believed it was reasonable to end its Planning Area one-half mile east of 

Kuna's annexations in order to provide some buffer between Kuna and SUEZ. At the time, 

Kuna's ACI did not extend as far as the annexations. However, in 2015, Kuna proposed 

extending its ACI three and one-half miles past its easternmost annexation, which overlaps 
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substantially with SUEZ's Planning Area. SUEZ and the City are negotiating an agreement to 

delineate their respective service areas. 

Those discussions with Kuna could result in marginal expansion of SUEZ's service area 

beyond the Pink Line in some areas coupled with a retraction of the Pink Line in other areas. On 

balance, it is SUEZ' s judgment that that its current Pink Line in the vicinity of Kuna is a 

reasonable and conservative prediction of the overall extent of the municipal service SUEZ will 

provide to the area by 2065. In any event, as discussed briefly in the next section and more 

extensively in Prof. Church's Expansion Quantification Report (Exhibit Eat page 91), such 

adjustments will be inconsequential in their impact on SUEZ's projected water demand, given 

the low increase in demand that had been projected for those areas. 

C. The portion of SUEZ's RAFN attributable to growth outside its 
current Certificated Area 

The Staff Memo asks SUEZ "to explain what portion of its anticipated future needs over 

the 50-year planning horizon is attributable to Suez's current service area and what portion is 

attributable to the anticipated growth ofits service area." Staff Memo at 28 (Exhibit A at page 

72). To answer this question, SUEZ retained Professor John S. Church, the same economist 

employed by SUEZ to prepare SUEZ's RAFN demand projections. Professor Church carefully 

examined the data underlying his RAFN forecast, undertook further analysis, and presented his 

conclusions in his Expansion Quantification Report, a copy of which is set out as Exhibit Eat 

page 91 . 

As explained in the Expansion Quantification Report, SUEZ's projected water demand in 

this so-called "Expansion Area" is a tiny fraction-1.69% of SUEZ's total RAFN projection. 

SUEZ does not believe that it is appropriate to exclude water demand in the Expansion Area 
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from its RAFN forecast because, as explained in the preceding section, it is reasonable to assume 

that SUEZ will serve this area. 

If, however, the Department believes that this area must not be included in SUEZ's 

RAFN forecast, it would only marginally impact SUEZ's Gap Analysis. Removing all future 

demand in the Expansion Area would reduce SUEZ's overall future demand by 6.27 cfs. 

Specifically, future demand would drop from 370.87 cfs to 364.60 cfs (1.69% x 370.87 cfs = 

6.27 cfs; 370.87 cfs - 6.27 cfs = 364.60 cfs). This, and the potential adjustments to SUEZ's Gap 

Analysis that might result, are discussed below in Section III at page 31. 

D. IMAP's 81 total APODs 

The Staff Memo asks SUEZ to confirm that "80 instead of 81 APODs are proposed" in 

the IMAP (based on the abandonment of the Sherman Oaks well). Staff Memo at 23 and 28 

(Exhibit A at pages 67 and 72). 

In 2017, SUEZ reported that the Sherman Oaks well has been abandoned. See page 6 of 

SUEZ's 2017 Supplement to the Update Report, Addressing APODs dated June 26, 2017 ("2017 

APOD Supplement"). At the time the statement was made, the well had been abandoned. SUEZ 

has since determined that it may be reconstructed next year. 

Accordingly, SUEZ hereby confirms that it seeks 81 APODs in the IMAP.9 SUEZ's list 

of 81 APODs is attached as Exhibit Fat page 105.10 

9 SUEZ occasionally abandons wells without definite plans to replace them. However, those well locations 
remain authorized points of diversion on SUEZ's water rights. Even though a well may be physically abandoned, its 
authorized point of diversion should remain an APOD available to SUEZ. Thus, the APOD list in Exhibit F at page 
105 includes well locations authorized under SUEZ's existing water rights regardless of whether a well currently 
exists in that location. 

lO As noted in the Attachment 8 to United Water's Further Submission in Compliance with the Director's 
January 11, 2013 Order (Feb. 13, 2013), well names are provided in the APOD list for convenience and reference. 
SUEZ does not intend to limit the use of water rights to existing wells within the designated 40-acre or 10-acre 
tracts, but rather intends to retain the flexibility to replace existing wells within such tracts. 
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The APODs listed in Exhibit Fare the same as listed in a number of SUEZ's prior 

submissions, including Attachment B to United Water's Further Submission in Compliance with 

the Director's January 11, 2013 Order (Feb. 13, 2013), Exhibit D to United Water's Statement 

Updating and Explaining the IMAP Relaunch (Aug. 14, 2012), and Michael Lawrence's 

September 28, 2018 email to Hearing Officer Cefalo. 

E. Low temperature geothermal water 

The Staff Memo asks SUEZ "which of its wells, if any, results in diversion of the L TG 

[low temperature geothermal] resource and which wells, if any, divert water from deeper than 

300 ft in the Boise Front GWMA [Ground Water Management Area]." Staff Memo at 28 

(Exhibit A at page 72). 

IDWR considers a well with a bottom hole temperature greater than 85 degrees 

Fahrenheit and less than 212 degrees Fahrenheit to be a LTG well. Idaho Code§ 42-230(1) 

("All ground water having a temperature of greater than eighty-five (85) degrees Fahrenheit and 

less than two hundred twelve (212) degrees Fahrenheit in the bottom of a well shall be classified 

and administered as a low temperature geothermal resource pursuant to section 42-233, Idaho 

Code."). 

The Staff Memo proposes (1) that a condition (no. 073) should be included on all water 

rights approved with APODs in the IMAP, and (2) that diversions of cold water below 300 feet 

below ground surface in the Boise Front GWMA should be limited through the IMAP. Staff 

Memo at 24 (Exhibit A at page 68). Each of these issues is addressed in tum below. 

(1) SUEZ does not object to a modified version ofstandard 
condition 073. 

The Staff Memo recommends that standard condition 073 (regarding L TG water) be 

added to all IMAP water rights: 
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53 of the 80 proposed APODs are within the Boise Front GWMA/Boise 
Front Moratorium Area. The moratorium limits the development of new water 
rights for the use of the L TG resource in this area. Several Suez ground water 
rights currently authorize at least one of these 53 wells as their original point of 
diversion. Permit 63-12310 is the only right in the IMAP proceeding with 
standard condition 073, which prohibits the use of water greater than 85° F.l1 JJ To 
avoid injury to L TG water users within the restricted area, IDWR should include 
standard condition 073 on all the IMAP rights and permits, unless the right or 
permit historically diverted LTG water. 

Staff Memo at 24 (Exhibit A at page 68). 

By SUEZ's count, 54 (not 53) of its requested APODs are in the Boise Front GWMA. A 

list of these well locations is set out in Exhibit G at page 107. 

None of SUEZ' swells-inside or outside the Boise Front GWMA-produces water that 

is greater than 85 degrees Fahrenheit. Thus, SUEZ has no LTG wells. However, it is possible 

that a replacement well could be constructed that would encounter L TG water. 

Accordingly, SUEZ does not object to the Staff Memo's recommendation that all rights 

approved through the IMAP include standard condition 073 so long as the language is modified 

to fit the circumstances. SUEZ suggests the following (changes shown in redline format): 

A poiRt Some of the points of diversion identified in this right-is--are 
located within the boundaries of the Boise Front Low Temperature Geothermal 
Resource Groundwater Management Area. The well driller shall monitor water 
temperatures while drilling the well any new or replacement well under this right 
within the Boise Front Low Temperature Geothermal Resource Groundwater 
Management Area. If water with a temperature greater than 85 degrees 

11 Permit no. 63-12310 contains one condition concerning LTG water (which SUEZ assumes to be what 
the Staff Memo refers to as "standard condition 073"): 

The point of diversion identified in this right is located within the boundaries of the Boise 
Front Low Temperature Geothermal Resource Groundwater Management Area. The well driller 
shall monitor water temperatures while drilling the well. If water with a temperature greater than 
85 degrees Fahrenheit is encountered by the driller, drilling must immediately cease, and the 
Department must be notified. Drilling shall not resume until the Department has reviewed the 
drilling conditions, and established standards for construction with the driller. 

A copy of the amended permit no. 63-12310 is included in Exhibit Hat page 109. Also included in 
Exhibit His a copy of the Well Driller's Report for permit no. 63-12310, which does not suggest any LTG 
water was encountered. 
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Fahrenheit is encountered by the driller when drilling such a well, drilling must 
immediately cease, and the Department must be notified. Drilling such a well 
shall not resume until the Department has reviewed the drilling conditions, and 
established standards for construction with the driller. 

(2) A condition limiting use of cold water below 300 feet is not 
warranted. 

SUEZ disagrees with the Staff Memo's suggestion that "IDWR should consider limiting 

the use of cold water(< 85 degrees Fahrenheit) below 300 ft [within the Boise Front GWMA], 

the additional use of which may impact the LTG resource." Staff Memo at 24 (Exhibit A at page 

68). 

The Staff Memo's suggested limitation is not warranted. The Staff Memo cites no 

evidence that SUEZ's pumping of non-LTG water from below 300 feet (or above it, for that 

matter) has caused or will cause any negative impacts to the LTG resource, and SUEZ knows of 

none. In any event, SUEZ believes the APOD condition that SUEZ has agreed to adequately 

addresses the Staff Memo's concern. Each of these issues is discussed in tum below. 

(a) A cold water condition is not mandated by the 
Department's guidance. 

In the Boise Front GWMA, the 300 foot concept first appears in the Department's June 

15, 1987 Order Establishing a Ground Water Management Area (" 1987 Order"), a copy of 

which is included in Exhibit I at page 113. The 1987 Order describes the "resource of concern" 

as "the ground water greater than 85° F and/or the ground water at a depth of 300 feet or more 

below land surface." 1987 Order at 3. The 1987 Order's only other mention of the 300 foot 

concept is in a conclusion oflaw that states: 

In order to establish whether withdrawals from the low temperature 
geothermal resource system are exceeding the capacity of the system to provide 
an ongoing supply of water and to protect early appropriators, all existing wells 
and future wells that obtain water either from a depth greater than 300 feet and/or 
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a temperature of 85° F within the area designated, must be monitored and 
controlled. 

1987 Order at 2. 

None of these statements resulted in a single management goal or objective specifically 

related to groundwater below 300 feet in the Department's June 3, 1988 Management Policy for 

the Boise Front Ground Water Management Area(" 1988 Policy") ( copy included within 

Exhibit I at page 117). And there is only one "Administrative Action Required to Implement 

Objectives" addressing water below 300 feet in the 1988 Policy: 

Require a drilling prospectus to be submitted for review and approval with 
each drilling permit proposing to construct a well into the low temperature 
geothermal aquifer or which exceeds a 300 ft depth. 

1988 Policy at 12. Thus, the 1988 Policy does not su~gest limiting the use of cold water below 

300 feet as suggested by the Staff Memo. Rather, it simply requires a drilling prospectus for new 

wells in the Boise Front GWMA that would divert from the low temperature geothermal aquifer 

or which exceed a 300 foot depth. 

There also is no support for limiting the use of cold water below 300 feet in more recent 

Department documents. For example, the Department's February 14, 2019 Review of Boise 

Front Low Temperature Geothermal Monitoring Data for Water Year 2018 (copy included 

within Exhibit I at page 129) makes no mention of cold water diverted from below 300 feet, let 

alone that such diversions negatively impact the L TG resource. Consistent with this, the 

Director's May 3, 2019 Order Extending Moratorium ("2019 Order") (copy included within 

Exhibit I at page 139) did not impose any new limitations on cold water diverted below 300 feet. 

Indeed, the only mention of the 300 foot concept in the 2019 Order is in a final footnote that 

quotes the same language from the 1988 Policy set forth above. The purpose of this quotation is 

to remind the reader that, in addition to rejecting pending and future applications to appropriate 
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L TG water, the Department "may also" require a "drilling prospectus" for drilling permits 

proposing to drill into the LTG aquifer or below 300 feet " 2019 Order at 7 n. 3. In short, like 

the earlier Boise Front GWMA documents, there is nothing in the Department's most recent 

order to support limiting the use of cold water below 300 feet. 

In sum, to the extent that non-LTG diversions from below 300 feet were a concern when 

the Boise Front GWMA was created in 1988, those concerns are addressed solely in the 1988 

Policy's drilling prospectus requirement. The Department's most recent analysis of L TG 

monitoring data raised no concerns about cold water diversions below 300 feet, providing no 

support for the Staff Memo's contention that the "additional use of which may impact the LTG 

resource." Staff Memo at 24 (Exhibit A at page 68). Accordingly, there is no justification for 

limiting non-LTG diversions below 300 feet. 

(b) The APOD condition will provide adequate protection 
in any event. 

Any concerns about the impact of SUEZ' s "additional use" of cold water from below 300 

feet are adequately addressed by the inclusion of the APOD condition proposed by SUEZ. How 

the APOD condition works was explained in the Memorandum from Christopher H Meyer to 

[IMAP] Hearing Officer, Parties, and IDWR Staff dated July 9, 2018 on the subject of"APOD 

Condition language for IMAP approval" ("APOD Memo"). The APOD Memo describes how the 

APOD condition should be administered in three different scenarios: (1) large-scale curtailment 

covering the entire geographic area in which the municipal provider's wells are located; (2) a 

geographically limited curtailment covering only a fraction of the municipal provider's wells 

( e.g., a curtailment limited to a ground water management area or a conjunctive management call 

whose trim line or boundary bisects the municipal provider's service area); and (3) localized well 

interference where a municipal provider's well is causing injury to another user's water right 
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( e.g., the cone of depression from the municipal well is causing injury to a neighbor's senior 

water right). APOD Memo at 2. 

The situation presented here (APODs within the Boise Front GWMA) fits into the second 

APOD category (geographically limited curtailment). With respect to this situation, the APOD 

Memo explains: 

The second example involves a geographically limited curtailment 
covering only a fraction of the municipal provider's wells (e.g., a curtailment 
limited to a ground water management area or a conjunctive management call 
whose trim line crosses the municipal provider's service area). In this case, all 
junior water rights historically associated with wells within the curtailment area 
would be curtailed from diverting from those wells. However, those junior water 
rights could still be diverted under their APOD authority from wells outside of the 
curtailment area. Meanwhile, water rights historically associated with wells 
outside of the curtailment area could not be diverted from within the curtailment 
area even if they are senior to the curtailment cut-off date. In sum, the APOD 
condition prohibits bringing junior or senior water rights to the well causing the 
injury; it does not prohibit use of the APOD authority to divert water from wells 
outside of a curtailment area. This does not undercut the goal of the curtailment. 
The goal is to encourage water users to find ways of meeting their water needs 
from locations outside of the sensitive area. 

APOD Memo at 2. 

The bottom line is that, in the event of curtailment in the Boise Front GWMA, the APOD 

condition would restrict the use of SUEZ's wells within the GWMA to the water rights originally 

associated with them. In other words, the APOD condition would "unwind" the APOD approval 

for purposes of administration. This fully protects senior water right users in the Boise Front 

GWMA, whether they divert cold or L TG water. 

F. SUEZ confirms the abandonment of right nos. 63-8385 and 63-10150 

The Staff Memo asks if SUEZ "intends to abandon Rights 63-8385 and 63-10150." Staff 

Memo at 28 (Exhibit A at page 72). This question is premised on these rights having diversion 
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rates of zero after removal of combined limits and assignment of diversion rates and/or volumes 

to the most senior of the combined rights. Staff Memo at 24 (Exhibit A at page 68). 

The answer to this question is: Yes. If the IMAP is approved and the combined limits 

are eliminated in this fashion, SUEZ will abandon right nos. 63-8385 and 63-10150. 

G. SUEZ's intent regarding right no. 63-12363 (which is not in the 
IMAP) and its combined limit with 63-11558 

One of the objectives of the IMAP is to simplify SUEZ's portfolio of water rights by 

eliminating combined use limits. One example is water right nos. 63-11558 (2.67 cfs) and 

63-12363 (4.5 cfs). The rights are subject to a combined use limit of 5.5 cfs and therefore not 

entitled to divert an aggregate of7.17 cfs authorized on the face of the rights. Accordingly, 

SUEZ asked that the junior right (63-12363) be reduced to 2.83 cfs, yielding an aggregate 

authorized rate of 5.5 cfs between the rights, thereby eliminating the need for the combined use 

limit. 

IDWR, it appears, agrees with the merits of this simple change. 12 The problem is a 

procedural one. The concern raised in the Staff Report is that 63-12363 is not presently included 

in the IMAP. The Staff Memo asks SUEZ to explain its "intent regarding Right 63-12363 in 

relation to removal of the combined limit with 63-11558." Staff Memo at 28 (Exhibit A at page 

72). The Staff Memo raises this question because "Right 63-12363 is not included in the IMAP, 

possibly because it is limited to Fire Protection uses." Staff Memo at 25 (Exhibit A at page 69). 

First, a couple of clarifications: Contrary to the Staff Memo's statement, right no. 

63-12363 is for municipal purposes, not fire protection. Also, right no. 63-12363 was included 

12 Notes 5 and 13 in the Staff Memo's Attachment 2 (Exhibit A at page 78) suggests this is an acceptable 
outcome: "if add 63-12363 as associated right can leave 63-11558 as 2.67 cfs then reduce face of63-12363 to 2.83 
cfs as applicant proposes." 
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in the original IMAP, but it was withdrawn from the IMAP on March 17, 2010 to allow a point 

of diversion to be added to it through a separate transfer proceeding. 13 

The Staff Memo states that "[i]n order to modify Right 63-12363 as requested, Suez needs 

to include this right in the IMAP proceeding as an associated water right or submit a separate 

transfer application to IDWR." Staff Memo at 25 (Exhibit A at page 69). Bringing a water right 

back into the IMAP at this point would be procedurally complicated, given the array of 

settlements that are now in place. If the quantity element of 63-12363 cannot be reduced without 

bringing it back into the IMAP, then SUEZ drops its request to eliminate the combined use limit 

on these two rights. 14 At some point down the road, SUEZ may file a transfer application for 

63-12363 to accomplish this result, but SUEZ does not want to hold up final action on the IMAP 

in the interim. 

H. Water bearing zones for permit nos. 63-12452, 63-12464, and 
63-12516 

The last item of additional information sought by IDWR deals with water bearing zones 

("WBZ"), which are occasionally identified on permits and licenses. The Staff Memo identifies 

three such rights: permit nos. 63-12452, 63-12464, and 63-12516. It is unclear why these 

13 SUEZ withdrew right no. 63-12363 from the IMAP at IDWR's instruction because, according to IDWR, 
the right could not be changed as proposed in Transfer no. 72036 if it was still in the IMAP. Transfer no. 72036, 
approved on September 17, 2010, added SUEZ's Fisk Well in SWSESE of Section 6, T3N, R2E, as a point of 
diversion to water right no. 63-12363. A copy of the transfer approval is attached hereto as Exhibit J at page 147. 
In approving that transfer, IDWR also modified associated water right no. 63-11558 (which was in the pending 
IMAP at the time) by adding the following condition: "Rights 63-11558 and 63-12363 when combined shall not 
exceed a total diversion rate of5.50 cfs from the Fisk well located in the SWSESE, S6, T3N, R2E." 

14 This is an unfortunate complication that is arguably at odds with IDWR's handling of the transfer of 
63-12363, which resulted in a combined use limit being added to it and another right (63-11558, in fact) that was not 
part of the transfer. If adding a combined use limit to a right not part of a transfer could be done in that case, it is not 
clear to SUEZ why IDWR cannot make an appropriate adjustment to 63-12363 to remove the combined use limit 
now. That said, SUEZ understands the subtle distinction being drawn here between a combined use limit and a 
change in the stated quantity. If that is the Department's policy, SUEZ prefers to leave the combined use limit in 
place for both rights for the time being. 
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permits display WBZ information. It appears that this data was provided by SUEZ at the time of 

permit application, for informational purposes, and was then incorporated into each permit as a 

remark. This appears to be over-inclusive information. Indeed, nos. 63-12516 and 63-12542 

identify specific wells by name, which is highly unusual and inconsistent with standard 

Department practice of identifying points of diversion by 40-acre tract. 

The Staff Memo suggests that SUEZ should provide information "[i]f the water bearing 

zones actually developed [under permit nos. 63-12452, 63-12464, and 63-12516] have not yet 

been recorded by IDWR in a beneficial use field report." Staff Memo at 28 (Exhibit A at page 

72). The Staff Memo further explains: 

Permits 63-12452, 63-12464, and 63-12516 currently have a condition 
limiting the water bearing zone ("WBZ") from which water can be diverted under 
the water rights. The points of diversion for all three of these permits are within 
the area where IDWR would normally keep the WBZ condition when licensing 
permits. To avoid injury to senior Boise River water rights, IDWR should restrict 
the points of diversion for these permits to the established water bearing zones. 
The restriction should be placed on all the IMAP rights if the points of diversion 
developed for these permits will be included among the APODs on all the IMAP 
rights and permits. If the water bearing zones actually developed have not yet 
been recorded by IDWR in a beneficial use field report, IDWR may need to seek 
this information from Suez. 

Staff Memo at 27 (Exhibit A at page 71 ). 

The WBZ permit conditions and the actual WBZs (i.e., the screened intervals) for the 

three wells are summarized as follows: 
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Table 2: Water bearing zones (WBZ) 

WR# Well names Actual WBZ WBZ in permit 
(feet below ground (feet below ground 

surface) surface) 

Floating Feather: 183 to 225 
63-12452 Redwood Creek: 298 to 401 183 to 401 

Durham: 81 to 101 
63-12464 Licorice: 87 to 102 80to 150 

Spurwing: 235 to 355 
63-12516 Foxtail (aka Foxtail #2): 395 to 450 233 to 355 

As shown in Table 2 above, the actual WBZs are within the ranges described in the 

permit conditions for five of the six wells, but not for the Foxtail well. But this is not an issue 

with respect to IMAP approval. 

The actual WBZ in the current Foxtail well is not relevant to IMAP approval because the 

IMAP was filed when the Foxtail well's WBZ fell within permit no. 63-12516's WBZ limitation. 

The Foxtail well originally was drilled in 1997, and constructed with a screened interval from 

243 feet to 283 feet below ground surface. A replacement well-the current well-was drilled in 

2011 with a screened interval from 395 feet to 450 feet below ground surface.15 However, proof 

of beneficial use for right no. 63-12516 was filed in 2009, when it was diverting water from the 

original Foxtail well at the screened interval from 243 feet to 283 feet below ground surface. 16 

It is not clear how to interpret the Staff Memo 's suggestion that the WBZ restrictions in 

right nos. 63-12452, 63-12464, and 63-12516 "should be placed on all the IMAP rights" that 

include the associated wells as APODs. It may be appropriate to include the WBZ restrictions 

on these particular rights post-IMAP, such that each right could be diverted only from wells 

15 Copies of the Well Driller's Reports for the original and replacement Foxtail wells are included in 
Exhibit Kat page 153. 
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producing water from the stated WBZs. And it may also be appropriate to limit other rights such 

that (post-IMAP) they can divert only from the WBZs associated with the original rights for the 

Floating Feather, Redwood Creek, Durham, Licorice, and Spurwing wells listed in the table 

above. 17 However, it would not be appropriate to limit all water rights such that (post-IMAP) all 

81 APODs in the IMAP are limited to the WBZs listed above. 

In any case, to the extent that interference with other water rights or wells occurs from 

pumping additional rights from the wells listed above (i.e., rights other than those originally 

associated with the wells), the proposed APOD condition would protect those other rights. As 

described above in Section 1.E(2)(b ), the APOD condition would "unwind" the APOD approval 

for purposes of administration. This fully protects senior water right users. 

II. IDWR's ANALYSES OF SUEZ'S WATER RIGHTS PORTFOLIO AND IMAP 
CHANGES 

The Staff Memo included a spreadsheet labeled "Attachment 1: Suez Water Right 

Portfolio" ("Staff Attachment I") which is "a table outlining the water right authorizations 

included in IDWR's analysis." Staff Memo at 15 (a copy of the attachment is found in Exhibit A 

at page 73). Similar to the approach used by SUEZ in the Master Water Plan, this review of 

SUEZ's portfolio did not merely sum the water rights' diversion rates. Rather, in order to arrive 

at a meaningful figure, the Department (like SUEZ) calculated the quantity of water available to 

16 As noted in the 2011 Well Driller's Report included in Exhibit Kat page 153, water right nos. 63-12334 
and 63-12362 also are associated with the Foxtail well. These rights are not limited to a particular water bearing 
zone like right no. 63-12516. 

17 Please note that the Foxtail well is not included in the statement in the main text. The Foxtail well 
already is an authorized point of diversion for other water rights (nos. 63-12334 and 63-12362) which contain no 
WBZ restrictions and the Foxtail well, as noted, already produces from a WBZ different than the limitation in right 
no. 63-12516. SUEZ intends for right no. 63-12516 to be authorized to divert from any of its APODs (even if 
limited to the WBZ indicated in the permit), and also for all other rights in the IMAP to be able to divert from the 
Foxtail well as an authorized APOD. 
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be diverted under SUEZ's existing portfolio by accounting for volume limitations, combined 

limitations with other rights, and the timing of each right's availability to be diverted. SUEZ's 

and IDWR's respective analyses were very similar, but not identical in all respects. As noted in 

the Staff Memo, "IDWR' s review resulted in slightly different values than Suez reported in ... 

the Master Water Plan." Staff Memo at 15 (Exhibit A at page 59). 

The Staff Memo also included a spreadsheet labeled "Attachment 2: IMAP Rights" 

("Staff Attachment 2"), which displays IDWR's analysis of the proposed changes to SUEZ's 

water rights that would result from approval of the IMAP. A copy of this attachment is found in 

Exhibit A at page 76, SUEZ agrees with most of the information in the spreadsheet, but not all 

of it. 

Submitted with this Response Memo is a November 30, 2020 memorandum ("Side 

Memo") from Michael P. Lawrence to the Hearing Officer in the IMAP proceeding regarding the 

"Analysis of Staff Memo Attachments 1 and 2." Due to its size, the Side Memo is being filed 

separately rather than as an exhibit to this Response Memo, but it is incorporated by this 

reference. 

In a nutshell, and as explained in more detail in Side Memo, SUEZ believes that the 

portfolio analysis reflected in Staff Attachment 1 should be changed to reflect the issues 

identified in Table 3 below: 
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Table 3: Proposed changes to Staff Attachment 1 

WR# Description of issue 
Proposed Change to Staff 

Attachment 1 

63-147D Update to SUEZ portfolio Add right to SUEZ portfolio 

63-169F Revise diversion rate after adjustments Diversion rate should be 0.39 cfs 

63-243E Revise diversion rate after adjustments Diversion rate should be 1.33 cfs 

63-243H Revise diversion rate after adjustments Diversion rate should be 0.33 cfs 

63-3222 Update to SUEZ portfolio Add right to SUEZ portfolio 

63-10890 Update to SUEZ portfolio Add right to SUEZ portfolio 

63-10945 Revise diversion rate "after IMAP" Diversion rate should be 0.45 cfs 

63-11990 Revise diversion rate "after IMAP" Diversion rate should be 0.63 cfs 

63-12362 Fire protection use only 
Right should not count toward SUEZ 

municipal portfolio 

63-31406 Use of quantity reflected in proof of beneficial use Diversion rate should be 1 .11 cfs 

As shown in Table 3, SUEZ proposes that Staff Attachment l's portfolio analysis include 

the post-IMAP quantities for right nos. 63-10945 and 63-11990 as described in the Side Memo. 

Including these post-IMAP quantities more accurately reflects SUEZ's portfolio for purposes of 

conducting the Gap Analysis (see Section III below). The Staff Memo contends that right no. 63-

12362's fire protection use cannot be changed to municipal through the IMAP. Staff Memo at 

19. SUEZ therefore believes that the right should not be counted in Staff Attachment I toward 

SUEZ's municipal portfolio for purposes of the Gap Analysis. The other rights listed in Table 3 

are not in the IMAP,. but nevertheless are in SUEZ's portfolio of water rights. 

In addition, and as also explained in the Side Memo, SUEZ believes the following 

revisions are needed to Staff Attachment 2's analysis of the proposed changes to SUEZ's water 

rights that would result from approval of the IMAP: 
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Table 4: Proposed changes to Staff Attachment 2 

WR# Description of issue 
Proposed Change to Staff 

Attachment 2 

63-8248 Correction of rounding or error Diversion rate should be 1 .16 cfs 

63-10945 Revise diversion rate "after IMAP" Diversion rate should be 0.45 cfs 

63-11990 Revise diversion rate "after IMAP" Diversion rate should be 0.63 cfs 

As noted in the Side Memo, to avoid a dispute over whether right no. 63-12362 's fire 

protection use (which is its only authorized use) can be transferred to municipal, SUEZ will 

agree to a modification of the IMAP to remove that proposed change. However, the right should 

remain in the IMAP so its place of use can be changed to SUEZ's service area and so it can be 

diverted from all 81 APODs sought in the IMAP. SUEZ does not propose to update Staff 

Attachment 2 to reflect this because it already appears to do so. 

As explained in the Side Memo, SUEZ's Master Water Plan analyzed right nos. 

63-12140 and 63-12310 18 differently than IDWR did in Staff Attachment 1 and Staff Attachment 

2. However, SUEZ agrees that the quantities for these rights in Staff Attachment 1 and Staff 

Attachment 2 are correct. 

Ill. GAP ANALYSIS REVISIONS 

The Staff Memo includes a "Gap Analysis"19 to determine the difference between SUEZ's 

current water rights portfolio and its reasonably anticipated future needs ("RAFN"). Staff Memo 

at 14-16 (Exhibit A at pages 58-60). The purpose of the Gap Analysis is to confirm that an 

18 IDWR used the quantities set forth in draft licenses for right nos. 63-12140 and 63-12310 instead of the 
permitted quantities. As noted in the Side Memo, SUEZ has agreed with these draft license quantities and, therefore, 
agrees that those quantities are correctly reflected in Staff Attachment I and Staff Attachment 2. 

19 A "Gap Analysis" is an "analysis of the difference (gap) between what will be needed (to supply 
municipal RAFN] and what is currently provided for by the [municipal provider's] existing water right portfolio." 
Mat Weaver, Memorandum -Application Processing No. 7 4, Permit Processing No. 20, License Processing No. I 3, 
Transfer Processing No. 29, at 17 n.11 (Mar. 16, 2015) (replacing Nov. 15, 2014 and Nov. 13, 2013 versions) 
("RAFN Municipal Water Right Handbook:'). 
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applicant does not obtain RAFN rights in excess of what is needed to meet long term needs. In 

other words, the gap (future demand minus portfolio) must be zero or a positive number. SUEZ 

previously identified a gap of 40.29 cfs based on anticipated demand in 2065. Master Water 

Plan, page 41. 

As discussed below, the Gap Analysis (a) should be revised to reflect a small net 

reduction in SUEZ' s water rights portfolio (also discussed in Section II at page 28), and (b) 

could be revised to reflect the small decrease in future demand in the Expansion Area ( discussed 

in section LC at page 16). 

Page 15 of the Sta.ff Memo includes a table summarizing IDWR's Gap Analysis. The 

table is reproduced below, as Table 5, with columns added to the right showing SUEZ' s 

calculations from its Master Water Plan and the difference between the Staff Memo's and 

SUEZ's calculations: 

Table 5: Difference between Staff Memo Gap Analysis and Master Water Plan Gap Analysis 

Portfolio (ground water and surface water rights or Staff SUEZ Difference 
permits) Memo cfs ( Staff Memo cfs 

cfs minus SUEZ cfs) 
1. Total "face value" or "paper" diversion rate (sum 412.86 415.01 -2.15 

of each rioht) 
2. Total diversion rate after combined limit 366.90 370.34 -3.44 

adjustments 
3. Total diversion rate after combined limit and 351.14 350.58 0.56 

volume limit adjustments 
4. Total diversion rate after temporal 331 .14 330.58 0.56 

considerations 
5. Forecast for Water Demand in 2065 370.87 370.87 0 

Gap= Difference between portfolio (#4) and RAFN (#5) 39.73 40.29 -0.56 

As shown in Table 5 above, there is very little difference between the Department's and 

SUEZ's portfolio calculations and adjustments, and therefore very little difference in the 

respective "gap" calculations. The reasons for these differences are explained in the Side Memo. 

In summary, while IDWR's Gap Analysis differs slightly from SUEZ's own Gap Analysis set 
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forth in the Master Water Plan, both IDWR and SUEZ agree that SUEZ's portfolio is 

insufficient to meet its RAFN in 2065.20 

In a number of cases, SUEZ agrees with the corrections recommended by the Staff Memo. 

In other cases, SUEZ believes its original portfolio calculations are correct. In yet other cases, 

SUEZ agrees that a correction is called for, but different from the correction called for in the 

Staff Memo. In addition, SUEZ has identified three water rights that were omitted from the 

Master Water Plan which should be included in the Gap Analysis. Each is discussed in detail in 

the Side Memo. 

For purposes of conducting the Gap Analysis, SUEZ proposes the adjustments to its 

portfolio summarized in Table 3 above,21 as specifically set forth in Table 6 below: 

2° Concerning these differences, the Staff Memo concludes: 
While the water right portfolio combined diversion rate IDWR calculated (331.14 cfs) is slightly 

greater than Suez's tally, the rate is within 0.17% of the rate stated by Suez (330.58 cfs). Either way, the 
Suez 2065 water demand forecast (370.87 cfs) exceeds the currently authorized overall water right 
diversion rate. 

Staff Memo at 16 (Exhibit A at page 60). 

21 As noted in the text following Table 3 above, the post-IMAP quantities for right nos. 63-10945 and 63-
11990 should be used to accurately reflect SUEZ's portfolio for purposes of conducting the Gap Analysis. 
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Table 6: SUEZ's proposed updates to Post-IMAP portfolio for Gap Analysis 

WR# 
Proposed Change to SUEZ Portfolio in Increase/decrease to SUEZ Portfolio in 

Staff Attachment 1 Staff Attachment 1 

63-147D Add right to SUEZ portfolio +0.37 cfs 

63-169F Diversion rate should be 0.39 cfs -0.42 cfs (0.39 - 0.81) 

63-243E Diversion rate should be 1.33 cfs -1 .97 cfs (1.33 - 3.3) 

63-243H Diversion rate should be 0.33 cfs -0.6 cfs (0.33 - 0.93) 

63-3222 Add right to SUEZ portfolio +0.07 cfs 

63-10890 Add right to SUEZ portfolio +0.02 cfs 

63-10945 Diversion rate should be 0.45 cfs +0.19 cfs (0.45 - 0.26) 

63-11990 Diversion rate should be 0.63 cfs -0.23 (0.86 - 0.63) 

63-12362 
Fire protection use only; 2.22 cfs should 

-2.22 
not count toward portfolio for Gap Analysis 

63-31406 Diversion rate should be 1.11 cfs -0.89 cfs (1.11 - 2.0) 

Net change -5.68 cfs 

As shown, these changes result in a net decrease of 5.68 cfs to SUEZ's portfolio as set 

forth in the Staff Memo's Attachment 1. In other words, the changes increase the "gap" between 

SUEZ's portfolio and its RAFN in 2065. Section II at page 28. 

Concerning the future demand aspect of the Gap Analysis, as explained in Section LC 

above, the projected 2065 demand inside SUEZ's Planning Area but outside of SUEZ's current 

Certificated Area ( called the "Expansion Area" in the Expansion Quantification Report, 

Exhibit E at page 91) is projected to be 1.69% of SUEZ' s total projected annual demand. 

Accordingly, the projected 2065 demand inside the Expansion Area must be 1.69% of SUEZ's 

total projected 2065 Maximum Day Demand ("MDD") of370.87 cfs in August 2065. The result 

is that, if demand in the Expansion Area is excluded from SUEZ's demand projection, MDD in 

2065 reduces by 6.27 cfs, from 370.87 cfs to 364.60 cfs. See Section LC at page 16. 
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If the Gap Analysis is revised to account for (a) a 5.68 cfs decrease to SUEZ's portfolio 

described above, and (b) a 6.27 cfs reduction to SUEZ's projected future demand, the gap 

between SUEZ's portfolio and projected water demand would be 39.14 cfs: 

Table 7: Net change adjustments to Gap Analysis reflecting 
decrease in portfolio and future demand (within Expansion Area) 

Original Potential 
Resulting Quantities Quantities Adjustments 

{cfs) {cfs) (cfs) 

SUEZ Portfolio (Staff Memo Attachment 1) 331.14 -5.68 325.46 

Projected demand (Master Water Plan) 370.87 -6.27 364.60 

Gap (projected demand minus portfolio) 39.73 -0.59 39.14 

The bottom line is that the gap might move, but not by much. SUEZ initially calculated 

that gap at 40.29 cfs. The Staff Memo placed it at 39.73 cfs. IfSUEZ's proposed changes to its 

portfolio are reflected in Sta.ff Attachment 1 (which SUEZ recommends; see Section II at page 

28), and the Expansion Area is excluded from SUEZ's projected demand (which SUEZ does not 

recommend; see Section LC at page 16), the number would be 39.14 cfs. All that matters is that 

the number is positive. 

CONCLUSION 

SUEZ respectfully requests that the Hearing Officer approve the IMAP consistent with 

this Response Memo, the Side Memo, and SUEZ's prior filings. 
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Respectfully submitted this 30th day of November, 2020. 

GIVENS PURSLEY LLP 

. By 

Christopher H. Meyer " 

By 
Michael P. Lawrence 

Attorneys for Applicant SUEZ Water Idaho Inc. 
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Exhibit A STAFF MEMO OF 1/14/2019 (WITH ATTACHMENTS) 

MEMORANDUM 

DATE: January 14, 2019 

TO: 

FROM: 

J~ Cefalo f51)) (iii) 
~ hut, A. Gri~ , P. Skaggs, E.Yo'e, and S. Keen 

RE: Staff Review of Suez Water Idaho, lnc.'s Integrated Municipal Application Package 

BACKGROUND 

On May 4, 2001, United Water Idaho Inc., now Suez Water Idaho, Inc. ("Suez"), filed with the 
Idaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR") a package of applications identified by the 
name Integrated Municipal Application Package ("IMAP"). Among other things, Suez seeks to 
add alternative points of diversion ("APODs") to certain water rights and permits, eliminate 
annual diversion volume limits from certain water rights, and identify the water rights and 
permits as held to meet reasonably anticipated future needs ("RAFN"). 

IDWR received several protests against approval of the IMAP. IDWR appointed James Cefalo 
("Cefalo") to be the hearing officer in the IMAP matter. Cefalo held a handful of status 
conferences to confer with the parties about the IMAP. Cefalo did not hold a hearing because 
all the protests were eventually withdrawn, many of them conditionally. 

The purpose of this review memorandum is to assist Cefalo in evaluating the IMAP record. This 
memorandum analyzes Suez's IMAP transfer and permlt amendment applications as described 
by documents Suez submitted in support of the IMAP, including: 

• Suez's Master Water Plan for the Years 2015 to 2065 ("Master Water Plan") 

• Suez's 2017 Update Report on IMAP ond 2065 Master Water Plan ("2017 Update 
Report'') 

• Suez's 2017 Supplement to the Update Report, Addressing APODs ("2017 APODs 
Update Report") 

The analysis is organized into three sections. The first section addresses the information Suez 
submitted to support the RAFN component of the IMAP proposal. The second section 
addresses the IMAP relative to the statutory requirements for water right transfers (Idaho Code 
§ 42-222) and appllcatlons to amend permits (Idaho Code§ 42-211). The third section 
describes considerations particular to elements and conditions of specific water rights and 
permits included in the IMAP. 

IMAP Review Memorandum 1 
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RAFN REVIEW 

Idaho Code§ 42-222(1) states, in part: 

When the nature of use of the water right is to be changed to municipal 
purposes and some or all of the right will be held by a municipal provider to 
serve reasonably anticipated future needs, the municipal provider shall 
provide to the department sufficient information and documentation to 
establish that the applicant qualifies as a municipal provider and that the 
reasonably anticipated future needs, the service area and the planning 
horizon are consistent with the definitions and requirements specified in this 
chapter. 

Idaho Code § 42-2028(8) states: 

"Reasonably anticipated future needs" refers to future uses of water by a 
municipal provider for municipal purposes within a service area which, on the 
basis of population and other planning data, are reasonably expected to be 
required within the planning horizon of each municipality within the service area 
not inconsistent with comprehensive land use plans approved by each 
municipality. Reasonably anticipated future needs shall not include uses of water 
within areas overlapped by conflicting comprehensive land use plans. 

Accordingly, IDWR's analysis of Suez's RAFN request must address: 

1) whether Suez qualifies as a municipal provider, 
2) Suez's service area, 
3) Suez's proposed planning horizon, 
4) Suez's population projection within the planning horizon, and 
5) Suez's forecasted water demand necessary to serve the changing population within a 
service area throughout the planning horizon. 

IDWR must also analyze Suez's existing water rights portfolio and conduct a gap analysis. A gap 
analysis is the determination of what portion of Suez's future municipal needs can be met by its 
existing water rights. See Memorandum Re: Recommendations for the Processing of 
Reasonably Anticipated Future Needs (RAFN} Municipal Water Rights at the Time of Application, 
licensing, and Transfer (Mar. 16, 2015) ("IDWR Recommendations for RAFN Processing") at 17. 

Municipal Provider Status 

Suez's submittals do not state why it qualifies as a "municipal provider" pursuant to Idaho Code 
§ 42-2028(5). 
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Suez may qualify as a "municipal provider" because it is a "corporation or association holding a 
franchise to supply water for municipal purposes." Idaho Code § 42-202B(S)(b). Some of Suez's 
submittals refer to Idaho Public Utilities Commission ("IPUC") authorization, implying the 
existence of a franchise. For example, the April 3, 2018, Affidavit of Roger D. Dittus ("Dittus 
Affidavit")1, hydrogeologist for Suez, states: "The Pink Line Map also displays SUEZ's certificated 
area. This is [the] geographic area that SUEZ is now authorized to serve by the [IPUC]." Dittus 
Affidavit at 2. 

Alternatively, Suez may qualify as a "municipal provider" because Suez is identified by the Idaho 
Department of Environmental Quality as "[a] corporation which supplies water for municipal 
purposes through a water system regulated by the state of Idaho as a 'public water supply' as 
described in section 39-103(12), Idaho Code."2 Idaho Code § 42-202B(S)(c). 

IDWR should seek information from Suez to substantiate its qualification as a municipal 
provider for the record. 

Service Area 

The IMAP service area review is based on the following documents: 

• Master Water Plan 
• 2017 Update Report 
• United Water Integrated Municipal Application Planning Area Map ("Planning Area 

Map"), Exhibit 1 to l\llaster Water Plan 

Idaho Code § 42-2028(9) defines "service area" as follows: 

'Service area' means that area within which a municipal provider is or becomes 
entitled or obligated to provide water for municipal purposes. For a municipality, 
the service area shall correspond to its corporate limits, or other recognized 
boundaries, including changes therein after the permit or license Is issued. The 
service area for a municipality may also include areas outside its corporate limits, 
or other recognized boundaries, that are within the municlpallty's established 
planning area if the constructed delivery system for the area shares a common 
water distribution system with lands located within the corporate limits. For a 
municipal provider that is not a municipality, the service area shall correspond to 
the area that it is authorized or obligated to serve, including changes therein after 
the permit or license is issued. 

1 Avallable at hltps:/ll,;lwr.ldaho.gov/flle~/fell,al/suez.waw-idi1ho•lmap/IMAP-20180403•Affidavil-of-Roger• 
Dittus.pdf. 

l See Publlc Water Systems Classlflcation List at hltp:l/www.deg.ldaho.gov/water-gu31ltv/drinkinR-wa1er/pws
dassiflca1lon-llcensure/sys1gm-classiflcatlans/. 
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The IDWR Recommendations for RAFN Processing gives additional guidance regarding service 
areas, including areas overlapped by conflicting comprehensive land use plans: 

Idaho Code §42-202B (8) states, "Reasonably anticipated future needs shall not 
include uses of water within areas overlapped by conflicting comprehensive land 
use plans." When evaluating a proposed RAFN service area where two or more 
municipal providers abut one another, the applicant should research adjacent 
community planning areas to confirm that overlaps in competing planning areas 
specific to water service do not exist. If overlaps in comprehensive land use 
planning areas specific to water service do exist between two different municipal 
providers, the area of overlap cannot be included in the proposed RAFN service 
area under consideration .. .. 

However, the proposed RAFN service area cannot include areas where water is 
not provided at the time of application if the proposed RAFN service area is 
overlapped by adjacent land use planning boundaries, or is already included 
within the existing service area of a municipal water provider other than the 
municipal provider under consideration. 

IDWR Recommendations for RAFN Processing at 6-7. 

Although Idaho Code uses the term "service area," Suez uses the term "Planning Area" 
throughout its Master Water Plan and 2017 Update Report. The difference in terminology is 
discussed in the Master Water Plan as follows: 

Planning Area refers to Suez's anticipated future service area that qualifies for 
RAFN quantification at the end of the Planning Horizon. References to Suez's 
Planning Area are capitalized. The [IDWR Recommendations for RAFN Processing] 
does not employ the term 'planning area' but refers instead to the 'RAFN service 
area,' which is the same thing. 

Master Water Plan at 2. Suez's "Planning Area" is based on a SO-year planning horizon for its 
water supply. The "Planning Area" is Suez's anticipated service area at the end of the SO-year 
planning horizon. The "Planning Area" extends beyond Suez's current service area into the 
impact areas of several incorporated communities and into unincorporated portions of Ada 
County. The Dittus Affidavit describes the "Planning Area's" overlap with other municipalities 
as follows: 

SUEZ's certificated area and planning area fall within the City of Boise's area of 
city impact. In addition, SUEZ's certificated area and planning area include 
portions of the following: (1) the City of Eagle and its area of city impact, (2) the 
City of Kuna and its area of city impact, (3) the City of Meridian and its area of 
city impact, (4) Garden City and its area of city impact, and (5) unincorporated 
areas of Ada County that fall within no area of city impact. 
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Dittus Affidavit at 3. 

Suez's method for delineating its "Planning Area" raises at least four questions: 

1. Is the SO-year planning horizon appropriate? 

2. Does Idaho law allow municipal providers to justify RAFN on the basis of an anticipated, 
as opposed to current, service area? 

3. Did Suez use good information to anticipate where its service area is likely to expand 
over the planning horizon? 

4. Is the "Planning Area" consistent with the Idaho Code §42-2028(8) directive that, 
"(RAFN] shall not include uses of water within areas overlapped by conflicting 
comprehensive land use plans." 

Regarding the first question, as discussed below in the "Planning Horizon" section, justifying a 
SO-year planning horizon requires extensive analysis. Suez's SO-year "Planning Area" cannot be 
valid if its SO-year planning horizon is inappropriate. This review of Suez's "Planning Area" 
assumes the SO-year planning horizon is appropriate. If the planning horizon is not appropriate, 
the "Planning Area" may need to be scaled back to reflect a shorter term. 

Regarding the second question, Idaho Code§ 42-222(1) directs that, when the nature of use of 
a water right is to be changed to municipal purposes to serve RAFN, IDWR must ensure the 
"service area" is "consistent with the definitions and requirements specified in this chapter." 
Again, the definition of "service area" in Idaho Code § 42-2028(9) states: "For a municipal 
provider that is not a municipality, the service area shall correspond to the area that it is 
authorized or obligated to serve, including changes therein after the permit or license is 
issued." This definition clearly anticipates that, for a non-municipal entity like Suez, the service 
area may change after a permit or license is issued. The definition suggests that it may be 
appropriate for Suez to use an anticipated, as opposed to current, service area to justify its 
RAFN request. However, because many of the IMAP water rights are decreed rights rather than 
permits and licenses, it is not clear that the opportunity to plan for an expanded service area 
applies to all the water rights involved. 

Regarding the third question, even assuming Suez can use an anticipated service area to justify 
its RAFN request, Suez's IMAP materials do not explain or detail how or why Suez will become 
"authorized or obligated to serve" an area outside its current service area. Suez does not 
explain how it obtains approval for expanding its service area nor detail why Suez's service area 
will expand into certain areas in the future. A municipality has its "corporate limits" and 
"established planning area." Idaho Code § 42-2028(9). For a municipal provider that is not a 
municipality, what is the process for obtaining authorization or obligation to serve an area"? See 

Id. IDWR should ask Suez to explain its process for obtaining authorization or obligation to 
serve an area. 
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Suez also does not describe what portion of the anticipated future water need is expected to 
occur in the portions of the "Planning Area" that Suez does not now serve. Is the expanded 
service area marginal to the overall IMAP request, or does it account for a significant share of 
the projected growth in demand over the planning horizon? In addition, the Planning Area Map 
does not show areas that are currently served by domestic wells, subdivisions that may have 
their own community water supplies, areas that have non-potable irrigation water (NP1)3, or 
any types of non-municipal water supplies. IDWR should ask Suez for information explaining 
how and why it is reasonable to anticipate that its service area will expand to include all of the 
"Planning Area." IDWR should also ask Suez to explain what portion of its anticipated future 
needs over the SO-year planning horizon is attributable to Suez's current service area and what 
portion is attributable to the anticipated growth of its service area. 

r:::::::i . C;:J 

.. 
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........ 
Figure 1. Suez Planning Area (red) superimposed on the Ada County City Impact Areas (black) 

3 NPI is untreated surface water delivered by irrigation districts and other entities (but not by the 
municipal provider) to irrigate lawns, parks, and the like within a municipal provider's service area. The 
Master Water Plan accounts for NPI In Its water demand projection, but does not specifically discuss 
residences with domestic wells or other potential small community water supplies. 
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Regarding the fourth question, Figure 1 shows the areas of impact (black outline) of the various 
municipalities in Ada County4 and Suez's "Planning Area" (red hatched area). Suez is often seen 
as the municipal water provider for the City of Boise, but, as Figure 1 shows, Suez's certificated 
service area (green outline), as approved by the IPUC, and its "Planning Area," overlap areas of 
impact of other Ada County municipalities. The Master Water Plan (at 7) highlights these 
overlaps, stating: 

In the Meridian and Eagle vicinity, the western boundary of the Planning Area in 
the 2012 Pink Line Map precisely matches Suez's existing certificated boundary. 
Compared to the 2002 Pink Line Map, the biggest change in this area is the 
Planning Area extension north of Chinden Boulevard, which was not included 
within the 2002 Pink Line Map's Planning Area boundary. 

The Suez "Planning Area" overlaps with the City of Eagle area of impact in multiple locations, 
and the border of the "Planning Area" along the area of impact for Meridian also appears to 
overlap. The Master Water Plan {at 8) also states: 

Where the southern boundary of the 2012 Pink Line Map's Planning Area 
approaches the City of Kuna, it turns north one mile east of the City's current 
annexations. After traveling three miles north, the boundary intersects Suez's 
current certificated service area western bound~ry all the way through and 
around the Cities of Meridian, Eagle, and Garden City, as described above. In other 
words, aside from the area extending three miles south of its existing certificated 
service area east of Kuna, Suez's Planning Area boundary is identical to its current 
certificated service area along its western boundary. 

In other words, the existing Suez service area overlaps with Kuna's area of impact. The 
"Planning Area" extends the overlap especially towards the south. 

Suez concludes that its RAFN proposal is consistent with Idaho Code § 42-202B(8) because "no 
areas that Suez anticipates serving are within areas overlapped by conflicting comprehensive 
land use plans." Moster Water Pion at 6. The key to Suez's conclusion is Idaho Code § 42-
202B(8)'s use of the phrase "comprehensive land use plan." Suez states that "the municipal 
governments in the Treasure Valley have established their areas of city impact so as not to 
overlap." Id. In other words, because the municipal areas of impact do not overlap, their land 
use plans do not overlap. Therefore, Suez concludes that, although its "Planning Area" for 
water delivery overlaps several municipal areas of impact, such overlap is not in violation of 
Idaho Code§ 42-202B(8)'s directive that RAFN "shall not include uses of water within areas 
overlapped by conflicting comprehensive land use plans." 

While Suez's water delivery proposal may not clearly violate Idaho Code § 42-202B(8}'s 
directive, one view of the statute's restriction could be that its purpose is to allow the land use 

4 Municipal areas of impact in Ada County shapefile available at: htlp://opendata.cllvofbolse.orn. 
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planning process, not the water appropriation process, to determine the future pattern of 
municipal growth. Again, Suez has not explained how it obtains approval for expanding its 
service area nor has Suez detailed why its service area will expand into certain areas in the 
future. IDWR should require Suez to provide such information, 

Planning Horizon 

Idaho Code §42-202B(7) defines the "planning horizon" for a municipal provider as follows: 

'Planning horizon' refers to the length of time that the department determines 
is reasonable for a municipal provider to hold water rights to meet reasonably 
anticipated future needs. The length of the planning horizon may vary 
according to the needs of the particular municipal provider. 

Idaho Code §42-202B(S) states the following ·regarding evaluation of planning horizons: 

'[RAFN)' refers to future uses of water by a municipal provider for municipal 
purposes within a service area which, on the basis of population and other 
planning data, are reasonably expected to be required within the planning 
horizon of each municipality within the service area not inconsistent with 
comprehensive land use plans approved by each municipality. 

IDWR Recommendations for RAFN Processing establishes guidance for IDWR staff to 
consider when determining whether a proposed planning horizon is reasonable. IDWR 
generally considers planning horizons between 15-20 years to be acceptable with 
comparatively little scrutiny in most cases. Planning horizons greater than 20 years must 
be supported by long-term planning documents and professionally prepared demographic 
studies, all of which must be consistent with customary standards of practice for water 
infrastructure planning and other regional planning studies. IDWR Recommendations for 
RAFN Processing summarizes reasonable durations of water resource related planning 
horizons in published reference materials (Table 1) and actual projects in the State of 
Idaho (Table 2). This data suggests "that planning horizons between 10 and 55 years are 
the standard amongst the planning profession and in the actual adoption of planning 
documents within the State of Idaho." IDWR Recommendations for RAFN Processing at 8. 

The Master Water Plan and 2017 Update Report include a number of sections in support of 
the SO-year planning horizon as follows: 

• John S. Church RAFN Forecast ("Church Forecast" } 

Prepared by Suez consultant John S. Church, the Church Forecast was an 
updated SO-year demand forecast for Suez over the 2015 to 2065 period. Note 
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that this forecast was an update to the one submitted by Suez in 2003.5 The 
Church Forecast appears to be based on professionally acceptable methods for 
long range planning. 

• Dr. Don Reading Review of Church Forecast ("Reading Review"} 
Prepared by Suez consultant Dr. Don Reading, the Reading Review is a peer 
review and critique of the Church Forecast. Comments from this review led to 
revisions by Mr. Church. Ultimately, the Reading Review supported the 
methodology and results of the Church Forecast. 

• Dr. Christian Petrich Review of Church Forecast ("Petrich Review"} 

Prepared by Suez consultant Dr. Christian Petrich, the Petrich Review compared 
results of the Church Forecast with a similar regional 2016 planning study 
commissioned by the Idaho Water Resource Board titled Treasure Valley DCM/ 
Water-Demand Projections (2015-2065) ("DCMI Report"). Dr. Petrich found the 
results of the Church Forecast to be consistent with forecasts in the DCMI 
Report. 

Overall, the above-described information in support of the proposed SO-year planning 
horizon sufficiently addresses the evaluation criteria outlined in the IDWR 
Recommendations for RAFN Processing. The proposed SO-year planning horizon is within 
the acceptable range of 10 to 55 years and is consistent with Suez's long-term planning 
documents (Master Water Plan and 2017 Update Report). Additionally, supporting 
information (Reading Review and Petrich Review) corroborates the conclusion that Suez's 
planning material submitted in support of IMAP is consistent with customary standards of 
practice for water infrastructure planning and other regional planning studies. 

Population Projection 

Idaho Code §42-202B(S) states that RAFN should be based on "population and other planning 
data." IDWR Recommendations for RAFN Processing outlines the following "components and 
considerations" regarding population projection that the applicant should address in detail: 

1. Conduct a critical survey of existing contemporary population studies 
applicable to the local area to establish likely upper and lower boundaries for 
population growth. 

5 The IMAP proceeding was stayed in 2003 pending the processing of Suez's claims in the Snake River Basin 

Adjudication. The RAFN forecast that formed the basis of the original IMAP was based on a SO-year planning 
horizon between 2003 and 2053, and was 11 years old by the time IMAP was relaunched. IDWR required Suez to 
update its SO-year forecast. Suez's updated forecast pushed out the planning horizon to 2065. 
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2. Project future population using standard technical methods, such as 
regression, extrapolation, or cohort survival models. Extrapolation forecasts 
should account for geography, resource constraints, economic conditions, 
and other limiting factors or anticipated events, such as relocation of a 
commercial or industrial use. 

3. Compare the results of the population projections from step 2 to the results 
of the critical survey from step 1 and apply professional judgement to 
evaluate whether the population projections are likely to occur within the 
planning horizon and are, therefore, reasonable. 

In addit ion, "applicants should provide extra justification for requested growth rates in excess 
of 2.50% annually." IDWR Recommendations for RAFN Processing at 9. 

The Church Forecast, Reading Review, and Petrich Review include population projection 
discussions as follows: 

• Ch urch Forecast - Population Pro jection 

The Church Forecast relied on an econometric model ("Church Econometric Model") 
that Mr. Church originally developed for Idaho Power Company. For IMAP, the 
Church Econometric Model utilized population and planning data from three 
governmental agencies: (1) U.S. Census Bureau, (2) U.S. Department of Labor, and 
(3) the Community Planning Association of Southwest Idaho (COMPASS). Input data 
for the Church Econometric Model (built into the Church Forecast) included 
population and number of households data obtained from both the U.S Census 
Bureau and U.S. Department of Labor data. Results from the COMPASS population 
and number of households forecast (2040 Communities in Motion) was used to 
calibrate (tune) the Church Econometric Model which projected out to 2065 (The 
COMPASS forecast extended to 2040). Results of the Church Econometric Model 
projected an annual growth rate of 1.20% over the SO-year period between 2015 
and 2065. 

• Reading Review - Populat ion Projection 

The Reading Review included a lengthy discussion on the population projection 
component of the Church Forecast, where Dr. Reading evaluated the methods 
and results based on the above-described IDWR Recommendations for RAFN 
Processing criteria. Note that Dr. Reading also utilized IDWR's Microsoft Excel 
population forecasting tool for assessment purposes.6 Ultimately, Dr. Reading 
found that Suez utilized appropriate standard technical methods for the 

• See IDWR Recommendations for RAFN Processing at 10. The population forecasting tool is called 
"PopForecastTool.xlsx." 
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population projection and that "Suez's forecast through 2065 appears to 
compare reasonably well with the other contemporary forecasts." 

• Petrich Review - Population Pro jection 

The Petrich Review also included a brief discussion on the population projection 
component of the Church Forecast. Dr. Petrich noted that population forecasts 
for Suez and SPF's DCMI Report (See Petrich Review) were both prepared by Mr. 
Church and, as a result, population and household projections were very similar. 

Overall, information developed and submitted by Suez supports a forecasted annual 
population growth rate of 1.20%. The Reading Review adequately addressed the 
"components and considerations" for evaluating population projection set forth in the 
IDWR Recommendations for RAFN Processing. Further, the fact that the Church 
Econometric Model was also utilized in SPF's DCMI Report forecast supports its 
applicability to the Treasure Valley. 

Water Demand 

The IMAP water demand review is based on the following documents: 

• Master Water Plan 
• 2017 Update Report 

Idaho Code § 42-202B(8) states the following with respect to water demand: 

'[RAFN]' refers to future uses of water by a municipal provider for municipal 
purposes within a service area which, on the basis of population and other 
planning data, are reasonably expected to be required within the planning horizon 
of each municipality within the service area not inconsistent with comprehensive 
land use plans approved by each municipality. [RAFN] shall not include uses of 
water within areas overlapped by conflicting comprehensive land use plans. 

The IDWR Recommendations for RAFN Processing outlines additional guidance on pages 10-17 
for IDWR staff to consider when reviewing water demand data and analyses. 

The Church Forecast includes a SO-year demand forecast for the years 2015 to 2065. The 2015-
2065 forecast projects lower water demand than the 2000-2050 forecast did. For example, 
compared to the 2003 IMAP, the new peak demand projection for the year 2050 drops from 
415. 7 ds to 284 ds. The new peak demand projection (370.87 cfs) for the year 2065 is lower by 
44.83 ds than the original projection for year 2050 (415. 7 ds). According to Suez, the 
reduction in its estimates can be attributed to: 
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• The impact of the "Great Recession" following the national economic crisis 
beginning in 2007. 

• Improved prediction methodologies (consistent with IDWR's new guidance on RAFN 
forecasting). 

• New and more accurate data (including 2010 Census data, extensive new data 
collected by the Community Planning Association of Southwest Idaho ("COMPASS"), 
and another decade of Suez's own production data). 

Mr. Reading and Mr. Petrich also addressed Suez's forecasted water demand. 

• The Reading Review generally compares Suez's forecasts with methodologies, 
standards, and benchmarks in the IDWR Recommendations for RAFN Processing, 
stating: 

Suez's population and water demand forecasts are reasonable when 
compared to other contemporary forecasts. The contemporary forecasts 
used for comparison in this Report were developed for TV CAMP, 
COMPASS, and the [DCMI Report]. An additional check of Suez's 
population projections was made using the Department's population 
forecasting tool referenced in the [tDWR Recommendations for RAFN 
Processing] . With the exception of one model form- which, as explained 
in the Report, is not a good predictor of future population- all of Suez's 
projections are lower or equal to the other forecasts derived from the 
Department's forecasting tool. 

Reading Review at Executive Summary. In other words, Mr. Reading concludes that Suez's 
projections are conservative when compared to other forecasts derived from the Department's 
forecasting tool. 

• Despite differences in methodology between Suez and Mr. Petrich's forecasts, the 
Petrich Review and Suez's water-demand projections are consistent. Petrich Review 
at 3. The Suez 2065 water-demand projection for the Suez "Planning Area" (103,000 
AF - see Table 3) is similar to SPF's Scenario 2 water-demand projection (106,000 
AF). Id. 

The Master Water Plan explains that one objective of the water demand forecast is to predict 
the peak day production ("Maximum Day Demand" or "MDD") that will be required to meet 
both customer demand (billed production: residential, commercial, public authority, and 
"other" sales) and non-billed production (system losses, company use, non-billed hydrant use) 
within the "Planning Area" at the end of the planning horizon. Master Water Plan at 8-9. Billed 
production accounts for 95% of the water produced, 99% of which is for residential and 
commercial sales. Reading Review at 16. 
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The Master Water Plan uses statistical modeling (regression analysis) to predict water demand. 
The statistical analysis relies on historic data - such as the annual number of residential and 
commercial customers, per capita water use, and water sales statistics -to predict water 
demand and customer growth for residential and commercial customer classes in the Suez 
"Planning Area." The data came from the Census Bureau, COMPASS, and Suez itself. 

In addition, Suez predicts a decline in NPI use in its "Planning Area." This declining trend of NPI 
use would increase per capita demand from Suez, but was not factored in because the decline 
is difficult to predict. Therefore, Suez's prediction is more conservative in this regard. 
Suez's analysis uses a significantly lower peaking factor (1.09) than the IDWR Recommendations 
for RAFN Processing (1.3). 

In its Master Water Plan, Suez did not address some items that could be germane to its future 
water demand. For example, the Master Water Plan does not consider climate change or the 
potential for future economic recessions in its water demand predictions. 

• Climate Change 

Future climate change is not discussed as a potential variable that may affect water 
demand. However, temperature and precipitation variability are included in the 
statistical analysis. Temperature is included as a weighted average of monthly 
average temperatures that occurred during each bi-monthly billing period. 
Precipitation was also included as a variable, constructed as a weighted average of 
precipitation that affected each bi-monthly billing period. However, analysis of 
weather variability in the past may not be indicative of future climate conditions in 
the Treasure Valley. DCM/ Report at 79-81. 

• Future Recessions 

The Master Water Plan addresses the effects of the "Great Recession," which are 
significant. For example: 

• The water demand projection for the year 2065 (370.87 cfs) is 
lower by 44.83 cfs than the original projection for year 2050 
(415.7 ds). 

• Suez's commercial use per customer declined by nearly 19% 
during the Great Recession (2007-2011), which can be attributed 
to general commercial sector decline and the loss of some very 
high use customers. 

"Suez's forecast assumes a return to more normal economic conditions for the 
Planning Horizon." Reading Review at 18. Nevertheless, Suez "conservatively 
forecasts lower than historical growth rates-the forecasted SO-year annual 
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average compound growth rates for customers and water sales are below 
the 25 year historical averages for the Company." Id. at 4. 

• Independent Water Systems 

There is no discussion of the potential for landowners currently outside the 
Suez service area but within the Suez "Planning Area" to develop 
independent water systems. For example, private landowners could drill 
their own wells, new subdivisions could establish their own drinking water 
supply systems, or large industries could elect to use untreated groundwater 
for their operations. 

Overall, Suez's statistical analysis uses values that are unlikely to overstate its 2065 water 
demand. For example, Suez was especially conservative when it used a peaking factor of 1.09, 
as opposed to the peaking factor of 1.3 in the IDWR Recommendations for RAFN Processing. 
The items that were not considered in detail, especially potential future economic recessions, 
deserve more consideration in the discussion of predicted water demand, but are most likely 
compensated by the conservative assumptions throughout the statistical analysis. 

Gap Analysis 

Per Idaho Code § 42-2028(8), RAFN contemplates a gap between the amount of water that is 
currently available to a municipal provider and the amount of water a municipal provider 
reasonably anticipates it will need in the future. The IDWR Recommendations for RAFN 
Processing states that a gap analysis is required to determine the difference between what will 
be needed and what is currently available through the municipal provider's existing water right 
portfolio. 

Suez estimates that it will need 370.87 cfs of water by the year 2065. The "Water Demand" 
section of this memo reviewed the adequacy of Suez's water demand forecast. Suez indicates 
its current water right portfolio authorizes the diversion and use of 330.58 cfs of water. Exhibit 
2 along with section VI of the Master Water Plan outlines the process used to derive the total 
portfolio rate. Suez reports its water right portfolio includes 112 ground water rights or permits 
(104 decreed or licensed rights and 8 permits) and 13 surface water rights, permits, and other 
entitlements (9 surface water rights, 2 surface water permits, and 3 entitlements). Section VI of 
the Master Water Plan outlines the process used to account for combined rate limits, annual 
volume limits, and temporal considerations (such as season of use and priority date/delivery of 
rights) in calculating the rate. 
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For this technical review, IDWR performed a similar analysis of the Suez water right portfolio. 
Exhibit 2 of the Master Water Plan includes all the rights and permits currently owned by Suez. 7 

Suez also included water right authorizations not in the name of Suez but available to it, namely 
the municipal use portion of Boise City Canal Co. right 63-20041, Anderson Ranch reservoir 
storage water, and Lucky Peak reservoir storage water. Attachment 1: Suez Water Right 
Portfolio to this memo is a table outlining the water right authorizations included in IDWR's 
analysis. 

IDWR's review resulted in slightly different values than Suez reported in Forecast Table 7 ofthe 
Master Water Plan. The following table summarizes IDWR's conclusions: 

Portfolio (ground water and surface water rights or permits) cfs 
1. Total "face value" or "paper" diversion rate (sum of each 412.86 

right) 

2. Total diversion rate after combined limit adjustments 366.90 

3. Total diversion rate after combined limit and volume limit 351.14 
adjustments 

4. Total diversion rate after temporal considerations 331.14 

5. Forecast for Water Demand in 2065 370.87 

Gap= Difference between portfolio (#4) and RAFN (#5) 39.73 

It is not clear how Suez's water rights portfolio analysis accounted for its storage water volumes 
in Anderson Ranch Reservoir and Lucky Peak Reservoir. IDWR did not account for the storage 
water in its analysis due to uncertainty as to its variability, delivery, use, season of use, and 
other elements. However, delivery of this volume of storage water at a year-round continuous 
rate yields approximately 2.00 cfs, which is less than 1% of Suez's total portfolio of water rights. 

Suez did not account for other water right authorizations within its "Planning Area." For 
example, several water rights owned by the City of Boise authorize various uses, and several 
irrigation entities deliver water to the same population served by Suez. While Suez's gap 
analysis did not include the other water right authorizations providing water to people within 
the "Planning Area," Suez adjusted its water demand forecast to account for this fact. The 
demand forecast started with population, but was adjusted to predict Suez's residential and 
commercial customer water use based on historical records. For example, Reading's Review 
emphasizes the highest projected total water demand per Suez residential customer household 
of 286 gallons per day is far less than the estimation of 475 gallons per day for all households in 
Ada County.8 Master Water Plan at 91. The predicted water demand for Suez customers 
(residential and commercial) is adjusted for the fact that water is delivered to this population 

7 Some of the water rights may appear in IDWR's records as being owned by United Water Idaho, a predecessor of 
Suez. United Water Idaho Inc. changed its name to Suez Water Idaho Inc. Water right ownership should be 
updated to reflect this name change. 

'Cook, Zena, et. al. Domestic, Commercial, Municipal, and Industrial Water Demand Assessment and Forecast in 
Ada and Canyon Counties, Idaho (December 2001). 
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from other water right authorizations or sources, such as irrigation water from delivery entities, 
municipal water for public areas and parks, etc. 

While the water right portfolio combined diversion rate IDWR calculated (331.14 cfs) is slightly 
greater than Suez's tally, the rate is within 0.17% of the rate stated by Suez (330.58 cfs). Either 
way, the Suez 2065 water demand forecast (370.87 cfs) exceeds the currently authorized 
overall water right diversion rate. 

TRANSFER & PERMIT AMENDMENT REVIEW 

With respect to water right transfers, Idaho Code §42-222(1) states, in pertinent part: 

Any person, entitled to the use of water whether represented by license 
issued by the department of water resources, by claims to water rights by 
reason of diversion and application to a beneficial use as filed under the 
provisions of this chapter, or by decree of the court, who shall desire to change 
the point of diversion, place of use, period of use or nature of use of all or part 
of the water, under the right shall first make application to the department of 
water resources for approval of such change . . . The director of the 
department of water resources shall examine all the evidence and available 
information and shall approve the change in whole, or in part, or upon 
conditions, provided no other water rights are injured thereby, the change 
does not constitute an enlargement in use of the original right, the change is 
consistent with the conservation of water resources within the state of Idaho 
and is in the local public interest as defined in section 42-202B, Idaho Code, 
the change will not adversely affect the local economy of the watershed or 
local area within which the source of water for the proposed use originates, 
in the case where the place of use is outside of the watershed or local area 
where the source of water originates, and the new use is a beneficial use, 
which in the case of a municipal provider shall be satisfied if the water right is 
necessary to serve reasonably anticipated future needs as provided in this 
chapter. 

With respect to amending permits, Idaho Code§ 42-211 states, in pertinent part: 

Whenever a permit has been issued pursuant to the provisions of this act, and 
the permit holder desires to change the place, period, or nature of the 
intended use, or make other substantial changes in the method of diversion 
or proposed use or uses of the water, he shall file an application for 
amendment upon forms to be furnished by the department of water resources 
together with the statutory fee for filing and recording same, and upon receipt 
thereof it shall be the duty of the department of water resources to examine 
same and if approval thereof would not result in the diversion and use of more 
water than originally permitted and if the rights of others will not be adversely 
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affected thereby, the director of the department of water resources shall 
approve said application and return an approved copy to the permit holder. 

Authority to File and Water Right Validity 

Pursuant to Idaho Code§ 42-222 (for transfer applications) IDWR must determine whether the 
applicant is "entitled to the use of water." Pursuant to Idaho Code§ 42-211 (for applications 
to amend permits), IDWR must determine whether a "permit has been issued" and the 
applicant is the "permit holder." 

In addition, IDWR's transfer review policy states: 

For any application for transfer, the department must determine the validity of 
the water rights(s), or parts thereof, proposed to be changed . . . . If the records 
available to the department do no establish that a right has been used within the 
previous, consecutive, five-year period (except as provided in (1) above or for a 
right held by a municipal provider for reasonably anticipated future needs 
pursuant to Section 42-223(2), Idaho Code), the applicant must be asked to 
provide written documentation demonstrating that the right has been used within 
that time period. 

Memorandum Re: Transfer Processing Policies and Procedures (Dec. 21, 2009) at 22. 

The IMAP proposes changes to 94 water rights confirmed by license or decree.9 Of the 94 
water rights, 91 currently authorize non-RAFN municipal use for municipalities and un
incorporated portions of Ada County. Suez's portfolio of water rights authorizes diversion of 
water in excess of current beneficial use. Appendix A in the Master Water Plan (at A-7 and A-8) 
includes annual historic water use data for 1995-2011 and forecasts water use for 2012-2065. 
The highest MDD on record --100,044,000 gallons per day or 154.8 cfs -- occurred In the year 
2000. This rate is less than half the diversion rate in Suez's portfolio of water rights. The Master 
Water Plan (at 41) specifies that Suez's current portfolio is sufficient to cover its current 
demands and RAFN through the year 2058. The IMAP proceeding seeks to formally designate 
the unused rights or portions of rights as necessary for RAFN in accordance with the 1996 
Municipal Water Rights Act. Barring any additional evidence to the contrary, tile 91 non-RAFN 
municipal use rights are valid at least to the extent of historic beneficial use. The status of the 
unused rights or portions of rights will be determined through the IMAP proceeding. 

Three of the 94 water rights included in the IMAP authorize non-municipal uses. Right 63-
10945 authorizes irrigation of 56 acres associated with domestic use for 256 homes and fire 
protection). Right 63-11990 authorizes domestic use for 520 homes and fire protection use 
Right 63-12362 authorizes only fire protection use Review of 2017 aerial imagery confirms the 

• See Attachment 2: IMAP Rights for a listing of the water rights proposed to be changed through the IMAP 
process. 
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subdivision(s) under 63-10945, 63-11990, and 63-12362 are still occupied. Suez proposes at 
least one of the currently authorized points of diversion for each right as an APOD in the IMAP 
proceeding. This indicates the wells and associated distribution systems for these water rights 
are currently operational and likely in use. Absent any additional information to the contrary, 
these three water rights appear valid. 

In the water rights database, United Water Idaho, Inc., is the owner of each of the 94 water 
rights and the seven permits involved in the IMAP. Documentation submitted in connection 
with the IMAP demonstrates United Water Idaho, Inc. changed the company name to Suez 
Water Idaho, Inc. Suez's Motion to Change Caption to Reflect Name Change. IDWR does not 
require a notice of change in water right ownership or an assignment of permit to be filed for a 
name change. Memorandum Re: Processing Notices of Change in Water Right Ownership and 
Associated Updates to Water Right Records (Aug. 5, 2008) at 8-9. Suez is entitled to the use of 
the rights and permits and is authorized to request the changes proposed in the IMAP 
proceeding. 

As for the seven permits proposed to be amended as part of the IMAP, proof of beneficial use 
has been submitted for each of them, and IDWR has completed or nearly completed a 
beneficial use field report for each. 10 The beneficial use field reports support issuance of a 
water right license in connection with each of the seven permits. However, IDWR cannot issue 
a water right license for a permit with a pending application for amendment. Therefore, before 
IDWR can issue water right licenses for the development that occurred in connection with the 
permits, the proposed IMAP amendments must be approved, approved in part or conditionally, 
or denied pursuant to Idaho Code§ 42-211. 

Enlargement 

Pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 42-222 (for transfer applications) and 42-211 (for applications to 
amend permits), IDWR must determine whether the proposed change will result in 
enlargement of the original rights. 

The IMAP proposes that water rights currently authorizing municipal use will retain their 
existing diversion rate limits, with the exception of those rights with annual volume limits or 
combined use limits. 2017 Update Report at 35. Suez desires to eliminate annual volume limits 
and combined use limits from all water rights that have them. To achieve this, the IMAP 
proposes reducing the authorized diversion rates on water rights bearing annual diversion 
volume limits or combined use limits, to the point that the limits could not be exceeded if the 
rights were diverted continuously all year. Id. at 5 and 35. The diversion rate reductions are 
intended to eliminate enlargement concerns that would otherwise arise from the elimination of 
annual volume limits and combined use limits. 

10 See Attachment 2: IMAP Rights for a listing of the permits proposed to be amended through the IMAP process. 
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Another enlargement concern arises from the inclusion of Rights 63-10945, 63-11990, and 63-
12362 in the IMAP even though they were not licensed for municipal purposes. When water is 
diverted and used pursuant to a water right, the unconsumed portion of the water returns to 
the original source or another water source and is available for use by others. Allowing the 
water right to be changed so that more of the water is consumed through evaporation or 
transpiration is an enlargement of the use, and could cause injury by reducing the water 
available for use by other water right holders. To prevent enlargement of use and the resulting 
potential injury, IDWR restricts change-in-nature-of-use transfers to the volume of water 
consumptively used prior to the transfer. 

IDWR considers municipal water use to be fully consumptive. The components of municipal use 
- industrial, commercial, domestic, irrigation of parks and open space, etc. - include uses that 
are fully consumptive or could be fully consumptive. Municipal water providers typically do not 
guarantee that the mix of water uses within their municipal umbrella will not be fully 
consumptive in the future. Moreover, holders of municipal water rights can increase the 
consumption of water under their rights over time as the community's needs and land use 
patterns change. Therefore, IDWR assumes that the water diverted and used for municipal 
purposes will be fully consumed. 

To prevent enlargement and the resulting potential injury to other water right holders, a 
change-in-nature-of-use evaluation must be completed for Rights 63-10945, 63-11990, and 63-
12362 to determine if there is historic consumptive use that can be converted to municipal use. 
Suez should submit the information necessary to complete the consumptive use analysis for 
Rights 63-10945, 63-11990, and 63-12362. The consumptive use analysis must account for the 
following factors: 

• Right 63-11990 includes a condition requiring the continued use of surface water 
shares, to the extent water is available, for irrigation of lawns and gardens in 
connection with the authorized domestic use. Irrigation is typically the most 
consumptive component of subdivision water use. If a significant portion of the 
irrigation water for the subdivision was accomplished with surface water, the 
consumptive use volume available for transfer to municipal use may be limited. 

• To prevent enlargement, IDWR should not change the fire protection use specifically 
identified on Rights 63-10945, 63-11990, and 63-12362, to municipal use. Fire 
protection use is an occasional use of water authorized only to fight active fires, 
whereas municipal use is an ongoing use. Changing a fire protection use to 
municipal use would allow the annual volumes of water diverted under the water 
rights to be enlarged because water is rarely diverted to fight a fire, whereas water 
is diverted for municipal purposes throughout the entire year. 

To be consistent with Suez's desire to remove annual volume limits, if the proposed change in 
nature of use for Rights 63-10945 and 63-11990 is approved, their diversion rates for municipal 
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use should be restricted to the rates that would produce their current annual consumptive use 
volumes if pumping occurred continuously all year. 

The seven permits in the IMAP also require evaluation for enlargement. Currently, none ofthe 
permits is for RAFN. IMAP proposes converting the permits to RAFN. IDWR's policy concerning 
the conversion of a non-RAFN permit to RAFN is: "[A] permit issued to a municipal provider that 
does not provide for RAFN cannot be later amended to gain the benefit of a RAFN permit." 
IDWR Recommendations for RAFN Processing at 18. The policy seems to emanate from a 
concern that converting a permit from non-RAFN to RAFN with a planning horizon longer than 
the originally authorized non-RAFN development period (and any extensions granted pursuant 
to Idaho Code§ 42-204) would result in enlargement of the development opportunity 
authorized by the permit. Whether converting a permit from non-RAFN to RAFN constitutes 
enlargement should be vetted through the IMAP process. 

lnlury 

Pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 42-222 (for transfer applications) and 42-211 (for applications to 
amend permits), IDWR must determine whether the proposed change will injure any other 
rights. 

Suez proposes to describe and authorize the use of 80 alternative points of diversion ("APODs") 
on each of 101 ground water rights (94 water rights and 7 permits). 2017 Update Report at 4. 
The 80 proposed APODs are existing ground water wells. Each of the 80 wells is an authorized 
point of diversion for at least one water right. Diversion from two of the wells (Cassia #2 and 
Maple Hills #2) is currently authorized only by rights not included in the IMAP proceeding. 2017 
APODs Update Report at 5-6. Several, but not all, rights included in the IMAP proceeding 
already authorize diversions from multiple APODs in different sets of 12, 42, and 43 APODs. Id. 
at 4. The addition of APODs to all the rights as part of a single combined system would increase 
the rate of diversion that could occur from any single point of diversion. Such a change raises 
concerns about injury to other rights through local well interference. Consistent with IDWR 
policy, if the proposed changes are approved, a condition should be applied to each right or 
permit to identify the originally authorized points of diversion for each right prior to transfer for 
future administration between points of diversion and hydraulically connected surface sources. 
Transfer Processing No. 24: Transfer Processing Policies & Procedures, December 21, 2009, at 
24. 

In the Boise River drainage, surface water upstream from the Star Bridge is not available for 
appropriation unless the applicant mitigates or avoids injury to senior water rights. Amended 
Moratorium Order in the Matter of Applications for Permits for the Diversion and Use of Surface 
and Ground Water Within the Boise River Drainage Area at 3. IDWR also restricts new 
appropriations of ground water shallower than 200 feet below ground surface in an area where 
such ground water is presumed to be tributary to the Boise River upstream from Star Bridge. 
Amended Application Processing Memorandum No. 59 at 1-2. Some Suez permits developed 
within the area where ground water is tributary to the Boise River upstream from Star Bridge 
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include a condition specifying the depth from land surface to the water bearing zone being 
appropriated. If the IMAP changes are approved, IDWR should condition the permits to 
prevent increased pumping from the shallow(< 200 feet below ground surface) ground water 
tributary to the Boise River upstream from Star Bridge. For more detailed discussion of this 
point, see the "Considerations for Specific Water Rights and Permits" section below. 

In addition, IDWR should condition Suez's water rights with points of diyersion located within 
the Boise Front Low-Temperature Geothermal Resource Ground Water Management Area to 
specifically exclude diversion and use of water with a temperature greater than 85 degrees 
Fahrenheit and prevent the increased pumping of cold (< 85 degrees Fahrenheit) water deeper 
than 300 ft that may impact the low temperature geothermal ("LTG") resource. See the Final 
Order Extending Moratorium in the Matter of the Boise Front Low Temperature Geothermal 
Resource Ground Water Management Area, the Order Establishing a Graund Water 
Management Area in the Matter of the Boise Front Low Temperature Geothermal Resource 
Ground Water Management Area, and the Management Policy for the Boise Front Ground 
Water Management Area. For more detailed discussion of this point, see the "Considerations 
for Specific Water Rights and Permits" section below. 

Conservation of Water Resources 

Pursuant to Idaho Code § Section 42-222, for any application for transfer, IDWR must consider 
whether the proposed use of water is consistent with the conservation of water resources 
within the State of Idaho. 

IDWR generally interprets "conservation" in terms of efficient use. Suez's standard practice is 
to deploy meters to measure the volume of water used by each customer and to charge by 
volume. It has been generally established that metering and charging by volume affects per 
capita water consumption. Transfer Processing No. 24: Transfer Processing Policies & 
Procedures, December 21, 2009, at 12. Thus, Suez's business model - sale of water by volume -
results in some economic incentive for its customers to use water with reasonable efficiency. 
However, Suez sells water for profit. Thus, the customer's incentive to conserve may be 
somewhat offset by Suez's incentive to sell. As Table 15 of the DCM/ Report shows, Suez's 
customers use more water on a per capita basis than users in some other Treasure Valley 
municipal water systems. DCM/ Report at 72. 

Another conservation of water resources consideration is IDWR's practice of requiring the use 
of surface water, where it is available, in lieu of ground water use. The strong public policy in 
favor of using surface water first is stated in Idaho Code§ 67-6537. Normally IDWR would 
preserve the status quo with regard to surface water use by restricting ground water rights 
changed to municipal purposes from replacing existing surface water use. IDWR's practice was 
recently affirmed in the Order Addressing Exception and Amending Transfer Approval in the 
Matter of Application for Transfer No. 79778 in the Name of City of Meridian. Nevertheless, 
Suez argued in a status conference for the IMAP that the decision whether to use surface water 
or ground water is made by its customers, not by Suez, and that any such limitation would 
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unfairly hold Suez accountable for its customers' choices. Given the strong public policy in 
favor of surface water first, IDWR should not abandon its practice. 

Idaho Code § 42-211 does not list the conservation of water resources in Idaho as a criterion for 
evaluating applications to amend permits. 

Local Public Interest 

Pursuant to Idaho Code § 42-222, IDWR must consider whether the proposed change is in the 
local public interest. Idaho Code § 42-2020(3) defines "local public interest" as "the interests 
that the people in the area directly affected by a proposed water use have in the effects of such 
water use on the public water resource." The current definition of local public interest was 
adopted in 2003 and supersedes the evaluation criteria set forth in Rule 45.01.e of the Water 
Appropriation Rules, which dates from 1986. 

Generally, it is in the local public interest for a municipal provider to plan to meet the water 
needs of its customers now and in the future. However, the potential for a water resource to 
accomplish an alternative benefit is an appropriate component of the public interest review 
criterion. For the IMAP, the main local public interest consideration is the extent to which it is 
reasonable for Suez to hold water rights to meet unrealized future needs, as opposed to 
limiting Suez's water rights to what is necessary to meet immediate or near-term needs. 
Conferring RAFN status on some of Suez's ground water rights may prevent allocation of the 
ground water to alternative beneficial uses now and in the future. The entire RAFN analysis 
addresses this main public interest consideration. 

Idaho Code§ 42-211 does not list the local public interest as a criterion for evaluating 
applications to amend permits. 

Beneficial Use 

Idaho Code§ 42-222(1) states that the new use proposed in a transfer must be a "beneficial 
use." It further states that "in the case of a municipal provider" the beneficial use requirement 
"shall be satisfied if the water right is necessary to serve [RAFN]." The "Gap Analysis" section in 
this memorandum addresses whether and to what degree Suez's water rights are necessary for 
RAFN. 

Idaho Code§ 42-211 does not list beneficial use as a criterion for evaluating applications to 
amend permits. However, Idaho Code§ 42-204 states that IDWR may grant permits "which 
contemplate the application of water to a beneficial use." 

CONSIDERATIONS FOR SPECIFIC WATER RIGHTS AND PERMITS 

The purpose of this section is to summarize the proposed changes to the water rights and 
permits in I MAP and highlight items pertaining to specific water rights. The analysis focuses on 
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review of the existing nature of use, quantity, and conditions in comparison to the applicant's 
requested changes to the records. 

Suez submitted various amendments to the IMAP applications between 2001 and 2012. As part 
of the 2012 relaunch effort, in February 2013 Suez submitted two tables and a map11 ("2013 
Further Submission") summarizing the proposed changes to the permits and water rights 
included in the IMAP. The 2013 Further Submission is the most current description of the 
proposed changes to the rights involved in IMAP, with a few exceptions. In March 2013, Suez 
removed Rights 63-31797, 63-31798, and 63-31879 from the IMAP proceeding.12 In November 
2017, Suez removed Rights 63-2892 and 63-12055 from the IMAP proceeding.13 In 2018, 
Michael Lawrence, attorney for Suez, emailed IDWR a table14 listing the rights currently in IMAP 
and the current list of APODs. The list of APODs provided via email includes the "Sherman 
Oaks" well, which should be excluded per the 2017 APODs Update Report. IDWR should ask 
Suez to confirm 80 instead of 81 APODs are proposed. 

Suez summarizes the purpose of IMAP in its 2017 Update Report and 2017 APODs Update 
Report. To paraphrase, Suez wants to accomplish three main objectives: 

1. Authorize 80 ground water APODs on 94 water rights and 7 permits. 

2. Secure forfeiture protection by converting 94 water rights and 7 permits to 
RAFN purposes. 

3. Change the elements on 94 water rights and 7 permits so they all are for 
municipal use with year round season of use, no volume limitations, and no 
combined use limitations. 

Shelley Keen drafted proposed conditions that, from IDWR's perspective, may be added to each 
IMAP water right or permit as a result ofthe IMAP process ("Keen Memo"). 15 The Keen Memo 
suggests conditions for all water rights within IMAP. A second source of proposed approval 
conditions are the stipulations of IMAP parties in conditional protest withdrawals. Additionally, 

11 United Water Idaho Inc., United Water's Further Submission in Compliance with the Director's January 11, 2013 

Order (13 February 2013) ("2013 Further Submission"). 

12 United Water Idaho Jnc., United Water's Notice of Withdrawal afWater Right Nos. 63-31797, 63-31798, and 63-

3187 (26 March 2013). 

13 Suez Water Idaho Jnc., Suez's Notice of Withdrawal of Water Right Nos. 63-2829 and 63-12055 (28 November 
2017). AND Suez Water Idaho Inc., Suez's Notice of Withdrawal of Water Right Nos. 63-2829 and 63-12055 

(Corrected} (1 December 2017). 

14 Michael P. Lawrence, RE: Draft Order far IMAP (28 September 2018) (email to James Cefalo, Hearing Officer). 

15 Keen, Shelley. Idaho Department of Water Resources. Proposed Conditions of Approval Memo to IMAP 
Participants & Hearing Officer Ce/ala (29 June 2018). 
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many of the water rights included in the IMAP present unique sets of facts requiring careful 
analysis relative to the IMAP objectives. The remaining portion of this analysis summarizes 
items for special consideration on specific water rights or permits or groups of water rights or 
permits and actions or conditions that may be necessary if the IMAP is approved. 

• The Keen Memo suggests that all the IMAP water rights and permits should 
receive standard condition number 010, which requires measurement and 
reporting upon future notification. IDWR is authorized to require installation of 
measuring devices. Idaho Code§ 42-701. There is no water district 
administering ground water rights in the area of the IMAP APOD wells. 
Nevertheless, Rights 63-2500, 63-2874, 63-7067, 63-11467, 63-12334, 63-12192, 
and 63-19456 already have existing conditions requiring installation and ongoing 
maintenance of measuring devices. Given that these water rights already 
contain measuring device requirements and that Suez is seeking consistency 
among its water rights, all IMAP water rights and permits should be conditioned 
to require installation and maintenance of measuring devices. 

• 53 of the 80 proposed APODs are within the Boise Front GWMA/Boise Front 
Moratorium Area. The moratorium limits the development of new water rights 
for the use ofthe LTG resource in this area. Several Suez ground water rights 
currently authorize at least one of these 53 wells as their original point of 
diversion. Permit 63-12310 ls the only right in the IMAP proceeding with 
standard condition 073, which prohibits the use of water greater than 85°F. To 
avoid injury to LTG water users within the restricted area, IDWR should include 
standard condition 073 on all the IMAP rights and permits, unless the right or 
permit historically diverted LTG water. Also, IDWR should consider limiting the 
use of cold water(< 85 degrees Fahrenheit) below 300 ft, the additional use of 
which may impact the LTG resource. If the right or permit historically diverted 
LTG water, a condition like 073 should be crafted to prevent Suez from 
increasing its use of the LTG resource. Note also that Idaho Code§ 42-2026(6) 
states that municipal purposes excludes "use of water from geothermal sources 
for heating." As a first step, it may be necessary to require Suez to submit 
information about which of its wells, if any, results in diversion of the LTG 
resource and which wells divert water from deeper than 300 ft in the Boise Front 
GWMA. 

• Suez requests volume limitation removal via reduction of the diversion rate for 
rights; 63-3411, 63-3457, 63-7979, 63-7998, 63-8011, 63-8248, 63-8385, 63-
8405, 63-8635, 63-9384, 63-10150, 63-10391, 63-10945, 63-11090A, 63-11467, 
63-11990, 63-12334, and permit 63-11878. Suez also requests removal of 
combined limit conditions on rights 63-3457, 63-4395, 63-7641, 63-8385, 63-
8405, 63-10150, 63-10945, and 63-11558. Suez proposes removing combined 
limits by assigning the rate and/or volume to the most senior right. For Rights 
63-8385 and 63-10150, this process results in a diversion rate of O cfs, rendering 
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them useless. IDWR should require Suez to state whether it intends to abandon 
Rights 63-8385 and 63-10150. Attachment 2: IMAP Rights table summarizes the 
rights proposed diversion rates after removal of volumes and combined use 
limitations. 

• Suez requests the removal of combined use limits on Rights 63-11558 and 63-
12363. Right 63-12363 is not included in the IMAP, possibly because it is limited 
to Fire Protection purposes. In order to modify Right 63-12363 as requested, 
Suez needs to include this right in the IMAP proceeding as an associated water 
right or submit a separate transfer application to IDWR. However, Suez's 
proposal for eliminating combined use limits would result in a diversion rate 
reduction for Right 63-12363, which IDWR would not usually do to an associated 
right. IDWR should consult Suez regard ing its intent for Right 63-12363. See 
Note 13 of Attachment 2: IMAP Rights table for further information regarding 
this proposal and combined limit. 

• As noted in the enlargement analysis above, Suez requests a nature of use 
change for Rights 63-10945, 63-11990, and 63-12362. Limited information is 
currently available regarding the historic extent of consumptive use associated 
with the rights, especially Right 63-11990. See Note 4, 6, and 7 in Attachment 2: 
IMAP Rights table for additional considerations regarding changes proposed to 
these rights. This table also shows the rights' proposed post-transfer rates and 
beneficial uses based on the information currently available and IDWR pol icy. 
These rates and beneficial uses differ from those proposed by the applicant per 
the 2013 Further Submission. 

• If the Fire Protection use remains on Rights 63-10945, 63-11990, and 63-12362, 
standard condition 077 (stating fire protection use is restricted to fighting or 
repelling an existing fire) should be included on the rights. 

• The IMAP proposes to change the diversion rate, volume, and/or nature of use 
for the following rights: 63-3411, 63-3457, 63-4395, 63-7979, 63-7998, 63-8011, 
63-8248, 63-8405, 63-8635, 63-9384, 63-10391, 63-10945, 63-11090A, 63-11467, 
63-11990, 63-12334, and for permit 63-11878.16 IDWR standard condition 205 
should be added to these rights confirming that the changes to the elements of 
the rights was intended. Condition 205 states: "The approval of this transfer 
redefines all of the elements of this water right, and the new use of water 
authorized by this approval shall constitute the full extent of the right ." 

• Right 63-10945 has a condition stating, "The right holder shall provide 
streamflow augmentation water or other action determined to be appropriate to 
protect prior surface water or ground water rights. Such streamflow 

16 This list of rights does not include rights likely rendered obsolete (63-8385 and 63-10150) as mentioned above. 
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augmentation or other action will be required only upon a determination of 
need and applicability by the Director." The condition is vague and should be 
removed from the right. 

• Right 63-11090A has a condition stating well(s) previously used for the right shall 
be properly abandoned. IDWR should consider whether the applicant is in 
compliance with this condition and if the condition can be removed. 

• Rights 63-10386, 63-10688, and 63-11232 currently authorize a single point of 
diversion. Their unique diversion points are not included in the 80 APODs 
proposed in the IMAP proceeding. Right 63-11467 and permit 63-11878 
currently authorize two points of diversion, only one of which is included in the 
80 APODs proposed in the IMAP proceeding. IDWR should contemplate how to 
address this with regard to inclusion of a standard APOD condition stating the 
original point of diversion for administration purposes. 

• IDWR practice is to include standard condition T19 on Snake River Basin 
Adjudication {"SRBA") decreed rights. Condition T19 states that the right is 
subject to the general provisions of the SRBA Final Unified Decree. Condition T19 
should be included on SRBA decreed rights. 

IDWR has completed or nearly completed beneficial use field reports and draft licenses for 

Permits 63-11878, 63-12140, and 63-12310. For these three permits, the elements (including 

approval conditions) in the draft licenses should form the basis for any IMAP approval of the 

amendments proposed for the permits. 

IDWR is not likely to have draft licenses for permits 63-12192, 63-12452, 63-12464, and 63-

12516 completed before issuing a decision on the IMAP. For these four permits, IDWR should 

carry forward the permitted quantities and special conditions so that they can be evaluated in 

the beneficial use examination and licensing process. Some ofthe permit conditions address 

issues arising from the development and use of a specific point of diversion. In those instances, 

if the permitted point of diversion is proposed to be one of the APODs for all the IMAP rights 

and permits, these permit conditions should be applied as follows: 

• Permit 63-12192 currently has a condition stating the right holder should ensure 
use of the permit does not result in a prior right's well exceeding a reasonable 
pumping level without compensation or mitigation. Additionally, this permit is 
conditioned to require collection and future reporting of ground water level and 
production data. Any IMAP approval should address whether these 
requirements should be carried forward on permit 63-12192 or on all rights and 
permits authorized to use this permit's points of diversion. 
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• Permit 63-12452 is conditioned to require monitoring of water levels in the 
production well and nearby domestic wells. Additionally, this permit has a 
condition requiring the owner to report water diversions and water levels from 
the production well. IDWR should consider whether to include these conditions 
on all permits and rights that authorize use of these points of diversion as part of 
the IMAP approval. 

• Permit 63-12464 has standard condition 120, which authorizes IDWR to require 
the right holder to off-set its depletions to the Lower Snake River flows when 
needed for salmon migration purposes. IDWR practice is to retain a version of 
the condition (standard condition 103) when licensing a permit previously 
conditioned in this manner. 

• Permit 63-12464 is conditioned to clarify that the water right permit does not 
authorize the construction of any new well, or the deepening or enlargement of 
any existing well . IDWR practice is to remove this condition at licensing. 

• Permits 63-12452, 63-12464, and 63-12516 currently have a condition limiting 
the water-bearing zone ("WBZ") from which water can be diverted under the 
water rights. The points of diversion for all three of these permits are within the 
area where IDWR would normally keep the WBZ condition when licensing 
permits. To avoid injury to senior Boise River water rights, IDWR should restrict 
the points of diversion for these permits to the established water bearing zones. 
The restriction should be placed on all the IMAP rights if the points of diversion 
developed for these permits will be Included among the APODs on all the IMAP 
rights and permits. If the water bearing zones actually developed have not yet 
been recorded by IDWR in a beneficial use field report, IDWR may need to seek 
the information from Suez. 

SUMMARY OF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION TO BE REQUESTED FROM SUEZ 

The following is a recap of the items IDWR should ask Suez to substantiate or clarify. The page 
numbers refer to the location in this memorandum where the item Is discussed in detail. 

• IDWR should seek information from Suez to substantiate its qualification as a municipal 
provider for the record. Page 3. 

• IDWR should ask Suez to explain its process for obtaining authorization or obligation to 
serve an area. Page S. 

• IDWR should ask Suez for information explaining how and why it is reasonable to 

anticipate that its service area will expand to include all of the "Planning Area." Page 6. 
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• IDWR should also ask Suez to explain what portion of its anticipated future needs over 

the SO-year planning horizon is attributable to Suez's current service area and what 

portion is attributable to the anticipated growth of its service area. Page 6. 

• IDWR should ask Suez how it obtains approval for expanding its service area and why its 

service area will expand into certain areas in the future. Page 7. 

• IDWR should ask Suez to submit the information necessary to complete the 

consumptive use analysis for the nature of use changes proposed for Rights 63-10945, 

63-11990, and 63-12362. Page 19. 

• IDWR should ask Suez to confirm 80 instead of 81 APODs are proposed. Page 23. 

• IDWR should ask Suez which of its wells, if any, results in diversion of the LTG resource 
and which wells, if any, divert water from deeper than 300 ft in the Boise Front GWMA. 
Page 24. 

• IDWR should ask Suez if it intends to abandon Rights 63-8385 and 63-10150. Pages 24-
25. 

• IDWR should ask Suez its intent regarding Right 63-12363 in relation to removal of the 
combined limit with 63-11558. Page 25. 

• If the water bearing zones actually developed have not yet been recorded by 
IDWR in a beneficial use field report, IDWR may need to seek the information 
from Suez. Page 27. 
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Dt<:reed Active N 626620 1'911979 4000 4.000 4,000 GROUNDWATER MUNICIPAL UNITED WATER IOAHO INC -... Active N 626631 1'911979 4000 ,.ooo 4,000 GROUND WATER MUNICIPAL UNITED Whl ER IOAHO INC 
0ee,..., Active N 626632 ll20/1979 2230 2230 2.230 GROUND WATER MUNICIPAL UNJTEOWA.TER IDAHO INC 
Oettt«I Active N 626634 413/1979 4230 4230 4 230 GROUNDWATER MUNICIPAL UNITEOW"TER IDAHO INC 
Dectecel /1.tlive- N 616132 5127/1980 1.000 1 000 0.580 GROUND WATER MUNICIPAi UNITED WATER IOAHOINC '10.0 
Occreed Active N 626643 2125119l!1 2120 2.120 2.120 GROUNDWATER MUNICIPAi UNITED WUER IDAHO INC 
Oecreeo Adlvo N ~!1212311961 3 3'0 33'0 3340 GOOUNDWAlER MUMICIPAL UNITED Wi\TER IDAHO INC 

63-4395, &:}. 

Deaeed Atll'/e N 574181 711/1913 0.480 ::so: ~80 0000 0 000 GROUND WATER MUNICIPAL UNITED WATER ID.AHO INC ss., 
ffl+240 .lsf 

Decreed A.dive N 574181 911911986 1.110 1.110 1. 110 GROUND WATER MUNICIPAL UNITEOWAlER IDAHOINC 
Oeoeed Active N 626&33 1111◄11986 0300 0300 0090 GRoUNDWAlER MUNICIPAL UNll ED WATER IOAHO t/C 62• 
Decreed Ar;live N 574184 l/1711987 1560 1560 1.560 GIIOUND WATF.R MUNICIPAL UNITED WATER IDAHO INC 
Llcfflso ,.,, .. N 53102 21511918 1.780 ,.,so 1,780 GROUNDWATER MUNICIPAL UNITED WATER IDAHOINC 
l,.icense Active N !l9977 8/1511988 2000 2000 2 000 GROUNDWATER MUNICIPAL UNITEOW/\TER IDAHOINC 
license ActN< N 14817 7/1811989 U4O 1•UO 1 ,◄40 OROUND WATER MUNICIPAL UNITED WA. Tt;R IDAHO NC 

1 720 ~~5
5!; ~; 

DOMESTIC. flRE 
l,.icense Active N 55163' 1012911989 1,430 0 260 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION, UNfTEOW/\TER IOAHOINC 71 0 5l 0 J!ll.O 

IRRIGATION 
llc<nse Active N 99998 10/1211969 27◄0 2740 2.740 GROUNDWATER MUNICIPAL UNITED WATER IDAHO INC 
Licon:le l,,t:\,"- N 9999911117/1;.39 1790 1790 2.190 0.100M)IYA1<0 MUIIC!PAL U:MffEOW.ULl l 10Mi()IINC 

JO J1nuuy 14, 2019 
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'? [I) CfS- c,s....,.,.. .,, 
-I>- 0 

SIiia.a CIII Rlgl,IID _..,_ -- =-- -~ u.. :::...in 
-U.LIO ,-----_, z - -- -- - -- C--11110-IJIO 

QmnCW,,. 
[I) ,snadf,alll 12131--,.DI trl .... _, ..., 

63 11090 A. WaterRight """"" Acllvt: N 104844 1/2111990 1730 1730 0 :520 GROUND WATEA MUNICIPAL. lJNll ED WATER IDAHO INC ~,o,. 
0 63 11118. WlltHFbghl Ha,.-.. AclM> N 16J19 2/111990 2.7110 2780 2.780 GROUND WATER MUNICIPAL UNITED WATEA IDAIIO INC ... 63 11232 Wetot"R"1lt ,...., Actl"' N 58723 2112/1990 2'30 2830 2 llO GA~0 WATER MUNIQPAL UNITED WATER IDAHD INC 
0 ~ 

,,,.. wat.eJRighl """"' Aoi~ N 100009 81711990 3120 l 120 J,120 GAOUNO WATER MUNICIPAl UNllEO WATE~ \DA.HO INC 

~ 63 113SS ~Rvi• Licenso Acti,a N 100010 81711990 2,5110 2'8D 2 530 GROUND WATER MUNICIP/\1. UNlll:D WATER IDN-10 INC 
63 11467 WBl91'Ri(fll license Active N SS16452121119i1 2.27D 2270 D.720 GROUND WATER MUNICIPAL UNllED WATFR IDAHO INC ~'\)· 

::i::l 63-11558 • 63- I __J 00 ,,,..,..,,.. 
'""""' Ac1M> N 590ES9 &2411991 2 670 12363 ~ 5.50 2,67 2 67 GROUND WATF.R MUNlCIPAl UNITED WI\TER IOAffO INC 63 ., ... 

. d:1lromflsll 
rlJ Wellanly ..., 

63 11lH8 W11ler R1ght l icense Ac l!..-e Y 666767 fi/1511992 0 990 0990 0 260 GROUND WATER Mtnl1C1r'111l UNITED WATER IDAHO INC 1901 > 63 11950 Walet Rigtll License Active N 16.1115 1011411992 2.300 2.300 2.300 GROUND WATER MU~IOPAL UNITEO WA.1 ER IOAHO INC "'.I 63 11951 WaterR-,..1 ,_,, Active N 16511 10114M992 D850 O.ASIJ 0.850 GROUNO WATER (l.1Ut\"1CJPAI LNITEO W/\TER IOAHO INC "'.I 

::: 63 11990 WmerRg"II lxense AcJlvo N 101617 112711993 1.800 1800 0 8BO GROUND WATER ~~~5d~~A! UNITED WAT EA IDAHO INC 1124-0 
trl 

12043 w.-Rv, - - N 
51\JllO J/2311991 ., .. 4460 4 460 GROUNO WATER MU~O J"/1.1. UNrTEDWAfERIOAHOINC ? 63 - 63 12055 ~ aterRlgtn Lk"""' Active V B'l32809J8l1993 ll 800~ ~-- 2UOO 24.800 BOISE'RIVER tJ! IIN'fJDA, 0 63 12138 Wa1erRli1'1 Ua,nso Active N 5'833 8118/1994 39()0 --- 3900 3 goo GROUND-WATER M~ A~ ONITED WATER IDAHO INC 

--- 63 12139 Wale,Right Lloons1! Attm! N 55419' All~19!M 3.200 3200 3.200 GROUND WATER ••UNIOPAl UNITED WATER IDAHQ INC .... 
63 12140 Water Rq,I Li= /\cl""' V 685851 1ong111J9~ 1,J20 1720 1720 GROUNDWATER UOOl()PIJ. UMTEO WATER 101\HO INC .... 

~ 03 1'll92 W;,:erl'rn-;11 Acl..,c " tC0312 R-'&?002 511<'() sooo !JOlO GqQtJ!l(}WAlrn t.MIIC.(>1'1 UNI- E'J WAT[~ 10 A'10 INC 
OJ 12310 Wa1er rughl license Ad,~ V 68S852 8/29/2001 1,740 1740 1.J4D GROUND WATER UUJt,,.COAl UNITED WAT(:R IDAHO INC Q .., 12334 Wlll&1Righl Ucen,o Act"'1 N 551654 31'l811995 D38D 0380 D060 GROUNDWATER MUN'Cll'N. UNITE.O WATER IDAHO INC ,u, 

~ ., 12362 WaterR~I ucens, ,._ N 551657 913().11996 2220 2.m 2220 GROUNDWATER FIREp;mye(tlOH UNITED WATER IDAHO INC 
Q - 63-11~H3-
N u:.nso Acl!JJa N 500655 9'W1996 4.500 l2Jft3• 5.51] 4.500 2.83GROUNDWATER MUNICfPAL UNITEDWATER DAHOINC Q 63 12363 W...Rli,< 
'-' cb'9omFlsk 

., ------,..!~52 W 11te1f'c·ni,1 ~ :r--~ Z2MJ ~J\Si~~!Jll 
~ Weil<»ly. 

I s0(, -1 5{Y.)G1i0Ulio\r.,Arrn u'-"~"'- U n Tto,~Ar[l=I 1 □AHO 1'1(; 

" 12.,fii Wnl!'IPe,n·II Active f~ 10CJ7!9111]11r,(oit (1 100 0)(1(.'l 0 "\00 CROUNOWAIEI'( t,~l'IIOfl.4- l1N1lEC Wl\lF.R IDAl-tO IN'; 
~3 12'.>IO Will!!rPC'fnlll A,;INtt ., 110)1 , .1!1)/1~~ ,10(}J 400(• ol 00') f';la.O\JNL1 WATEil (Jl.;!\l(..PA,. IJ l\ll[D Wl\lEJ1 ID,,,JIO INC 

6l 1045/i Weier~ Deaeed ActM> N 626650 3'3111953 1.600 1600 1 600 GROUNDWATER MIJMOPAI. UNITED WATER IDAHO INC 
5J !Jl:W0 watet:~1~ 1 ~~~I 5]70)7 1/lw.2002 2 000 2000 2,0(iO CF.10U(m:.WAT·rn U', JNI< i1N._ UMt ED W~ EA IVAf<O:lflC 

O'1!JI It.Cl \ 'Mr-a 
i;)] 3U09 Wnl~Pltrmil Active N SS~D 1111612001 200D0 20000 20.000 BOISE RIVER fl" ·=l•A\o(il_ UNITED WATEn IDAI 10 INC 

p.t4'Pl l"'!J''J,~ ., 31797 WalerRlgl>l OGcrMdAdNoN 62632< 61"11195 2.830 2.630 2 630 GROUNDWATER f'l\t.WIOPAL UNITED WATER lllAHO INC ., ]179! -RICJI< 08CtWd ActiYe H 62Sll61111999 1'50 • SlO 1.550 GROUMlWATER MUf CPAL UNffR>WA"TER lOAHO INC 
63 J1as6 -...... Dt,e,eed ldNe N 600624 6/2118QO 2.120 2120 2. 120 GROUNDWATER e.~Cl;,Al UNITEllWATERIDAHOINC 
63 31851 

_...,,, llec<9edActlvvN 1126312 712111928 2,480 2,480 2.ABO GROUNDWATER Mt.lU'Clflf,L UNTTcOWATER IOAHO INC 
2-2341, 2,23SII, 

9.2H.:il 
I 

Ua!noo t>,,.t,e N 57S537 12!J111963 35.210 ;;,~·:~63- 35210 901SE RIVER IRRIOAilON ~ITEO WAlER IOAHo INC 
I 

53 31811 WffR'9?11 35.210 / -31871 11 35 21 
63 31879 WoiorRighl O.,,IIIJd ,,_ N 62G342 1213111910 464D < 640 .U>40 GROUNDWATER MUNICtF'AL UNITEOWAlER IDAHO INC 

113 2CIOl1 w-"""' """-'Acllve N 578767 611111!6!i D880 0.61i BOISE RIVER MUNICIP.O.L BOISE CITY CANAL CO (OrJy ,o .. ,_ .. o.ee Muncl,JJlpoi1!on"""I 

""""""'""'°' BOISERJ\fE.q 1.ocioa 
lud<y"11111J -- -- -~ BOISE RIVER l.1000 

412860 380.900 351140 

i!UI Drnft. liomse to be used lor QL191'l111y In porllollo 

"'O llll.~lf . . Pe•1T11llotiewsedrc,quanu1ywipor1'ollo 

~ 
~oil'C!i_t!Q"~ __ Nctit'llhW1 

(IQ 
(1) 

--.J 
VI IMAP Revlew Mem~ndum 31 January 14, 2019 
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Exhibit B IDAHO SECRET ARY OF ST ATE DOCUMENTS 

--......--:::: ,.,.---~ 
~~ 

J ~ ;;:::::=- ~ 
.~ Vr 

I 
,, 

I, FREDE. WKENS, Sea-,. of S- of die S,,,,. o/ l""1to, 111111 lepl aulOGGll o/ du! 
a>rpcJralion reconla o/ fM &a,e, do IMnf,y --,i/y l1ta, • ani/illd eopy o/ dae anicle, of 
incorpani:rion o/ 

dal,- anl/ted by uae &,eord«, of Ml-·-·-··············eo..e,,• to b■ • arue eon ol r1■ 
oriiJi,aal a,side, on fil■ in llu .,~ - /il«l mdii, .,,..._on dle ... -.l!llllla.---·• 

o/ ~·-············-..4. D. 0.. ne.-.1 Nilte H_,,._······• ··l'-.911:.:-'a• ·-·· 
cra4 ii duly ,-Nied a Book._..,..··-· of Do.-ie ~ R■corcu of cJ.e s
o/ Idaho, and"- cl.e u arQda coa,ai,a ,la...,_, of,- r-vuired bySecriotl 4696 
of Idaho Compiled S--, to-toil: 

FIRST, ~ ,._ of ,- Corporllllios a, 11/oraai,,l; SECOND, The ,--,-. /or ""6icla 
is 1D121 fonn«l; THIRD, Tia. plate ""- ill priN:ipol bwaNa u ro b■ ~; 
FOURTH, The ter,n/or v,/w;lt i4 i, ro esid; FinH. Tla.lWMb■rofiu diret:lon or-; 
SIXTH, Tiu, amoUIJI of i,, capiw uock and die number o/ .,-.. inlo tMi<:h is u diuidal; 
SEYENTH, The IIIIIOIIIIC o/ iaa eapital .-k ~ ~ awl by tobo111. 

.4ND I FURTHER CERTIFY, TMI ,lae ,__,, _., w~ ctd ,,._,. _ 
dala and ,ucceuon an 1'■N,by o,~ a 6CJdr poutic cra4 corponsc, by w name #OUJd 

in die anida, for Ille,.,,. of--•······---··~-----··---······,,_.,• 
IN TBS'l'IMONY ll'HBREOF, I,._,..,_...,• rroy "-l an4 «//isetl 

~~ S- of dl#JS-.. DoM c&u. City, 

"-C.,,,,.of I'-,.._ ...... ···---

iay_., ,Aril: ·--- us CM,,_ of 
~ 1.-d - ,__., -- laadnid _,J 

- ~.... ,... --., -,_,_,_ 
of ti■ U,__S...•of "'--*°"■ H-
drst4 -'•-·-·~ ;::;:'::-.:?;.._ ___ _ 

----····-----·-····--··-

mltllllC.tD Gl'maauead"alll -
S--..,,ofS,-. 
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AB'r:IOLJSB 0~ Ia:ORPOlU.'fIO• 

OJ' 

BOIU W~'!ml CORPOHA~IOR 

kll0W ALL 118 Br '1'Bal PRESD'lS, '!!lat ..... WllQH no.•• 
U-. •11Hr11MA heeto, all or W'ba are ND& tide Naidmita an• 

elUzeu ot 1ib• l!ltate ot I4abo, 4o u4v aDd in purllWllloe ot 

\be generu oorporaUoza la•• ot \he s-.w ot Iclaho, ad all 

uenaenta thereto, bve11t' orpnlu 1 aonatltute a4 aasoeld• 

ouraelYea ant 9110)1 other peraoD OZ' perllODa aa aar her~tir 

beoOIQ UIIOOlde4 "1th ua, lDto a bo4y polUla and oorporeto. 

and to ~•t ftl UNl&to Ill• toll.o•l.ag J.rUole■ ot Izi.oorporat1on 1 

an4 •• here'l,J ■■ ti torth ■a.A 4■elare 11.■ tollo"81: 

ma 
That th• n■ae ot this oorporatlon 1■ 11.Jlcl aball be 

BOI~ r.A TBR CORPOIU.TIOII'. 

That \he objeet• and Jlllrpon• tor 1'h1ch ~i■ corpo:ra

Uon h to:naed are: !II uqulN, owa 1 hol.4 and. denlop apringa1 

••ll• md •v-.■ ot bo\h 11ot u.4 oold ,rater. ud re■en-olra 

theretar 1 and to oonlluot the watera 1ihereot to Bola• CUy ll.lM1 

to the rto1Ja1'7 ~t Bot ■- City lD the County ot .14a, State ot 

Idaho 1 tor the uae ot aa14 ClV and th• lDhabltanta thereof 11.Dd 

the 1.aha b1tu t■ ot .ua Coua ty lD the n olJLl ty ot Hlill c 1 ty I ud 

to turJLlall water fol' IIIUllolpal. oounty- e.Dd etah iaae■ 1 tor 

tbe 1 ■treat •prtatilq1 •n•r tlullhln& and ln-lgatlns, and 

to ■uppl.7 'ltoth hot and ovl.4 "'" tor bath•. 4omHtlO UH1 hNttDg. 

aeohauhal, .ul kr7 1 lrrl .. tii&. ud o'tlier"usetlll eel lMnierioel 

purpoHa; to turai■b ■tau aal i..t water tor aot1Te po1<er ud 

aeohu.1oal ull o~v UH~l JMli'pctn•; k or.et, ooDStruot, hol4 1 

uae 1 aanap aat ■ala\aln all ... ••HrY oir oODftlllut bu1lcllnga1 

puaplq ■taUaa■, Ilea■, :r .. ■J"tlall••• -ohlne ■hop•, •tore-house■, 
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) 

aanitu-iua•. Mtator1aa. llotei.. •-•• Ntb-laouaH. 1a ol" 

DUI' Bobe CU7; '° er .. ,. ~-,. e:,era,., IIH'el.op, 011'11., 

hol4, uH 1 JUDage a4 aillala aru■iall ... 11., r•Hnoir■, 

dalu 1 gallerl••• -lu, p1,.-11aea, powu llu• ancl vaaw.,-•i 

&l.ao io aoquu-e. isou, ~ ...... u at -....rn ml 

••'-t• and all woh rllbl• ot ...,.. tftrlell1•••• eaeaule, 

aoH■ 1 ■eour1U••• obo■N ta uua.1 ut ~ ut ,.rMJl&l 

p:ro,.rv .ni\altl• or OOJlTeal•t 111 OU'J'71al .. \Ile llll■iaeH 

ot a. oorponUon; to •bar&•, ~•UN1 ud :reee1Te NIH, •ll•• 
ren\a uac1 ohup■ tor all •VYl••• pertolMt, U4 to aoqulre, 

pirobaH, take eftl', Mia'-iD a4 opewt. .orporaltoaa 

t:ranaaoUna a l.ike -.i•ln•••• aad to .. 'IUil'e all JMperU••• 

ri&)ll■, -■-GI■, tnn■hiH■ &114 ot.lle rig)lta ot W'Ml■o ■T•r 

k1D4 ot -.a'81- OClllpaAi••• .. aootalioD■, oor119:raUoaa, Jo1nl 

etook ooapub■ and 1n41T1aal■ ~4 ta n. w■lllH• ot 

aupplJrins ••ler tor aaiol-1,, 4oludlA er olheJ" u.aeflll or 

ltenet1o1&l. ,PUFPON■ , 

llDI 
'lh&1 "11• pl.He where ihe pr18'1,-l INl■in■H or Vl1a 

OOri)OraUon •ball " van ... , •• 1e Ill• Clv •t lolM, COl&lltJ' 

or Ada, sate ot Idaho, 

mmm 
Thal lh• oorpente ma,eaH et 1111■ oorporaUoa 

ahe.ll lte llai IH lo a \era ot tu'7 (IO) Jtar• fNa the date 

ot 11• 111oorP9nttoa. 

nm 
ftal -· .... ,." .. JIOlfV• et W• Off)Ml'r■ iloll •ball 

be THUd 1D. Board or 'l'hn• Cl) DtrNffZ'■ o 

'l'llal ~• DOGDt er Ue aulll.or1A4 eapikl ■took 

of Ible oorpGratlDn uall lie Pln J:IRun4 l'bDll.aan4 Dollar• 

d-
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(fl00,000,00) 1 41Ti4ff 1ato ft'N 'tllOUNll4 (li 1 000) ■Ul"H Of 

\he par nlue of One Hun4re4 DollU'■ ltl00,0O) nola. 

8JYPffl 

'rba\ lh• ■-owl\ ot NH oapS '-1 •'"k tha\ ha■ --·· 

aetu■ll7 aub■or1be4 ■a4 ~• mwMr ot ~• nuerlbe4 117 
eaob eubsorl••r u4 the par ftlue thereof, e.re •• follcnra: 

011TH' 0. Haga 

ChH. R, llarlille 

lo■•ph1De C, l't'Qa 

bent ot P•r•• 

' 
Par Yalu1 
kOO,oo 

100.00 

100.00 

l 

1 

IJI WlftS88 11!111[1010 111 haft bereuDW H\ our ll&Jl4■ 

ud ·••l• \hl• 2ll4 411T or £prtl, 1918. 

Ollnr O. Ba&a 

Chae. H. l>nrl1y 

leltPb1Pt C, BJIPI 

snTI or ID,WO > 
comm or J.D1. ) ... 

OD \hl• 2il4 4a,- ot Aprll, 1D the 7ur 1928. before 
ae, B .... lath-,. a "OMZT Pullllo 111 an4 ror aa1d 0ou11ty Ll14 
81.llte, pereonally a ppeared Oll'nl' O, Baa&. OU■, B, .Darling 
L114 1••phln.e c. llftil■, klloa • M lo N Ille per■on• 1'11oH 
DIIIM■ ar• IUl>lorlbttd '° \bl Ylllaln 1n■tr1111ct, and aokno•le4ged 
\o - \hat they- u:eau\e4 the•-■• 

Ilf lilfflSS ~EOJ'' I baTe hcreua\o N\ IQ' haacl a.ad 
attue4 a, notarial ■eal tlae 4a,- &lld TMJ' la 1111 ■ oerUt1oate 
t1re1; aboY■ •rl\t;u. 

(SKA.I.) 

J-i:;MAo,/a 

B. K. 1ettr-, 
lot.ii Piiiilo ror ta& 
Re,1aeoe1 Bot••• Idaho 

CERTIFICATE 

I. STEPHEN l/TfER E Offi. · R d -
, ,,. rcro "'" ,r rn a~d for Ada Counl)\ Su,~ ol /dal, d I, . 

tlie ed · • 0, 0 rrel,y cerli/y 1/ud 
..,.nu ._. a lu/f, truo and correcl co/,)1 of certain Articlu ol lncort,oration ol tl,e .... .............. . 

................ ....... ·· ......... 13.0.,!:~ .!4~ .CQRJ>.QM:rI.Oll ... ... .... . ...................... . 
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State of Idaho 
I ~~~!!I!!! I 

CER11FICATE OF AMENDMENT 

OF 

BOISE WATER CORPORATION 

File Number C 16385 

I, PETET. CENARRUSA, Secretary of State of the State of Idaho, hereby certify tha 

duplicale originals of Articles of Amendment to the Articles of Incorporation of BOISE 

WATER CORPORATION, changing the corporate name to UNITED WATER IDAHO 

INC., duly signed and verified pursuant to the provisions of the Idaho Business 

Corporation Act, have been re<:eived in this office and are found to conform to law. 

ACCORDINGLY and by virtue of the authority vested in me by law, I issue this 

Certificate of Amendment to the Articles of Incorporation and attach hereto a duplicat 

original of the Articles of Amendment. 

Dated: March 15, 1995 

~00~ 
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111.. /~TICLES OF AMENDMENT OF ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION 
'1£., ..J 1 
_ -- 45 Pl' •o, 

~::., .. ::., f,, . . JJ OF 
. "" i n , /: ~.,., t! 

BOISE WATER CORPORATION 

Pursuant to the provisions of Section 30-1-61. Idaho Code, th.e undersigned 
corporation submits the following Articles of Amendment of Articles of Incorporation: 

EJRSI: The name of the corporation (hereinafter called the "Corporation") is 
Boise Water Corporation. 

SECOND: The Articles of Incorporation of the Corporation are hereby 
amended by striking out Articl.e 1 thereof and by substituting in lieu of said Article the 
following new Article as adopted: 

• 1. The name of the corporation shall be United 
Water Idaho lnc. • 

:r.HJ:BD: The shareholders of the Corporation entitled to vote adopted the 
aforesaid amendment on February 24, 1995. 

FOURTH: The number of shares of the Corporation which were outstanding 
at the time of the adoption of the aforesaid amendment is 23,157, of which 15,000 are 
common st.ock and 8, 157 are preferred stock. The number of said shares which were 
entitled to vote thereon is 15,000. No shares of preferred stock are entitled to vote. 

EJ..EIH: The number of the aforesaid shares of common stock which were 
voted for and against the amendment is as follows: 

FOR 

15,000 

AGAINST 

0 

s.ua:H: The effective time of the amendment herein certified shall be March 
20, 1995. 

Dated: March /tJ , 1995. 

ATI'EST: 

~~~ ALLAN D. SHAKl.Eecretary 

466012 (11052'-!0I) 
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STATE OF NEW JERSEY) 
) SS.: 

COUNTY OF BERGEN ) 

I, t 6J·/c: la1·r ,anotarypublic,dohereby 
certify that on thisJo-tt.day of March, 1995, personally appeared before me Allan D. 
Shaklcy, who, being by me first duly sworn, declared that he is the Secretary of Boise Water 
Corporation, that he signed the foregoing document as Secretary of the corporation, and that 
the statements contained therein are true. 

Notary Public 
CILCIM'INr 

(n<'tarial s,-..al) My Commission Expires: ............ •= as■•-• IDf:fflm 

~12 (11052A.004) -2-
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FILED EFFECTIVE 
210 

• 
ARTICLES OF AMENDMENT 

(G.eneral Business) 2015 NOV -9 PH 2: 41 
Tothe~cretar)'ofStalllollheSliiteafld.aho SECRETARY OF ST/\TE 

pursuant to Title 30, Chapter 1, Ida\\() Code, the undersigned STATE OF IDAHO 
corpomliol1 atnends lls article6 of !nodrporellon as follows: 

1. The name ofthe c:orporation is: 

UNITED WATER IDAHO INC. 

If ti. -- llaS been aamtnttuau_,..y -- ana 1~e ·co,poni,o -• 11 "" ,..._. 
availlbte ro, ~--. lhe ■'""'1""'9nt(~) t>■I °"' ,rust Include a change of ccri,t,r- name. 

2. The text of each amendment Is as follow~: 

The Article.s ol lnoo!pC)ra\ion. ol lhe Corporation a,e hereby amended by &triking out Article 1 lhereol and by 
substiluting in lieu of said Article Iha following new Article as adopted: · 

1. The name of the corporation shall be SUEZ Watar Idaho Inc. 

3. The date or adoption or lhe•111T18fldment(5) wss:_Ocfob __ er_1_. 1_0_1.,.,.~-------------

4_ Manner of adop1lon (check one): 

O The am_el'ldmen\ c_onsi&ls e JCduslvely of mattBIS whith d:> not require shareholder actloo pursuant lo 
sectlon30-1-1002, 30-1-1006 and 30-1 ·1006, Idaho Code, and was, therefore, adopted by the board of 
diceciors. 

0 None of the corporation'!! shares have been i&sued and was, therofore, adopted by the 
D Jncorporator D boerd of dlrecicrs: 

0 Approval by the shareholders is required and the shareholdersduly approved the amendmenl(s) as 
required by either TIiie 30, Idaho Code or by the Articles ot lncorporatio.'\, 

Cuolomer Accl /1. 

Seuelar)' .of SI.ale use cnty 

=~ TypedNerne;_T. D\110'1 
Capacity: ~ /."• "' .L..r u\ 

I~O SECRETARY OF 3'1'.A'l'E 

11/09/2015 05:00 
CK:PREPAID CT:1157 BH:1499~77 

10 30.00 30_00 .AMEiro PROF #2 
1B 20 . 00 = 20.00 EXPEDITE C i3 
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Exhibit C IDEQLETTER 

STATE OF IDAHO 

DEPARTMENT OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

1445 North Orchard · Boise, Idaho 83706 • (208) 373-0550 
www.deq 1daho gov 

Governor Brad Lillle 
Director John H Tfppet9 

March 13, 2019 

Roger Dittus 
Suez 
Roger.dit1us@suez.com 

RE: Suez- PWS #4010016 

Dear Mr. Dittus: 

The Sue;: Water yst.:m is in compliance wi th the Idaho R11/11s.for Public Drinking Water 
Sy.~tem -. The y tcm is currently approved. and monitoring of the s, stem for orgm1ic 
compounds. inorganic con1arninun1s. radiological contaminants, and bnctcriologic11I 
contaminant!\ is up I date. and no maximum contaminant levels have been exceeded. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (208) 373-0302. or via email at 
Sarah.Kelsay@c.leq.idaho.gov. 

Sincerely, 

ec: 2019ACA1991 
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ExhibitD 2013 PINK LINE MAP 

This is a copy of Attachment C to United Water's Further Submission in Compliance with the 
Director's January 11, 2013 Order ("Further Submission") dated 1/11/2013. The 2013 Pink 
Line Map also appears as Exhibit 1 to SUEZ's Master Water Plan for the Years 2015 to 2065 
("Master Water Plan") (dated 9/23/2016 including errata dated 4/28/2017). 

The original Pink Line Map was submitted to IDWR in 2002 ("2002 Pink Line Map"), prior to 
the 2003 stay of the proceedings and the "relaunch" in 2011. (The "relaunch" was initiated by 
United Water's Motion to Lift Stay and Request for Status Conference dated 10/6/2011.) A 
revised version of the Pink Line Map ("2012 Pink Line Map") was submitted as Exhibit F to 
United Water's Statement Updating and Explaining the IMAP Relaunch ("Update Statemenf') 
dated 8/14/2012. See discussion in Update Statement at pages 48-49. As noted above, the third 
and final Pink Line Map ("2013 Pink Line Map") was submitted as Attachment C to the Further 
Submission and as Exhibit 1 the Master Water Plan. The 2013 Pink Line Map provided some 
corrections on well locations, etc., but the pink line itself was not changed from the 2012 Pink 
Line Map. See discussion in Further Submission at pages 6-7 and in Master Water Plan at pages 
5-7. 

Note that, where it differs from the current Pink Line Map, the boundary of the 2002 pink line is 
displayed as a dashed pink line on the 2012 and 2013 Pink Line Maps. 
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Exhibit E EXPANSION QUANT/FICTION REPORT BY JOHNS. CHURCH 

Idaho Economics John Church Phone #1 : (208) 284-0836 
12477 W E<tla Dr, Phone#2: (208) 323-0732 

Economic Consulting & Forecastil~ 
Boise. ID 83713 e-mail: jchurchidecon@gnail.com 

EXPANSION QUANTIFICATION REPORT 

September 1, 2020 

I. Purpose and Overview 

In 2016, I prepared a SO-year forecast of "reasonably anticipated future needs" 
("RAFN") for SUEZ Water Idaho Inc. ("SUEZ"), My forecast ("Church Forecast") is set out 
in Section V of SUEZ Water Idaho's Master Water Plan for the Years 2015 to 2065 
("Master Plan"). On January 14, 2019, staff at the Idaho Department of Water 
Resources ("IDWR") prepared a memorandum entitled "Staff Review of Suez Water 
Idaho, lnc.'s Integrated Municipal Application Package" ("Staff Review Memo" ). 

The purpose of this Expansion Quantification Report is to respond to questions raised in 
the Staff Review Memo that relate to the Church Forecast. 1 

Specifically, Page 6 of the Stoff Review Memo states: 

Suez also does not describe what portion of the anticipated future water 
need is expected to occur in the portions of the "Planning Area" that Suez 
does not now serve. Is the expanded service area marginal to the overall 
IMAP request, or does it account for a significant share of the projected 
growth in demand over the planning horizon? ... IDWR should also ask 
Suez to explain what portion of its anticipated future needs over the SO
year planning horizon is attributable to the anticipated growth of its 
service area. 

The Staff Review Memo is correct. The Church Forecast did not include a breakdown of 
how much of the projected growth will occur outside of SUEZ's current certificated area 
but inside of SUEZ's 2065 Planning Area (aka the Pink Line). I refer to this area as the 

1 The information in this report has been has been shared with SUEZ staff and counsel in order 
to confirm its accuracy. Its production was delayed due to personal and family matters. 
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II. 

"Expansion Area." At the request of SUEZ, I have now undertaken a quantification of 
the extent of RAFN attributable to the Expansion Area. I present those results here. 

The short answer is that RAFN within the Expansion Area is a tiny fraction of SUEZ's total 
RAFN-1.69O% in 2065. In other words, including the Expansion Area in the calculation 
of RAFN added very little to total projected future need. The reason is that the Church 
Forecast did not project a great deal of new population or commercial development in 
the Expansion Area, even 50 years out. Instead, most of the growth in water demand is 
projected to occur within SUEZ's current certificated area. 

Summary of Analysis and Results 

In order to quantify projected growth in the Expansion Area, I employed the same 
methodology as in the Church Analysis. Specifically, I examined the forecasted 
population, number of households, and employment in the Expansion Area. 

As with the Church Forecast, these population, household, and employment growth 
projections are used to forecast the number of SUEZ's future residential and commercial 
customers. Those numbers provide the basis for projecting residential and commercial 
water demand, which in turn provides the basis for forecasting total water demand 
(which also includes public authority sales, other sales, company water use, hydrant use, 
and water system losses).2 

The key statistics summarizing the extent of growth in the Expansion Area for eight 
categories of growth are summarized in Table 1 below. This table also directs the 
reader to the source of the information in the Master Water Plan (for total Planning 
Area numbers) and in this report (for Expansion Area numbers). These numbers and 
percentages are explained in further detail in the discussion below. 

2 As explained in the Church Forecast (Section V of the Master Water Plan), the great bulk of 
SUEZ's water production serves residential and commercial customers. "Public authority" sales 
and "other" sales make up less than 10 percent of SUEZ's annual total production. And 
company water use, hydrant use, and water system losses make up even less. Consequently, 
the Church Forecast employed a complex econometric model, four multivariate linear 
regressions, and other statistical analyses to forecast the quantity of future demand by 
residential and commercial customers, and used a far simpler methodology for "public 
authority" and "other" demand, as well as company water use, hydrant use, and water system 
losses. 
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Table 1 

Summary of "Expanalon Are•" Numbers end Percentage1 
(Showing aource of Information) 

Forecast category (for Year 2065) Within Within %of growth Source of "Planning 
entire "Expansion arising Area" number In Master 

"Planning Area" only within Water Plan, Appendix A 
Area" ''Expansion 

Area" 

Source of 
"Expansion 

Area 11 

number in 
this Memo 

Popul_ation 499,708 14,211 2,844 Table A6 (page A-171) Table2 
Households 219,236 5,096 2,324 Table A6 (page A-171) Table2 
Residential Customers 196,658 4,571 2.324 Table Al (page A-4) Table2 

Commercial Customers 19,618 124 0,632 Table Al (page A-4) Table2 

Residential Water Sales (annual) (1000 gal.) 19,696,742 436,305 2.215 Table Al (page A-4) Table 3 
Commercial Water Sales (annual) (lOOOgal.) 12,sn,7rn 73,930 0.583 Table Al (page A-4) Table 3 
Total Water Sales (annual) (1000 gal.) 32,645,637 547,073 1.676 Table Al (page A-6) Table 3 
Total Water Production {annual) (lOOOgal.) 33,541,750 566,722 1.690 Table Al (page A-8) Table 3 

A. Residential and Commercial Customers 

As shown in Table 2 below, it is anticipated that by the year 2065 a population of 14,211 
will be residing in 5,096 households in the Expansion Area, This accounts for 2.844% of 
the total population (499,708) and 2.324% of total households (219,236) that the 
Church Forecast projects in SUEZ's entire Planning Area in 2065.3 

These 5,096 households are forecasted to represent 4,571 residential customers, or 
2.324% of the total number of residential customers (196,658) the Church Forecast 
projects in SUEZ's entire Planning Area in 2065.4 

3 In preparing this analysis, I noted a minor typographical error in the Church Forecast, It is 
inconsequential to the RAFN forecast, because the correct number was employed in the 
underlying spreadsheet data set out in Appendix A of the Master Water Plan, and that is the 
data that drove the forecast. Specifically, the correct total population within the Planning Area 
for the year 2065 is 4,29,708, as shown in Appendix A-Table A6 on page A-171, It is incorrectly 
shown as 4i9, 708 in Forecast Table 2 on page 22 and Forecast Table 5 on page 33 of the Moster 
Water Plan. 
4 Appendix A of the Master Water Plan displays different sets of numbers for the total number 
of residential and commercial customers within the Planning Area for the year 2065. One set 
(shown in Appendix A-Table Al on page A-4) is an annualized projection, The other set (shown 
in Appendix A-Table Al on page A-26) is a more specific projection for the month of 
September 2065. Both sets of numbers are correct in context, Table 2 on page 33 of the Master 
Water Plan employs the annualized number; Table 5 on page 33 employs the September 2065 
number, In this Expansion QIJantification Report, I have used the annualized numbers in 
Appendix A-Table Al at page A-4 for the number of residential customers and commercial 
customers (196,658 and 19,618, respectively). 
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The Ada County non-agricultural employment projected to occur in the Expansion Area 
is forecasted to provide SUEZ with 124 commercial customers in 2065, which is 0.632% 
of the total number commercial customers (19,618) the Church Forecast projects in 
SUEZ's entire Planning Area in 2065. 

Table 2 below details the forecasted population, households, employment, and the 
number of residential and commercial customers in the Expansion Area, in 5-year 
increments, for the years 2015 through 2065. The percentages of each of these as a 
share of SUEZ's total Planning Area are shown in the lower half of Table 2. 

Table 2 

Forecasted Population, Households, & Employment 

plus Forecasted Resldentlal & Commen:lal Customers 

In Areas Outside of Suez Water Idaho's Service Area 

and W ithin the Suez W at er IMAP Plannlru, Area 

Foreca< t.od 

Forecasted Rs~dentlal Commerdal 

Yul. ~ , ~ lrmplomenl ~ Customers 

2015 1,081 446 274 358 12 

2020 2,267 905 273 757 25 

2025 3,431 1,359 274 1,152 37 

2030 5,320 1,995 276 1,698 54 

2035 7,602 2,848 I 301 2,400 77 

2040 10,19s I 3,846 ! 326 3,165 109 

2045 11,189 I 4,040 I 345 3,445 113 

2050 11,828 4,216' 359 3,677 117 

2055 12,560 4,4&5 373 3,938 120 

2060 13,357 4,774 388 4,234 122 

2065 14,211 5,096 415 4,571 124 

Population, Households, & Employment Plus ! 
llesldential & Commercial Customers as a Pen:ent of Projected Total IMAP Plannlng Are• 

Poaulatlon Households Emalovment and Residential and Commercial Customers 
• 1 
i I 

:Lt.It. .2lm.u.l..ililm l ~ 1imPIRYDlt Dt 

o.437% !::, o.448% I o.096% 2015 

2020 

2025 

2030 

2035 

2040 

2045 

2050 

2055 

2060 

2065 

o, 889% 0.866% 0. 087% 

1.257% 1.213% 0.080% 

1.842% !, 1.641% 0.075% 
2.394% 2.121% 0.078'/4 

3.127% ! 2.563% i, 0.076% 

3.013% ! 2.ss4% I, 0.014% 
3.040% i 2.490% 0.071% 

2.974% i 2.431% : 0.068% 

2.909% 

1

• 2.373% 
1
! 0.065% 

2.844% 2.324% 0.065% 

Res.ldential 

~ 

0.448% 

0.866% 

1.213% 

1.641% 

2.121% 

2.563% 

2.554% 

2.490% 

2.431% 

2.373% 

2.324% 

Commerdal 

.!JlnRm.tlll 
0.133% 

0.248% 

0.334% 

0.446% 

0.587% 

0,770% 

0.742% 

0.718% 

0.690% 

0.660% 

0.632% 
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B. Projected Water Demand 

The forecasted average residential and commercial water use per customer is applied to 
the number offorecasted residential and commercial customers. This yields the 
forecasted residential and commercial water sales. 

As shown in Table 3 below, in the year 2065, it is forecasted that residential and 
commercial water sales to those customers located inside the Expansion Area will be 
436,305 thousand gallons and 73,930thousand gallons, respectively. These volumes 
represent 2.215% and 0.583%, respectively, of the Church Forecast's 2065 total 
residential water sales (19,696,742) and commercial water sales (12,672,707) within the 
entire SUEZ Planning Area. 

The forecasted total water sales in the Expansion Area is the sum of residential and 
commercial water sales plus an allowance for "public authority" and "other" water 
sales. The total 2065 annual water sales in the Expansion Area for all four categories is 
forecasted to be 547,073 thousand gallons, or about 1.676% of the Church Forecast's 
2065 forecasted total annual water sales in SUEZ's entire Planning Area of 32,645,637 
thousand gallons. 

Total forecasted annual water production for the Expansion Area is made up of total 
annual water sales plus water produced for company water use, hydrant water use, and 
the water system losses, which are projected to be 19,649 thousand gallons in 2065. 

In sum, it is forecasted that total water production in the Expansion Area in year 2065 
will be 566,722 thousand gallons. This represents 1.690% of the forecasted 2065 annual 
water production for the entire Planning Area of 33,541,750 thousand gallons. 

Table 3 below details residential, commercial, and total water sales as well as the 
forecasted annual production attributable to the Expansion Area, in 5-year increments, 
for the years 2015 through 2065. The percentages of each of these as a share of the 
total Planning Area are shown in the lower half of Table 3. 
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C. 

Table 3 
Fore casted Residential, Commercial, & Total Water Sales 

plus Annual Water Production in Areas Outside of Suez Water's 
Service Area & Within the Suez Water IMAP Planning Area 

Fore casted Water Sales Forecasted 

Residential Commercial Total Annual Water 

kit WiltsnSilli:i WiU~[~lii Wa!l:cSalf~ ~ 
11 .OOOGal.) (1 .000Gal.) 1!.000Ga!.) ~ 

2015 41,301 6,702 52,241 54,493 

2020 85,438 13,906 110,946 115,669 

2025 127,802 20,690 166,960 174,027 

2030 177,976 30,040 234,400 245,410 

2035 238,868 42,563 318,841 329,313 

2040 307,484 60,453 416,951 430,114 

2045 326,380 63,367 442,170 455,464 

2050 325,491 64,481 441,308 455,928 

2055 353,683 67,722 475,007 492,258 

2060 393,849 70,858 509,652 525,838 

2065 436,305 73,930 547,073 566,722 

Residential, Commercial & Total Annual Water Sales & Production 
as a Percent of the Forecasted Total IMAP Planning Area 

Residential, commercial, & Total Water Sales & Water Production 

Residential Commercial Total Water 

la. lollili:c Sal~i Wiltcc~l~i Wils:c~ll:l ~ 
2015 0.422Y. 0.120% 0.337% 0.336% 

2020 0.785% 0.223% 0.642% 0.641% 

2025 1.085% 0.299% 0.886% 0.886% 

2030 1.463% 0.401% 1.183% 1.189% 

2035 1.875% 0.526% 1.518% 1.516% 

2040 2.266% 0.688% 1.850% 1.848% 

2045 2.254% 0.667% 1.828% 1.826% 

2050 2.151% 0.665% 1.763% 1.767% 

2055 2.163% 0.619% 1.726% 1.743% 

2060 2.193% 0.601% 1.699% 1.706% 

2065 2.215% 0.583% 1.676% 1.690% 

Bottom Line 

In sum, the Expansion Area in the RAFN forecast represents projected water demand in 
year 2065 of 566,722 thousand gallons, which is 1.690% of the total forecast. 
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Ill. Analysis of Forecasted Water Sales and Water Product.ion in the Expansion Area 

In this section, I explain the methodology I used in this Expansion Quantification Report 
to tease out the portion of RAFN associated with water use in the Expansion Area. 

A. Methodology 

As explained in the Church Forecast, the Community Planning Association of Southwest 
Idaho ("COMPASS") has forecasted total population, households, and employment by 
Traffic Analysis Zone ("TAZ") in five-year increments through 2040.5 The Church 
Forecast used the TAZs in the same way as COMPASS to allocate population, 
households, and employment by TAZ within SUEZ's Planning Area through 2065. 

Projected water demand in the Expansion Area is based on the total population, 
households, and employment forecasted by TAZ. As with the Church Forecast, these 
population, household, and employment growth projections are used to forecast the 
number of SUEZ's future residential and commercial customers, which is the basis for 
projecting residential and commercial demand. The residential and commercial demand 
projections in turn provide the basis for forecasting total water demand (including 
"public authority" and "other" water sales, and company water use, hydrant use, and 
the water system losses). 

Some TAZ's are located totally within the Expansion Area, in which case all forecasted 
population, household, and employment growth is attributed to the Expansion Area. 
For example, TAZ 652 is fully located inside the Expansion Area. All of the Church 
Forecast's projected 2065 population (6,427) and households (2,106) is attributed to the 
Expansion Area. 

Likewise, in cases where a TAZ straddles the Planning Area boundary such that only part 
of the TAZ is located within the Planning Area, all of the population, household, and 
employment growth allocated to that TAZ in the Church Forecast is allocated to the 
Expansion Area. For example, TAZ 1299 straddles the Planning Area boundary (i.e., part 
of it is inside the Planning Area, and part of it is outside the Planning Area. All of the 
Church Forecast's projected 2065 population (188) and households (81) is attributed to 
the Expansion Area. 6 

5 COMPASS has divided Ada and Canyon counties into hundreds ofTAZs, which are small 
geographic areas used to analyze and predict traffic flow patterns. COMPASS allocates its total 
projected population and number of households within the two counties to each TAZ. 
COMPASS performed this allocation for each five-year increment between 2010 and 2040. 

• In reviewing the 2016 Church Forecast, I noted an error in the display of some data. The 
following TAZs were displayed not being within the Planning Area in the Master Water Plan 
Appendix A's Table AS: 131,173,174,177,299,300,313,316,613,641,659, 1290, 1291, 1296, 
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However, in some cases, a TAZ partially straddles the boundary between SUEZ's current 
service area and the Expansion Area, in which case I used professional judgment based 
on land use information obtained from Ada County to allocate projected growth to the 
Expansion Area. For example, T AZ 633 straddles SUEZ's current service area boundary 
so most of it is located in the Expansion Area and a small portion is within SUEZ's 
current service area. In this case, only 95% of the Church Forecast's projected 
population and households is attributed to the Expansion Area. The rest is attributed to 
SUEZ's current service area. 

For convenience of analyzing forecasted water production, the Expansion Area was 
divided into five geographic areas described in Section 111.B below. This report's Exhibit 
8. contains tables displaying, for each of the five areas, the projected population, 
households, employment, residential and commercial customers, residential, 
commercial, and total water sales, and total production in five-year increments though 
2065. The final table in Exhibit A shows the aggregate of all five areas-in other words, 
the total projected growth in the Expansion Area. 

The methodologies for projecting residential and commercial customers, water sales for 
those customers, and total water sales and production are described in the next four 
subsections. 

1299, 1303, 1304, 1309, 1311. Table AS (found at pages A-112 to A-141 of the Master Water 
Plan's Appendix A) incorrectly displays 0% for these TAZs which, in fact, are located partly or 
completely within the Planning Area. The display error had no impact whatsoever on the actual 
forecast of RAFN. The totals displayed for "Population" and "Households" for each year 
between 2015 and 2065 are correct, and those are the numbers that matter. The error was a 
failure to properly display, in a few instances, the number for "Percent ofTAZ within Suez's 
Planning Area." I have reviewed the underlying spreadsheet data and confirmed that the 
calculation of "Population" and "Households" was calculated based on the correct percentage 
for each TAZ, not the incorrectly displayed numbers in Table AS. This resulted in a second 
display error in Table AG (found at pages A-142 to A-171 of the Master Water Plan). TAZs which 
incorrectly displayed zero percent within the Planning Area were not included in the TAZs 
displayed in Table AG. However, I have confirmed that those TAZs that were improperly 
excluded from the display were included in the actual calculation of total "Population" and 
"Households" shown on pages A-157 and A-171 of the Master Water Plan. Thus, for example, 
the 2065 Population projection for SUEZ's Planning Area is 499,708 (see page A-171 of the 
Master Water Plan). That number is correct. It includes not only the population for each TAZ 
displayed above it, but also the population within the Planning Area for the 21 TAZs that failed 
to display. The total number of people (population) that failed to display (excluding prison 
population, which is not served by SUEZ) was 223. The total number of households that failed 
to display was 98. In sum, the display error was microscopic and inconsequential. And the 
effect on the bottom line (RAFN projection) was zero, because those numbers were included in 
the grand totals. 
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i. Forecasted Residential Customers 

As with the Church Forecast, the forecasted number of households in each TAZ in the 
Expansion Area is used to determine the forecasted number of residential customers. 
However, because some households reside within multi-family housing units that are 
master metered and are classified as commercial water customers the number of SUEZ's 
residential customers will be somewhat less than the projected number of future 
households. The ratio of the number of residential customers to the total projected 
number of households in the Church Forecast was used to forecast the total number of 
residential customers in the Expansion Area. 

ii. Forecasted Commercial Customers 

The Church Forecast projects the number of commercial customers in the entire 
Planning Area based upon the total employment within the Planning Area. Parameters 
from the Church Forecast were applied to the projected total employment forecasted 
by T f!,;l. in the Expansion Area to project the future number of commercial customers in 
the Expansion Area. That is, in general, commercial customers in the Expansion Area is 
based on the Church Forecast's projection that SUEZ would realize another commercial 
customer for every thirty-one person increase in employment. 

iii. Forecasted Residential and Commercial Water Sales 

The forecast of residential and commercial water sales in the Expansion Area is based on 
the projected number of residential and commercial customers forecasted in the 
Expansion Area using the same forecasted annual residential and commercial water 
sales per customer used in the Church Forecast. 

iv. Forecasted Total Water Sales and Production 

Forecasted residential and commercial water sales for the entire Planning Area in the 
Church Forecast represent approximately 90 percent of SUEZ's total water sales. The 
remaining 10 percent or so are water sales to "public authority" customers and to a 
category classified as "other" water sales. 

The forecasted sum of residential and commercial water sales was increased by the 
ratio of the sum of "public authority" water sales and the category of "other" water 
sales to the projected total water sales in the Church Forecast. 7 This adjustment yields a 

7 This analysis is slightly different than the public authority and other water sales analysis 
described in the Master Water Plan, which at page 16 describes how public authority sales are 
based on residential and commercial, while other water sales are based on residential, 
commercial, and public authority sales combined. The analysis in this report, however, 
describes both "public authority" and "other" water sales as calculated based on residential and 
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forecast of total water sales in the Expansion Area. 

The difference between total water sales and total water production are "non-billed" 
uses, which are company water use, hydrant water use, and system water losses, These 
non-billed uses account for approximately 3-4 percent of total water production, and 
were calculated based on the ratio of total water production compared to the total 
water sales projected in SUEZ's entire Planning Area in the Church Forecast. 

Total water production in the Growth Area was projected by adding total water sales to 
non-billed production. 

B. Expansion Area 

For purposes of analyzing forecasted water production, the Expansion Area was divided 
into five geographic areas described further below and generally depicted on the 
following map: 

commercial customers. Because "other" water sales are such a small fraction of all water sales, 
this shortcut does not materially affect the outcome of this analysis. 
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i. Area 1: 

Area 1 is the land south of SUEZ's current service area and inside the Planning Area . 
This area includes land extending south from SUEZ's current service area to 
approximately one mile south of Kuna-Mora Road, bounded on the west by the north
south meridian that extends north to S. Maple Grove Road extending eastward to 
approximately two miles east of Interstate 84. This area includes all of TAZs 173, 174, 
177,299,300,313,316, 1290, 1291, and parts ofTAZs 172,176,315, 1296, 1299, 1303, 
1304, 1309, and 1311. 

For the purpose of this analysis, the population, households, and employment in TAZs 
173 and 299 have been excluded from the Area 1 projections. These two TAZs contain 
five of Idaho's correctional Institutions: Idaho Correctional Center, the Idaho State 
Correctional Institution, the South Idaho Correctional Institution, the Idaho Maximum 
Security Institution, and the South Boise Women's Correctional Center, with an 
estimated 2015 population of 5,170 with zero households. COMPASS forecasts that 
these two TAZs will have additional population and employment, but no households, in 
the year 2040. It is not anticipated that SUEZ will serve any of the population or 
employment in these two TAZs. 

ii. Area 2 

Area 2 contains all of TAZ 652 and part of TAZ 633. This area contains the Dry Creek 
Ranch residential development, which is anticipated to have most of the projected 
population, households, and employment in the area. SUEZ does not currently serve 
Dry Creek Ranch (which has its own municipal water supply) although, as with other 
small water suppliers SUEZ has acquired in the past, it is possible that SUEZ will serve 
Dry Creek Ranch in the future . In any case, for purposes of this analysis, these TAZs are 
included in the projected water demand in the Expansion Area. 

iii. Area 3 

Area 3 contains lands along the foothills north and east of the City of Boise. It includes 
partsofTAZs129,130,131,613,614,617,622,623,624,625,626,627,628,641,and 
647. A number of these TAZs contain foothills lands outside of SUEZ's Planning Area 
where residential and commercial development is less likely. Therefore, in this analysis 
it was assumed that future population, household, and employment growth within 
these TAZs will be in and adjacent to SUEZ's current service area. 

iv. Area4 

Area 4 contains the projected population, households, and employment associated with 
portions ofTAZs 780 and 781 that are west of State Highway 55 ("SH-55") and portions 
of TAZs 631, 634, 635, 648, 650, and 651 that are to the east of SH-55, The vast majority 
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of the projected future growth are in TAZs 780 and 781 which contain the proposed 
expansion of the Avimor planned community to the west side of SH-55. 

v. Areas 

Area 5 is located north of Chin den Boulevard between Cloverdale Road on the west and 
Five Mile Road on the east. Within Area 5 are portions of TAZs 659, 661, 692, and 738. 

Future population, household, and employment growth in the area may be limited 
because of existing municipal and industrial facilities in the area, including the City of 
Boise's Joplin Street Water Treatment plant, the Boise Water Shed Project, and the 
Boise Fire Department's new training facility in TAZ 692. Also, Sunroc Corporation's 
sand and gravel operation and cement plant takes up the western portion of T AZ 659. 
TAZ 661 has existing commercial self-storage facilities and some areas of very steep 
topography. 

However, some future population, household, and employment growth is possible in 
the Expansion Area, mainly in the easternmost end of the TAZ 738. It is projected that 
an addition of 41 households could be added in this portion of the Expansion Area. 
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Exhibit F LIST OF 81 APODS 

APODs sought in IMAP 

Original Well Name Twn 

1 Amity (aka Amity #2) 3N 

2 Arctic #1 3N 

3 B.I.F. 3N 

4 Bali Hai#1 3N 

5 Barber #2 (now Licorice) 3N 

6 Barber #1 (now Durham) 3N 

7 Beacon 3N 

8 Bergeson 3N 

9 Bethel 3N 

10 Broadway 3N 

11 Brookhollow No. 1 3N 

12 Byrd 3N 

13 Cassia 3N 

14 Cassia#2 3N 

15 Centennial 3N 

16 Central Park 3N 

17 Chamberlin #1 3N 

18 Chamberlin #2 3N 

19 Cliffside 3N 

20 Clinton 3N 

21 Cole 3N 

22 Country Club 3N 

23 Country Square 3N 

24 Countryman Estates 3N 

25 Edgeview 3N 

26 Fisk 3N 

27 Five Mile West #12 3N 

28 Floating Feather 4N 

29 Foxtail (aka Fox Tail #2) 4N 

30 Franklin Park 3N 

31 Frontier 4N 

32 Goddard 4N 

33 H.P. 4N 

34 Hidden Valley Estates #1 2N 

35 Hidden Valley Estates#2 2N 

36 Hillcrest 3N 

37 Hilton 3N 

38 Hummel 3N 

39 Idaho 3N 

40 Island Woods #1 4N 

41 Island Woods #2 4N 
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Rge Sec Tract 

1E 36 NW,NW,NE 

2E 8 NE,NE,NE 

2E 27 SE,NW,SE 

1E 3 SW,SE,NE 

3E 28 SW,NW 

3E 29 SE,NE 

2E 14 NW,SE,NW 

2E 26 NW,NE,SE 

2E 7 NE,SW,SW 

2E 22 SE,SE,SE 

1E 15 SE,NE 

2E 33 SW,NE,NW 

2E 16 NE,NE,SE 

2E 16 NE,NE,SE 

2E 25 NW,NW,SE 

2E 2 NW,NE,NW 

2E 22 SE,NW,NE 

2E 22 SE,NW,NE 

2E 15 SW,NW,NW 

2E 8 SW,NE,SW 

1E 24 NE,NE,SE 

2E 28 SE,NW,NW 

1E 23 NW,NW 

1E 23 SE,NW 

1E 16 SE,NE 

2E 6 SW,SE,SE 

1E 27 NW,SW 

1E 5 SESW 

1W 24 SE,SW,SE 

2E 18 SW,NW,NE 

1E 34 SE,NE,SW 

1E 36 SW,NE,NW 

1E 27 SW,SE,NE 

1E 3 SE,SE 

1E 3 NE,SW 

2E 20 SE,SE,NE 

2E 17 SE,NE,SW 

2E 18 SW,NE,SW 

2E 4 NE,SW,SW 

1E 16 NE,NW,SW (lot 5) 

1E 21 NW,NW,NW 
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APODs sought in IMAP 

Original Well Name Twn 

42 J.R. Flat 2N 

43 Kirkv.ood 3N 

44 La Grange 3N 

45 Logger 3N 

46 Longmeadow 3N 

47 Mac 3N 

48 Maple Hills #1 3N 

49 Maple Hills #2 3N 

50 Market 3N 

51 McMillan 4N 

52 Warm Springs Mesa #2 3N 

53 Warm Springs Mesa #3 3N 

54 Overland #6 3N 

55 Paradise North 3N 

56 Pioneer 2N 

57 Pleasant Valley 2N 

58 Raptor 2N 

59 Redwood Creek 4N 

60 River Run 3N 

61 Roosevelt #1 3N 

62 Roosevelt #3 3N 

63 Settlers 4N 

64 Sherman Oaks 3N 

65 Sixteenth st. 3N 

66 Spurwing 4N 

67 Sunset West #1 3N 

68 Swift#1 3N 

69 Swift#2 4N 

70 Taggart#1 3N 

71 Taggart#2 3N 

72 Tenmile 2N 

73 Terteling 3N 

74 Twenty-seventh 3N 

75 Veterans well 4N 

76 Victory 3N 

77 Vista 3N 

78 Westmoreland 4N 

79 Willow Lane #1 4N 

80 Willow Lane #2 4N 

81 Willow Lane #3 4N 
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Rge Sec Tract 

2E 2 SW,NW,NW 

2E 19 SW,NE,NE 

1E 34 NE,SW 

2E 24 NW,SW,NW 

2E 13 NW,SW,NW 

2E 32 SW,NW,NW 

1E 14 SW,NE,NE 

1E 14 SE,NE,NE 

2E 35 NE,NE,NW 

1E 28 SE,SW,SW 

2E 24 NE,SW,NE 

2E 24 NE,SW,NE 

2E 19 NW,NE,NW 

1E 15 NE.SE 

2 E 22 NE,NW,NE 

2E 21 NW,NE,NW 

2E 17 NW,NW,NW 

1E 7 SWNW(lot2) 

2E 24 NE,SW,SE 

2E 16 SW,NW,NW 

2E 16 SW,NW,NW 

1E 35 NW,NE,NW 

1E 23 SE, SE 

2 E 9 SW,SE,NW 

1W 23 NE.SW 

1E 36 SE,NE,SE 

2E 30 SE,SW,SE 

2E 31 SE,SW,SE 

2E 21 SW,NE,NE 

2E 21 SW,NE,NE 

2E 17 NE,SE,NE 

2E 36 NE,SW,NE 

2E 4 sw,sw 
2E 32 SW,SE,SE 

1E 27 NE.NE 

2E 28 NE,NE,NE 

2E 31 NE,NW,SW 

2E 32 NW,NW,NW 

2E 32 NW,SW,NW 

2E 32 NW,SW,NW 
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Exhibit G LIST OF SUEZ APODs IN THE BOISE FRONT GWMA 

SUEZ APODs in Boise Front GWMA 

Count Original Well Name Twn 

1 Arctic #1 3N 

2 B.I.F. 3N 

3 Barber #2 (now Licorice) 3N 

4 Barber #1 (now Durham) 3N 

5 Beacon 3N 

6 Bergeson 3N 

7 Bethel 3N 

8 Broadway 3N 

9 Byrd 3N 

10 Cassia 3N 

11 Cassia#2 3N 

12 Centennial 3N 

13 Central Park 3N 

14 Chamberlin #1 3N 

15 Chamberlin #2 3N 

16 Cliffside 3N 

17 Clinton 3N 

18 Cole 3N 

19 Country Club 3N 

20 Fisk 3N 

21 Franklin Park 3N 

22 Frontier 4N 

23 Goddard 4N 

24 H.P. 4N 

25 Hillcrest 3N 

26 Hilton 3N 

27 Hummel 3N 

28 Idaho 3N 

29 J.R. Flat 2N 

30 Kirkwood 3N 

31 Logger 3N 

32 Longmeadow 3N 

33 Mac 3N 

34 Market 3N 

35 Warm Springs Mesa #2 3N 

36 Warm Springs Mesa #3 3N 

37 Overland #6 3N 

38 River Run 3N 

39 Roosevelt #1 3N 

40 Roosevelt #3 3N 

41 Settlers 4N 

42 Sixteenth St. 3N 
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Rge 

2E 

2E 

3E 

3E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

1E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

1E 

1E 

1E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

1E 

2E 

Sec Tract 

8 NE,NE,NE 

27 SE,NW,SE 

28 SW,NW 

29 SE,NE 

14 NW,SE,NW 

26 NW,NE,SE 

7 NE,SW,SW 

22 SE,SE,SE 

33 SW,NE,NW 

16 NE,NE,SE 

16 NE,NE,SE 

25 NW,NW,SE 

2 NW,NE,NW 

22 SE,NW,NE 

22 SE,NW,NE 

15 SW,NW,NW 

8 SW,NE,SW 

24 NE,NE,SE 

28 SE,NW,NW 

6 SW,SE,SE 

18 SW,NW,NE 

34 SE,NE,SW 

36 SW,NE,NW 

27 SW,SE,NE 

20 SE,SE,NE 

17 SE,NE,SW 

18 SW,NE,SW 

4 NE,SW,SW 

2 SW,NW,NW 

19 SW,NE,NE 

24 NW,SW,NW 

13 NW,SW,NW 

32 SW,NW,NW 

35 NE,NE,NW 

24 NE,SW,NE 

24 NE,SW,NE 

19 NW,NE,NW 

24 NE,SW,SE 

16 SW,NW,NW 

16 SW.NW.NW 

35 NW,NE,NW 

9 SW,SE,NW 
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SUEZ APODs in Boise Front GWMA 

Count Original Well Name Twn 

43 s.,,.,;tt #1 3N 

44 s.,,.,;tt#2 4N 

45 Taggart #1 3N 

46 Taggart#2 3N 

47 Terteling 3N 

48 Twenty-seventh 3N 

49 Veterans well 4N 

50 Vista 3N 

51 Westmoreland 4N 

52 Willow Lane #1 4N 

53 Willow Lane #2 4N 

54 Willow Lane #3 4N 
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Rge 

2E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

2E 

Sec Tract 

30 SE,SW,SE 

31 SE,SW,SE 

21 SW,NE,NE 

21 SW,NE,NE 

36 NE,SW,NE 

4 SW,SW 

32 SW,SE,SE 

28 NE,NE,NE 

31 NE,NW,SW 

32 NW,NW,NW 

32 NW,SW,NW 

32 NW,SW,NW 
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ExhibitH AMENDED PERMIT No. 63-12310 

r.=============,-.============-==========:::;;., 
STATE OF IDAHO 

DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 

AMENDMENT OF PERMIT 
PERMIT NO. 63-12310 

This is to certify, that UNITED WATER IDAHO INC 
PO BOX 7488 
BOISE ID 83707-1488 

has requested a change to the above captioned water right(s). Thie change in water 
right(s) ie authorized pursuant to the pr ovisions of Section 42-211, Idaho Code. The 
approved amendment of permit is described as follows: 

GROUNDWATER 

Priority: January 19, 1996 

!;IKNEFICU.X. USE 

MUNICIPAL 

PERIOD 01' USE RATE OF DIVERSIO!f 

01/01 to 12/31 3.00 CFS 

LOCATION OH POINT(S) OF D;rv:BRSION: Lot 1( SESE), Sec. 32, Township 04N, Range 02E 
.ADA County 

PLAC8 OP USB: See Remarks 

CONDITIQHS OP APPROVAL AND R.BMAllS 

1. Proof of construction of -works and application of water to 
beneficial use shall be suanitted on or pe;ore Aprill, 2001. 

2. Subject to all prior water rights: 
3. After specific notification t,y tha department,- the right holder 

shall install a suitable measuring device or 
0

11hiLll ·: enter into an 
agreement with the department to 'detarmine-the amount of water 
diverted fr0111 power records and 111hall ~lly report the 
information to the department. · 

4. Right holder shall comply with the drillin!!7 pa_:rµdt 
requirements of Section 42•235, Idaho Code;· 

5. The right holder shall comply with .Idaho well construction 
standards when constructing a well pursuant to this right. 

6. The point of diversion identified in this right is located 
within the boundaries of the Boise Front Low Temperature 
Geothe:r:mal Resource Groundwater Management Area. The well 
driller shall monitor water temperatures while drilling the 
well. If water with a temperature greater than 85 degrees 
Fahrenheit is encountered by the driller, drilling must 
immediately cease, and the Department must be notified. Drilling 
shall not resume until the Department has reviewed the drilling 
conditions, and established standards for constructionM'!()1t!OPIILMED 
driller. 
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PAGE 2 

PERMIT NO. 63-12310 

CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL AND REMARltS 

7 . The issuance of this right does not grant any right-of - way 
or easement across the land of another . 

8. Place of use is within the United Water Idaho, Inc. area of 

certificati on in an~ d the Cit~ 

"''"'"" .,, ,... "''' -4- day of ;;;~5·'j 
iiiil.~aC& Al>=ci= " "~"" .. ~ 
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--Fann 2311-7 
7194 

IDAH ,EPARTMENT OF WATER RESC . .JEJSC EI VE oJseT~ 

JUN 1 1 '1996 Ball Point Pen WELL DRILLER'S REPORT 

1. DRILLING PERMIT NO.b; . 7£. C:._.&.,Q/t - -;z o <) 
OtherlDWRNo, _ _ _ _ _ _ _______ _ _ 

--C/ f ,,. ht,('. . 
~Zip ttu()? 

3. LOCATION OF WELL by legal description: 
Sketch map localion IIWi1. agree with written location. 

EN Twp.-S'f__ No1111Jr 0, SOultl □ 
Rge.__::;J__ EA$l J1 or Wed. 0 

£Sec. 1 z 114..1E...._114.1.e...114 
Gov!Lot __ ~ A✓;- -- . 

·s AddrwofWelSb 1f/ ,(,·.,,ee, · 
----------~Olly-_____ _ 

,.. ............... ca--..... -~ 

LL. ___ 811<,~----'Sw. Name ______ _ 

4. PROPOSED USE: 
D Oomes1ic 9( ~ D Monitor D lrrigallon 
D Thermal O ~ OOlber, _ _____ _ 

5. TYPE OF WORK 
~ New Well □ Mo<lly or Repair D Aapl&cemenl □ Abandonmenl 

&. DRILL METHOD ~ 
□ Mud Am,y □ Air Rotaly □ Cable ~ Olher &:, .... , , .. 

7. SEAUNG PROCEDURES. 
IEntllO 

Wu drive.,_ ...rl D Y Ji! N Shoe Oeplh(s) 
WasdrivB st>oe seal leslad? Yb N□ HoW? ______ _ 

8. CASINGIUNER: 

c.o,g LNr --
1-L'½~~-JLJltL-:--¥~,¼-l=CL~~ □ ~ □ 
1-"''-=.p,;'=:-c,+L~~-..,+-,,<~-=c.L~~ □ ~ □ 

o• 1111 □ Ill □ 

l.elvhol~ 72 1 
l.englhofTailplpe /4 ~ 

9. PERFORATIONSISCREENS 

10. STATIC WATER LEVEL OR ARTESIAN PRESSURE: 
~ below ground Artesian pressure __ b. 
Depth flow encountef"&d ___ _,fl. Describe access port or 
control devices~· __._/ ___ r!~"-..._ _________ _ 

11. WELL TESTS: UNITED WATER 
J!! Pump D Baier □ Air D Flowing Artesian 

Water Temp,. ___ _ __ Bottom hole lemp, ____ _ 
WalllrQuallly lBSI oroornmenls:, __________ _ 

12. UTHOLOGIC LOG:(u.arlba ...... c.rllbandDlm•11) --- To -Uhalllllr,-0,--,&T-- y N IIL 

1r 0 I T.,~~-·f IX 
T IJ ,r_, ,1 .J ,<- -.- -,- I ' .Y 
w ,v "- .":i._._ 1'/,-.. ·y ,., 'L ~--- ~ , __ ..,"'G,J V 

\ f,l. lo,,. I,~-.... ,;-£. .. l.i-' 
I l,1.., 1,~.!! # a ... ·,.~~ / £7 y 

llo #,'I P•J ;,/,., )(' ,~11, 1 If l ·- - -,. ~Y./ ~,...7 y 
I I'. I#U ', __ //,~ 
\ It W ,w -'- ·- ,ti..,. Z,/ y 
I II~ 1111-, -- /./,. ,~-- ,-,..:.7 ,I 1,. ,,,, =-· --- .. <-~ ./ .r 

1, • ., JA'f It - ✓-✓-, V ..... Jllil /:'.• - . .-:. µ .. -✓ '!t,,;~ .( ,,, 
..,,,,. ,._ ·G,,..u ~, . ., x 

• • • t 

,-. . ;· . .. ·- ·: ;:-:,·.•· 
.. 

·-. 

. 

~........... -i.~- , . ·,, .. ) 
o.i.:~-. Y,.-t.•·~-L-= ~ ·, ~_;,Jw, ,;--#L : 

flrmOl'llcial,..._ ______ ___ ...JOale, ____ _ 

~O<~~ 0at8 
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Exhibit I IDWR DOCUMENTS RE BOISE FRONT GROUNDWATER MANAGEMENT 

AREA 

BEFORE THE DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 

OF THE 

STATE OF IDAHO 

IN THE MATTER OF TRE BOISE FRONT 
LOW TEMPERATU~E GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE 
GROUND WATER MANAGEMENT AREA 

ORDER ESTABLISHING 
A GROUND WATER 
MANAGEMENT AREA 

This ~atter having come before the Director of the Department 

of water Resources as a result of declining water levels reported in 

the low tempecature geothermal resource system, the Director Finds, 

concludes and Orders as follows: 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

1. The Director of the Department of Water Resources has the 

responsibility to administer the ground water basins of the State to 

protect prior rights yet allow full economic development. 

2. There is a growing concern that the present stage of per

mitted development of the low temperature geothermal resource system 

in the Boise Front Area may be approaching the conditions of a criti

cal ground water area. 

J. TWO of the three major users of the thermal system came on 

line in the early 1980 1 s. 

4. outstanding, approved permits allow for the additional 

development of more than 30 cubic feet per second from the low temper

ature geother~al resource system. 

s. The early priority user of the thermal system has ex

pressed concern over declines in production and recovery of their 

wells over the past few years. 
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6. A preliminary study pe_rformed by Boise State University on 

several wells in a portion of the low temperature geothermal resource 

system indicates that the resource may be limited and that significant 

declines in water levels in pumped and monitored wells within the 

system are occurring. 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

1. section 42-226, Idaho Code, declares all ground waters to 

be the property of the State, and charges the State with supervising 

the appropriation and allotment of the same so that early appropria

tion of underground water are protected in the maintenance of reason- • 

able groundwater pumping levels. 

2. In order to establish whether withdrawals from the low 

temperature geothermal resource system are exceeding the capacity of 

the system to provide an ongoing supply of water and to protect early 

appropriators, all existing wells and future wells that obtain water 

either from a depth greater than 300 feet and/or a temperature of es°F 

within the area designated, must be monitored and controlled. 

3. section 42-233b, Idaho Code, authorizes the Director of 

the Idaho Department of Water Resources to designate areas as "ground·. 

water management areas" to allow increased management of the ground 

water resources. 

ORDER 

NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the following des

cribed area be included within and designated as the "Boise Front Low 

Temperature Geothermal Resource Ground Water Management Area" pursuant 

to provisions of Section 42-233b, Idaho Code: 

----- ...... _,. __ .... ,..~..,. .. ,.,.. . ___ ,, .. , __ .,,.,_" ............... --........ _. ---· 
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• • 
From a point of beginning at the Northeast corner of Sec. 
8, T4N, R2E; thence southerly 1 mile to the southeast cor
ner of Sec. 8; thence easterly approximately 3 miles to the 
northeast corner of Sec. 14; then southerly 2 miles to the 
southeast corner of Sec. 23; thence easterly 2 miles to the 
northeast corner of Sec. 30, T4N, R3E; thence southerly 2 
miles to the southeast corner of Sec. 31; thence easterly 
approximately 1 mile to the southeast corner of Sec. 32; 
thence southerly approximately 2 miles to the northwest 
corner of Sec. 16, T3N, R3E; thence easterly 1 mile to the 
northeast corner of Sec. 16; thence southerly 1 mile to the 
southeast corner of Sec. 16; thence·easterly l mile to the 
southeast corner of Sec. 15; thence southerly approximately 
Smiles to the southeast corner of Sec. 10, T2N, R3E; 
thence westerly approximately 9 miles to the southwest cor
ner of Sec. 8, T2N, R2E; thence northerly 4 miles to the 
southwest corner of Sec. 20, T3N, R2E; thence westerly 
approximately 2 miles to the southwest corner of Sec. 24, 
T3N, RlE; thence northerly approximately 4 miles to the 
southwest corner of Sec. 36, T4N, RlE; thence westerly 2 
miles to the southwest corner of Sec. 34; thence northerly 
approximately 5 miles to the northwest corner of Sec. 10; 
thence easterly approximately 5 miles to the point of be
ginning. 

IT IS FURTHER HEREBY ORDERED that the resource of concern 

is the ground water greater than 8S°F and/or the ground water at a 

depth of 300 feet or more below land surface. 

DATED this /£ J-l- day of L✓ -=--'"""'"'-""=-£------ - - --
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') 

June 1988 

MANAGEMENT POLICY 

FOR 

THE BOISE FRONT GROUND WATER MANAGEMENT AREA 

I. GENERAL 

A. Introduction 

Beneficial use of warm ground water for its heat value is 
a part of the heritage of the Boise area. Wells were 
constructed as early as the 1890's to increase the 
available supply. Policies intended to foster the use of 
renewable energy resources caused a renewed interest in 
development of the heat resources in the 1970's. Several 
significant space heating projects commenced using warm 
water in the early 1980's, and projects to continue 
expanding the use are now being pursued. 

The recent increase of diversions from the aquifer, 
however, have been accompanied by decreases in aquifer 
water levels and pressures. Some reduction in temperature 
has been measured in at least one of the producing 
systems. On June 15, 1987, the Idaho Department of Water 
Resources (IDWR) designated the Boise Front Ground Water 
Management Area (BFGWMA) to allow increased management of 
the resource (Figure Jl). The continued interest in 
additional development as represented by applications and 
undeveloped permits continues to concern some existing 
users. Several petitions were filed in January 1988, 
seeking a suspension of processing of applications and a 
moratorium on further development of undeveloped permits. 

The purpose of this draft plan is to summarize the 
present knowledge of the aquifer and the low temperature 
geothermal resource, review legal responsibilities and 
authorities, and to propose a policy to guide IDWR 
administrative actions. 

B. The.Aquifer 

The Boise area is underlain by three aquifer systems: A 
shallow cold water system, a deeper cold water artesian 
system and a still deeper low temperature geothermal 
artesian system . Not all three aquifers exist in all 
areas. The low temperature geothermal aquifer system, 
which is the only aquifer addressed in this plan, is 
thought to be a fractured media ground water system which 
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produces hot artesian water from the network of fractures 
of the Boise Frontal fault system and the fractured, 
layered rhyolite and interbedded sediments of the Idavada 
Group, and from fractured zones within the Idaho 
Batholith. 

Several possible models have been suggested to describe 
the occurrence of warm water in the Boise Front area. 
While there are differences of opinion concerning details 
of fault orien t ation and the degree of interconnection 
between water producing zones, the basic concept of deep 
circulation into the Boise Front fault system as a source 
of heat is common to the various models. The warmest water 
is found at or near the Front fault in springs and wells 
at the northeast edge of Boise. Temperatures decrease with 
distance away from the fault to the south and west 
apparently because of mixing with cold water sources, 

c. Present and Proposed uses 

Until the early 1980's, the principal user of the warm 
water resource was Boise Warm Springs water District 
(BWSWD) which provided the resource principally for the 
heating of homes, This use consisted of the diversion of 
approximately 800 acre feet (AF) per year which is 
discharged to surface drains or sewer lines, 

There were, however, other existing uses of the resource 
which were relatively minor in nature such as the heating 
of greenhouses. Although there was some variation in the 
resource prior to 1980, the principal changes became 
apparent when other users started using the resource. 

In approximately 1982 Boise Geothermal Ltd. (BGL) 
constructed four we lls for the purposes of heating 
buildings in downtown Boise. At approximately the same 
time, the State of Idaho (state) started heating some 
state owned buildings. The BGL use is approximately 600 
AF per year and the state use is approximately 580 AF per 
year. The state reinjects the water while BGL does not. 

The Veterans Administration well is scheduled for use in 
1988. The water will be reinjected. Boise is planning to 
expand its use of the resource to heat buildings at Boise 
state University and is looking at the possibility of 
reipjection. 

o. Recent Declines 

As a result of the increased use of the aquifer, the 
maximum recovery level of the water table as measured in a 
BWSWD well located in NW1/4NE1/4 Section 13, T3N, R2E,S.M. 
has declined 30 feet from 1983 to 1987. A different well 
monitored by the BLM has declined approximately 26 feet in 
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the same time period. The water level in the state wells 
has not significantly changed and declines in BGL wells 
are presently unknown. 

Present rights to use low temperature geothermal water 
within the BFGWMA are summarized in Table 1. Also listed 
in Table 1 are estimates of the present diversion rates 
and volumes under these rights as reported to IDWR or 
listed in recent reports. Information is not now 
available to make this table comprehensive, however, it is 
apparent that present diversion rates are less than 20% of 
those authorized by permits or licenses or claimed for 
existing uses. If all existing rights were fully 
exercised, the diversion rate and the volume withdrawn 
from the aquifer would be increased by 3 to 4 times the 
present rate and volume. 

The information in Table 1 suggests that some existing and 
planned uses do not use the resource primarily for the 
heat value. The information shown has been compiled from 
a variety of sources in the department's records including 
well logs, and written and verbal data which has been 
submitted to the department. The information is as 
complete and accurate as is presently known or estimated. 

The attached summary showing well construction data (Table 
2) shows the known and suspected wells which enter the low 
temperature geothermal aquifer. Information is not 
available concerning the construction of all of the wells, 
but the information available suggests that some wells are 
not constructed to prevent mixing of the upper cold water 
aquifer and the low temperature geothermal aquifer. The 
temperature reported for most of the wells places the 
resource in the low temperature geothermal resource 
category as defined in Section 42-230, Idaho Code. 

II, STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS AND AUTHORITIES 

The following management principles and requirements to be 
followed by the Director of IDWR are supported by the listed 
statutory authorities. 

A. The resource must be managed as a low temperature 
geothermal resource where the following provisions apply: 

1. "Groundwater" is all water under the surface of the 
ground whatever may be the geological structure in 
which it is standing or moving. I.e. Sec. 42-230(a). 

2. · a t atu 
es Fa e1t 

o a we s e c ssifie and a m1n1s ere as a low 
temperature geothermal resource pursuant to section 
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42-233, Idaho Code. r.c. Sec. 42-230 (a)(l). 

3. All ground water having a temperature of two hundred 
twelve (212) degrees Fahrenheit or more in the bottom 
of a well shall be classified .as a geothermal resource 
pursuant to section 42-4002, Idaho Code, and shall be 
administered as a geothermal resource pursuant to 
chapter 40, title 42, Idaho Code. (Emphasis added.) 
I.C. Sec. 42-230(a)(2). 

B. The resource is to be allocated and managed using the 
doctrine of prior appropriation. 

l, The right to the use of low temperature geothermal 
resources of this state shall be acquired by 
appropriation. I.e. Sec. 42-233(1). 

2. ~s between appropriators, the first in time is first in 
right. I.e. Sec. 42-106. 

3. The appropriation must be for some useful or beneficial 
purpose, and when the appropriator or his successor in 
interest ceases to use it for such purpose, the right 
ceases. I.e. Sec 42-104. 

c. Prior appropriations (other than domestic uses which began 
prior to July 1, 1978) are to be protected to a reasonable 
ground water pumping level or artesian pressure and the 
full economic development of the resource shall not be 
blocked. 

The traditional policy of the state of Idaho, requiring 
the water resources of this state to be devoted to 
beneficial use in reasonable amounts through 
appropriation, is affirmed with respect to the ground 
water resources of this state as said term is hereinafter 
defined and, while the doctrine of "first in time is first 
in right" is recoynized, a reasonable exercise of this 
ri ht shall not bock full economic develo ment of 

wa er resources. Pr or a ro r ators of 
un ergroun water ·s a e protecte 1n t e main enanee of 
reasonable ground water pumping levels as may be 
established bl the director of the department of water 
resources aserein prov1ded. In determining a reasonable 
ground water pumping level or levels, the director of the 
department of water resources shall consider and protect 
th~ thermal and/or artesian pressure values for low 
temperature geothermal resources and for geothermal 
resources to the extent that he determines such protection 
is in the public interest. All ground waters in this 
state are declared to be the property of the state, whose 
duty it shall be to supervise their appropriation and 
allotment to those diverting the same for beneficial use. 
This act shall not affect the rights to the use of ground 
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water in this state acquired before its enactment. 
(Emphasis added.) I.e. Sec. 42-226. 

D. "Mining" of the resource is to be prevented. 

Water in a well shall not be deemed available to fill a 
water right therein if withdrawal therefrom of the amount 
called for by such right would affect, contrary to the 
declared policy of this act, the present or future use of 
any prior surface or ground water right or result in the 
withdrawing of the ground water supply at a rate beyond 
the reasonably antici~ated average rate of futute natural 
recharge. However, t e director may allow withdrawal at a 
rate e-xceeding the reasonably antic ipa ted rate of future 
natural recharge if the director finds it is in the public 
interest and if it satisfies the following criteria: 

1. A program exists or likely will exist which will 
increase recharge or decrease withdrawals within a time 
period acceptable to the director to bring withdrawals 
into balance with recharge. 

2. Holders of senior rights to use ground water will not 
be caused thereby to pump water from below the 
established reasonable pumping level or levels. 
(Emphasis added.) I.C. 42-237 a.g. 

E. The resource is to be primarily used for its heat value. 

Usage of a low temperature geothermal resource primarily 
for reasons other than heat value is not a beneficial use 
of the resource, unless the director of the department of 
water resources exempts the proposed use. I.e. Sec. 
42-233(1). 

F. The resource may be controlled using the application, 
permit and license procedure. 

All rights to divert and use the waters of this state for 
beneficial purposes shall hereafter be acquired and 
confirmed under the provisions of this chapter and not 
otherwise. And after the passage of this title all the 
waters of this state shall be controlled and administered 
in the manner herein provided. Such appropriation shall 
be perfected only by means of the application, permit and 
licftnse procedure as provided in this title; provided, 
however, that in the event an appropriation has been 
commenced by diversion and application to beneficial use 
prior to the effective date of this act it may be 
perfected under such method of appropriation. (Emphasis 
added.) I.C. Sec. 42-201(1). 

G. A drilling permit is required. 
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Prior to constructing or drilling any well, an owner shall 
obtain a permit from the director of the department of 
water resources, to protect the public health, safety and 
welfare and the environment and to prevent the waste or 
mixture of any water from a well. I.e. Sec. 42-235, 

H. Areas of common ground water supply may be determined. 

In connection with his supervision and control of the 
exercise of ground water rights the director of the 
department of water resources shall also have the power to 
determine what areas of the state have a common ground 
water supply. I.C. Sec. 42-237 a.g. 

I. Reasonable pumping levels or artesian pressures and rates 
of future natural recharge (aquifer yield) may be 
determined. 

To assist the director of the department ofwater resources 
in the administration and enforcement of this act, and in 
making determinations upon which said orders shall be 
based, he may establish a ground water pumping level or 
levels in an area or areas having a common ground water 
supply as determined by him as hereinafter provided. I.C. 
Sec. 42-237 a.g. 

J. Ground water management areas, critical ground water 
areas, areas of drilling concern, and moratoriums on 
applications and permits may be declared. 

1. "Critical ground water area" is defined as any ground 
water basin, or designated part thereof, not having 
sufficient ground water to provide a reasonably safe 
supply for irrigation of cultivated lands, or other 
uses in the basin at the then current rates of 
withdrawal, or rates of withdrawal projected by 
consideration of valid and outstanding applications and 
permits, as may be determined and designated, from time 
to time, by the director of the department of water 
resources. I.e. Sec 42-233a. 

2. "Ground water management area" is defined as any ground 
water basin or designated part thereof which the 
director of the department of water resources has 
determined may be approaching the conditions of a 

.critical ground water area. I.C. Sec. 42-233b. 

3. The director of the department of water resources may 
designate as he determines necessary, "areas of 
drilling concern" on an aquifer by aquifer basis within 
which drillers must comply with the additional 
requirements of this section. The director shall 
designate "areas of drilling concern" to protect public 
health and to prevent waste or contamination of ground 
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-

or surface water because of factors such as aquifer 
pressure, vertical depth of the aquifer, warm or hot 
ground water, or contaminated ground or surface waters. 
I.C. 42-238(7). 

4. After notice, to suspend the issuance or further action 
on permits or applications as necessary to protect 
existing vested water rights or to ensure compliance 
with the provisions of chapter 2, title 42, Idaho Code, 
or to prevent violation of minimum flow provisions of 
the state water plan. I.e. Sec. 42-1805(7) and water 
Appropriation Rule 7. 

K. Unauthorized diversions may be prevented. 

1. To seek a preliminary or permanent injunction, or both, 
or a temporary restraining order restraining any person 
~rom violating or attempting to violate: a) those 
provisions of law relating to all aspects of the 
appropr i ation of water, distribution of water, 
headgates and measuring devices; orb) the 
administrative or judicial orders entered in accordance 
with the provisions of law. I.C. Sec. 42-1805(9). 

2. If the director of the department of water resources 
finds, on the basis of available information, that a 
person is diverting water from a natural watercourse or 
from a ground water source without having obtained a 
valid water right to do so or is applying water not in 
conformance with the conditions of a valid water right, 
then the director of the department of water resources 
may issue an order directing the person to cease and 
desist the activity or activities alleged to be in 
violation of applicable law or of any existing water 
right. A cease and desist order may direct compliance 
with applicable law and with any existing water right 
or may provide a time schedule to bring the person's 
actions into compliance with applicable law and with 
any existing water right. I.C. Sec. 42-351(1). 

L. waste and contamination may be controlled. 

1. In the administration and enforcement of this act and 
in the effectuation of the policy of this state to 
conserve its ground water resources, the director of 
the department of water resources is empowered to 
tequire both flowing and nonflowing wells to be so 
constructed and maintained as to prevent the waste of 
ground waters through leaky wells, casings, pipes, 
fittings, valves or pumps either above or below the 
land surface. I.e. Sec. 42-237a. 

2. Any person owning or controlling an artesian well shall 
maintain the well to prevent waste or contamination of 
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ground waters through leaky casings, pipes, fittings, 
valves, pumps, seals or through leakage around the 
outside of the casings, whether the leakage is above or 
below the land surface. I.C. Sec. 42-1601(2). 

III. MANAGEMENT GOALS 

The goals for management of the BFGWMA are: 

A. Protect the existing users under the doctrine of prior 
rights. 

This protection will not consist of total preservation 
of the artesian pressure and flow rate occurring at the 
time an existing right was developed and may not be the 
pressure and rate occurring today. The prior existing 
users are to be protected by management to assure: 

1. An adequate water supply for the beneficial use 
authorized at a reasonable efficiency of use as 
determined by the Director. 

2. An adequate water temperature as determined by the 
Director for the use authorized, and 

3. An artesian pressure or pumping level adequate to 
allow the authorized use to continue as determined by 
the director. 

B. Allow full use of the low temperature geothermal 
resource to maximize public benefit. 

Full use of the resource includes: 

1. A recognition that the resource is to be used 
primarily for its heat value. 

2. All uses, new and existing, must use the resource 
with reasonable efficiency to prevent waste of the 
heat in the resource. · 

3. Encourage transfers or contracts among existing users 
to most efficiently use the resource within the 
limits of existing water rights. 

c. ~rovide clear understandable management policies for the 
resource. 

IDWR's management policies need to be available in 
written form and available to existing and potential 
future users of the resource as well as to the public. 
These policies must: 

1. Maintain consistency in IDWR actions, 
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2. Minimize administrative paper work, 

3. Minimize management cost to users and the public, and 

4. Provide a reliable basis for actions of both users 
and IDWR. 

D. stabilize depletions from the aguifer at existing or 
reasonable rates (whichever is less), until a new 
equilibrium condition can be accurately predicted. The 
goals of protection for existing users and for 
maximizing public benefit from the resource may appear 
to be in conflict, one seeking to minimize the number of 
users and the other seeking to maximize development. 
IDWR must balance these goals to obtain a workable 
management plan. The key to balance is adequate 
knowledge of the resource. In particular, IDWR needs 
r~liable estimates of the volume of water the resource 
can yield, how this volume changes if water levels or 
pressures are reduced in the aguifer, the effect of 
reduced water levels or pressures on water temperature, 
the degree of interconnection between present and future 
wells, how interconnection can be minimized, and a 
workable estimate for reasonable pumping (pressure) 
levels. 

Development of this information will be facilitated by 
the maintenance of stable conditions in the aquifer. 

IV. OBJECTIVES TO MEET GOALS 

A. Existing Uses 

1. Each use will be limited to the lesser of the 
recorded right, beneficial use being made of the 
water or sustained historic diversion rate and/or 
volume. 

2. Use with reasonable efficiency will be requir_ed. 

3. IDWR will require the substitution of cold water 
resources for existing uses that do not need the heat 
value of the low temperature geothermal resource, 
wherever practical. 

~-Welland system construction to prevent waste above 
and and below ground will be required. 

5. Reinjection will be required unless it can be shown 
to the satisfaction of the Director that reinjection 
is not economically and technically feasible. 

6. Uniform monitoring equipment, data collection, and 
reporting will be required where possible. 
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7. Diversion and use of water will be administered 
through the authority in Sections 42-237a.g., 42-311, 
42-350 and 42-351, Idaho Code, until a water district 
can be formed. 

8. IDWR will create a water district and appoint a 
watermaster upon entry of an interim decree in the 
Snake River Adjudication (or other adjudication) to 
measure and deliver water to the users. 

B. Undeveloped and Partially Developed Permits 

1. Permits to use the low temperature geothermal 
resource for which the full extent of authorized 
diversion rate, volume and beneficial use has not 
been diverted and beneficially used may not be 
further developed until IDWR determines from 
information submitted that further development will 
not: 

a) Increase depletions from the aquifer, 

b) Increase pumping lift or decrease pressurefor 
existing senior users, 

c) Reduce temperature to existing users causing 
systems operating at reasonable efficiency to no 
longer operate. 

Permit holders may submit proposed mitigation 
approved by IDWR to accomplish a), b), and c). 

Further development can only occur if specifically 
authorized by IDWR after review and approval of 
development plans and other applicable information. 

2. Permits which do not use heat as a primary purpose 
will be cancelled. 

3. Reinjection to the aquifer will be required unless 
determined by the Director to be unreasonable. 

4. All systems will be required to use water and heat 
with a reasonable efficiency as determined by the 
Director. 

c . Applications 

1. Pending and future applications will be rejected 
unless information is provided by the applicant to 
demonstrate the use will not cause: 

a) Additional depletion of the aquifer, 

b) An increase in pumping lift or pressure reduction 
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to existing users or undeveloped permit holders, 

c) Temperature to be reduced to present users or 
undeveloped permit holders below that necessary 
for a system operating at reasonable efficiency to 
operate. 

Applicants may propose mitigation necessary to 
accomplish a), b), and c). 

2. Protested applications will not be set for hearing 
unless the Director makes a preliminary determination 
that a), b) and c) are satisfied or acceptable 
mitigation has been proposed. 

3. The applicant is responsible to provide all existing 
users and holders of undeveloped permits a copy of 
the application and supporting information upon 
request. 

4. Applications which do not propose heat as the primary 
use will be rejected. Exceptions will be considered 
based upon the following factors: 

a) Reinjection is proposed. 
b) The system is designed to achieve reasonable 

efficiency. 
c) Only non consumptive uses are proposed. 
d) Water quality will not be impaired. 
e) A reliable practical source of cold water does 

not exist. 

5. Domestic uses (exempted from the filing of a water 
appropriation permit by Sec. 42-227, Idaho Code) will 
be authorized only after approval of a drilling 
prospectus submitted with the required drilling 
permit. 

V. ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIONS REQUIRED TO IMPLEMENT OBJECTIVES 

A. Impose a moratorium pursuant to Section 42-1805(7), Idaho 
Code, and Rule 7 of the Water Appropriation rules on __ _ 
further development of undeveloped permits until IDWR 
determines further development is authorized. 

B. Reguire uniform monitoring equipment, data collection and 
reporting where possible. 

c. Require existing users to have systems evaluated by a 
qualified licensed engineer or geologist with a report to 
IDWR to confirm adequacy of system construction 
(including wells) to prevent waste and to use water and 
heat with reasonable efficiency as determined by the 
Director. The studies shall include an analysis of the 
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practicality and efficiency of reinjecting all or a 
portion of water diverted and retrofitting of existing 
systems. For systems which do not use or need the heat 
value of the resource, an analysis of the practicality of 
substituting a cold water source will be required. 

D. Issue administrative orders to enjoin unauthorized or 
excessive use and to require system reconstruction or 
repair and reinjection. 

E. Continue IDWR data collection efforts and seek funding to 
conduct studies to increase knowledge of aquifer, water, 
and heat resources. 

F. Issue administrative orders to amend licenses and permits 
within the BFGWMA which show "heating" as a use but which 
do not take water from the low temperature geothermal 
aquifer. 

G. Require a drilling prospectus to be submitted for review 
and approval with each drilling permit proposing to 
construct a well into the low temperature geothermal 
aquifer or which exceeds a 300 ft depth. 

H. Retain designation as a ground water management area 
rather than revise the designation to a critical ground 
water area. This will keep in place the authority to 
require instrumentation, monitoring, reporting and 
recordkeeping. 

I. Require applicants for water appropriation to furnish 
sufficient technical data and plans to allow a 
preliminary determination by the Director that water is 
available, that existing users will not be damaged, and 
that depletion of the aquifer will not be increased. 
Applications will not be advertised and protest hearings 
will not be scheduled until an affirmative preliminary 
determination is made by IDWR. 

J. Develop a complete inventory of wells constructed into 
the low temperature geothermal aquifer. 

Signed this ?fl!!!IL day of June, 1988 in Boise, Idaho . 

~l!l!Hiiiil!;:i ;i.G~~~~D:s'1~· r""e"'c"=t:'=o'=r"""=--
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Review of Boise Front Low Temperature Geothermal Monitoring Data 
for Water Year 2018 

(October 1, 2017 - September 30, 2018) 

Mike McVay, Technical Hydrogeologist 
Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR) 

February 14, 2019 

EXECUTIVE SUM MARY 

The total gross withdrawal from the four district heating systems in the Downtown Boise-East 
Boise area of the Boise Front Low Temperature Geothermal Resources Ground Water 
Management Area in Water Year 2018 (WY18) was 845.5 million gallons (mgal), which is 17.8 
mgal less than in Water Year 2017 (WYl 7). The City of Boise system increased gross 
withdrawals in WY18 by 22 mgal. However, the City of Boise also injected more water in WY18, 
and the net withdrawal in WY18 was 3.8 mgal less than in WYl 7. The combined net withdrawal 
for all systems in WY18 was 256 mgal, which is 9. 7 mgal Jess than WYl 7. The other three 
systems all decreased net withdrawals. Approximately 70% of the water withdrawn in WY18 
was re-injected, which is an increase of about 2% from WYl 7. 

In general, both the shallowest water levels (maximums) and deepest water levels (minimums) 
rose in WY18. The maximum water level for the BLM well rose 1.35 feet, and the minimum 
value rose 0.5 feet. The monitoring equipment in the Kanta well failed in October 2017, and 
was reset in September 2018; therefore, only the change in maximum water level is presented. 
The Kanta well maximum water level rose 0.4 feet. The changes in maximum water levels for 
the three Boise Warm Springs Water District (BWSWD) wells were as follows: a rise of 3 feet in 
the East well, no change in the West well, and a rise of 3 feet in BWSWD #3, The minimum 
water levels for the East and West wells were 64 and 45 feet higher, respectively, and the 
minimum water level for BWSWD#3 did not change. 

The maximum water temperature for the State of Idaho Capitol Mall Production well, as 
determined on a monthly basis, was 0.4 degrees Fahrenheit (°F) lower in WY18. The average of 
the monthly temperatures was also 0.4°F lower in WY18. The maximum temperature for 
BWSWD system was 1 °Flower in WY18; however, the WYl 7 value is based on a single reading 
in 2017. The maximum water temperature for the City of Boise system was about 0.2°F lower 
in WY18. 
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Withdrawals and Re-Injection 

Combined gross and net withdrawals from the four Downtown Boise-East Boise district heating 

systems were 845.5 mgal and 256 mgal, respectively, in WY18 (Table 1 and Figure 1). Gross 

withdrawals were reduced 17.8 mgal (-2%), and net withdrawals were reduced 9.7 mgal (-4%). 

Approximately 70% of the fluids were re-injected, which is a 2% increase over WY17. 

Table 1. Withdrawals1 from the four district geothermal heating systems in the Downtown Boise
East Boise areas for Water Year 2018 (October 1, 2017 through September 30, 2018). 

Gross Withdrawals Net Withdrawals' 
(million gallons) (million gallons) 

System 
and percent change from WY17 and percent change from WYl 7 

toWYlS toWY18 

Boise Warm Springs Water District 240.6 (-2'¾) 240.6 (-2¾) 
State of Idaho Capitol Mall3 81.9 (-10%,) 0 (NC2

) 

City of Boise 312.5 (+8¾) 15.41 (-20¾) 
Veterans Administration 210.4 (-11¾)3 0 (NC2

) 

Total 84S,S (-2%) 256 (-4%) 
'Net Withdrawals equal Gross Withdrawals minus Injection amounts. 1NC = No change. 1Veterans Administration 
WY17 gross withdrawal was miscalculated; the WY17 to WY18 change has been calculated using the corrected 
value. 
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Figure 1. Gross and net withdrawals for the four district heating systems in the Downtown 

Boise area for water years 1978 through 2018. 
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The changes from WVl 7 to WV18 reflect the long-term trends in gross and net withdrawals. 
The trends in combined gross and net withdrawals are +5.4 and -4.6 mgal/year, respectively, 
and both trends are statistically significant (Table 2). 

Table 2. Gross and net withdrawal trends and significance for the four district geothermal heating 
systems in Downtown Boise-East Boise areas for WV90-WV18. 

Withdrawals Withdrawal Trends (mgal per year)1 Withdrawal Trend p-value2 

Gross Withdrawals 5.4 0.00 
Net Withdrawals -4.6 0.00 

1 Trends and significance have been calculated using the statistical approach known as the Mann
Kendall test. 

2 P-values less than 0.05 indicate the trend is significant at the 95¾ confidence interval. 

The City of Boise is the only system that increased gross withdrawals in WV18. Although the 
City's withdrawals grew by 22 mgal (+8%), net withdrawals were 3. 75 mgal less (-20%) than 
WV17 due to increased injection. The other three systems decreased gross withdrawals, and 
either decreased or held net withdrawals constant in WV18. 

Water Levels in the BLM, Kanta, BWSWD, City of Boise, and Harris Ranch Wells 

The BLM well is located near the City of Boise, Capitol Mall, and VA wellfields, which makes it a 
good indicator of system water levels. The maximum water level rose 1.3 feet from WY17 to 
WV18, and the minimum water level rose 0.5 feet (Figure 2). 

The monitoring equipment in the Kanta well began to malfunction in October 2017, and was 
reset in September 2018 (Figure 3). The City has addressed the equipment issue and has 
resumed data collection. The maximum water level in September 2018 is assumed to represent 
the water-year maximum water level because the maximum water level often occurs near the 
end of September, but this assumption results in more uncertainty than if data had been 
collected over the entire water year. Using the September 2018 data, the maximum water level 
rose 0.4 feet from WVl 7 to WY18. The data gap prevents an analysis of changes in minimum 
water level. 

The BGL #1 well continued to have unusually high values for the manual measurements, which 
were noted in previous reports (Figure 4). The transducer measurements ind icate that the 
maximum water level in BGLl fell 1.3 feet from WY17to WY18, and the minimum water level 
rose 0.5 feet. The Harris Ranch wells have decreased 0. 7 feet and 0.8 feet over the last two 
years (Figure 5). 

The BWSWD East and West wells both had single readings of zero feet below their measuring 
points in WY17 and WV18 (Figures 6 and 7). During WY16 and WV 17, zeros were recorded 
when the wells flowed over the top of the well casings. Because the wells cannot be shut-in, 
the true water levels are unknown when a zero is recorded. If the zero readings are ignored, 
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then maximum water levels in the East and West wells experienced a rise of 3 feet and no 

change, respectively. Beginning in WY18, a "zero" is recorded when the water level is exactly at 

the top of the casing and "+ 1" when the water is flowing over the casing top; subsequent 

water-level analyses will include the zero values. The BWSWD #3 well maximum water level 

rose 3 feet in WY18. The minimum values for the East and West wells were 64 and 45 feet 

higher, respectively. The minimum value for the BWSWD #3 well did not change. 

Water levels have generally risen over the last 14 years, with statistically significant rising 
trends in 4 of 5 wells analyzed. The water-level trends in BWSWD#3 are statistically 

insignificant, indicating that the water levels have remained statistically constant since WYOS. 

Table 3. Water-year water-level trends for select wells in the Downtown Boise-East Boise areas for 
WY0S-WY18, 

Max Water MaxWL Min Water MinWL 
Wells Levels Trend Trend Levels Trend Trend 

(ft. per year)1 p-value2 (ft. per year) p-value 

BLMWell 0.5 0.00 0.8 0.02 

Kanta Well 0.4 0.00 NA NA 
City of Boise3 NA NA NA NA 
Boise Warm Springs Water District• 0.33 0.15 0.74 0.3 
Harris Ranch5 0.6 0.00 0.6 0.00 

1 Trends and significance have been calculated using the statistical approach known as the Mann
Kendall test. 

2 P-values less than 0.05 indicate the trend is significant at the 95% confidence interval. 
3 Water-level trend has been not been calculated for BGL#l nor BGL#2 due to lack of reliable data 
during the WY0S -WY18 period. 

4 Water-level trend has been calculated for only BWSWD#3. 
5 Water-level trend has been calculated for only Harris Ranch West. 
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Figure 2. Water levels in the BLM well. 
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Figure 3. Water levels in the Kanta well. 
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Figure 5. Water levels in the Harris Ranch wells. 
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Water Supply Temperatures for the Capitol Mall, BWSWD and City of Boise. 

The maximum temperature for the BWSWD system was 1 °Flower in WY18 (Figure 8); however, 
the WY17 value is based on a single reading in 2017. The very small calculated trend in water 
temperature is not statistically significant, which means maximum water temperatures have 
remained statistically constant since 2005 (Table 5). 

The maximum monthly water temperature for the State of Idaho Capitol Mall Production well1 

was 0.4°F lower in WY18 (Figure 9). The water-year average of the maximum monthly 
temperatures was also 0.4°F lower in WY18 (Figure 10). It is important to note that in some 
water years, data that met the requirements for analyses were available for six months; in 
other years, fewer than six months had temperature data that met the requirements. Despite 
the decline in temperature over time that is visible in Figures 9 and 10, the trend is insignificant 
(Table 5). Therefore, the water-year average of the maximum monthly water temperatures 
have been statistically constant over the span of WY05 - WY18. 

The maximum daily-average water temperature for the City of Boise was about 0.2°F lower in 
WY18 (Figure 11). Despite the temperature decline from WYl 7 to WY18, the calculated trend is 
not statistically significant, and the maximum daily-average temperatures have remained 
statistically constant since 2004 (Table 5). 

Table 5. Water-year temperature trends in the four district geothermal heating systems in the 
Downtown Boise-East Boise areas for WY0S - WY18. 

System Calculated Trend (°F oer vearl 2 Trend p-value3 

Boise Warm Springs Water District 0.003 0.46 
State of Idaho Capitol Ma ll -0.02 0.22 
City of Boise 0.002 0.96 
Veterans Administration NA NA 

2 Trends and significance have been calculated using the stat1st1cal approach known as the Mann
Kendall test. 

3 P-values less than 0.05 indicate the trend is significant at the 95% confidence interval. 

'Readings that are preceded by 8 hours of discharge rates over 300 gallons per minute are valid for use in this 
analysis. 
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Supply Water Temperatures at BWSWD 
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Figure 8. Supply water temperatures for the Boise Warm Springs Water District. 
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 

IN THE MATIER OF THE BOISE 
FRONT LOW TEMPERA TlJRE 
GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE GROUND 
WATER MANAGEMENT AREA 

ORDER EXTENDING 
MORATORIUM 

BACKGROUND 

On June 15, 1987, the Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("lDWR ') 
designated the Boise Front Low Temperature Gcothennal Resourc-e Ground Water Management 
Area ("Boise Front GWMA") in Ada County, Idaho, due to reported declines in aquifer water 
levels and water pressure. A map of the Boise Front GWMA is attached hereto as Attachment 
A. 

On June 10, 1988, IDWR issued an order establishing a five (5) year moratorium to 
prevent further development or additional use of the low temperature geothermal ("L TG") water 
resource within the Boise Front GWMA. 

On June 11, 1993, September 1, 1998, November 25, 2003, April 14, 2009, and April 29, 
2014, the Director ofIDWR issued orders each extending the moratorium for a period of five 
years. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

1. Recent studies of the Boise Front Low Temperature Geothermal Resource, 
including IDWR's annual review of Boise Front geothermal monitoring data, focus on three 
areas within the geothermal system: the Downtown Boise-East Boise area, the Stewart Gulch 
area (Water District 63-S), and the Harris Ranch area. Wells in these areas generally encounter 
the warmest L TG water, share common uses, and have more available data than L TG wells in 
other areas along the Boise Front. Water users in these three areas have historically expressed 
concern about possible effects associated with proposed increases in L TG water withdrawals 
from the system. 

Downtown Boise-East Boise Area 

2. The Downtown Boise-East Boise area defines a sub-region within the Boise Front 
GWMA, which is comprised of four separate LTG heating systems including the Boise Warm 
Springs Water District system, the State ofldaho Capitol Mall system, the City of Boise system, 
and the Veterans Administration system. In Review of Boise Front Low Temperature 
Geothermal Monitoring Data/or Water Year 20181

, IDWR concluded that gross withdrawals for 

1 Water Year 2018 started on October I, 2017 and ended on September 30, 2018. 
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the four Downtown Boise-East Boise area heating systems declined 2%, while net withdrawals 
declined 4% compared to the previous water year. Since Water Year 2013 , gross withdrawals 
have generally increased from a low of78l million gallons to 846 million gallons per water year. 
Net withdrawals have generally decreased from 275 to 256 million gallons per water year. 

3. IDWR reviews LTG monitoring data, including depth to water recorded either as 
shut-in pressure for flowing wells, or distance from a measuring point near land surface to water 
surface for non-flowing wells, from the following wells in the Downtown Boise-East Boise area: 
the United States Bureau of Land Management ("BLM") well; Boise Warm Springs Water 
District's ("BWSWD") #I (East supply), #2 (West supply), and #3 (monitoring) wells; the Kanta 
well; Boise Geothermal, Ltd. ("BGL'') #I, #2, #3, and #4 wells; and the Veteran's 
Administration production well. The non-pumping wells (BLM, Kanta, BGL #I, and BWSWD 
#3) are the most useful wells for determining trends in this area. These wells show fairly stable 
water levels from Water Year 2009 through Water Year 2018, which follows a distinct 
increasing water level trend from Water Year 2000 to Water Year 2009. 

4. In Review of Boise Front Low Temperature Geothermal Monitoring Data for Water 
Year 2018, IDWR concluded that peak water levels from Water Year 2003 through Water Year 
2018 in the BLM and Kanta wells exhibited statistically significant increasing water-level 
elevation trends of0.5 and 0.4 feet/year, respectively. 

5. IDWR reviews geothermal monitoring data, including water supply temperature, 
from the Capitol Mall, BWSWD, and City of Boise systems in the Downtown Boise-East Boise 
area. The water supply temperatures in these systems have remained fairly stable for the past 
several years. 

6. IDWR authorized additional use under permits 63-9138 and 63-9139 in the name of 
the City of Boise for Water Years 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017. The orders permitting the 
additional use increased the maximum allowable annual pumping volume of the geothermal 
resource by the City of Boise from 267 million gallons per year to 310 million gallons per year. 
The issuance oflicense 63-9139 on April 27, 2018, authorizes a maximum allowable annual 
pumping volume of the L TG resource by the City of Boise of 310 million gallons per year. The 
City of Boise relinquished permit 63-9138 on July 16, 2018. 

7. IDWR authorized additional use under existing permit 63-34326 in the name of the 
City of Boise for Water Years 2018. The order permitting the additional use increased the 
maximum allowable annual pumping volume of the LTG resource by the City of Boise from 310 
million gallons per year to 325 million gallons per year. 

8. The City of Boise has increased pumped volumes since Water Year 2013 from 
266.50 million gallons per year to 312.5 million gallons per year in Water Year 2018. IDWR has 
authorized the City of Boise to increase use to 355 million gallons per year for Water Year 2020. 

Stewart Gulch Area (Water District 63-S) 

9. IDWR formed Water District 63-S to administer LTG ground water rights in the 
Stewart Gulch area. IDWR reviews geothermal monitoring data, including well head pressure 
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(in flowing wells) and depth (distance) from top of well casing to the water surface within the 
well (in non flowing wells), from the following wells in Water District 63- S: the Edwards well; 
the TTCI 36th Street Silkey (shed), Tiegs (triangle), and Office (house) wells; Quail Hollow 
Upper (Tee Ltd.) and Lower (Nibbler) wells; the Terteling Ranch "windsock" and "pool" wells, 
and the Stralow (Niznik) well. In Watermaster's Report Water District 63-S (Stewart Gulch) 
October 1, 2017 to September 10, 2018 prepared by Michael McVay, Water District 63-S Water 
Master, concludes that withdrawals increased 13% from Water Year 2017 to Water Year 2018. 
Since Water Year 2014, withdrawals have generally increased from a low of 170 million gallons 
to 202 million gallons. The overall trend in combined withdrawals for Water District 63-S 
indicates withdrawals in the district have not consistently increased or decreased since Water 
Year 2003. 

JO. Ground water levels decreased slightly from Water Year 2013 to Water Year 2018 
in Water District 63-S in several of the wells. Withdrawals decreased sharply from Water Year 
2015 to 2016, remained fairly constant through Water Year 2017, and then increased sharply 
from Water Year 2017 to 2018. Withdrawals have decreased at Quail Hollow from Water Year 
2015 to 2018, with water levels declining in both the Upper and Lower Quail Hollow wells. 
Regardless of the reduction in Quail Hollow withdrawals, the Quail Hollow Wells appear to 
responding to the increased combined Water District 63-S withdrawals. Water levels declined in 
the Edwards and Tiegs wells from Water Year 2015 to 2018. Despite the lack of an increasing 
trend in the combined withdrawal volume, the minimum water levels in the Tiegs well, the 
Edward Greenhouse well, and the Quail Hollow Upper well exhibit a downward trend from 
Water Year 2003 to 2018. These observations demonstrate that aquifer pressures/water levels in 
Water District 63-S respond quickly to changes in withdrawal. Continued monitoring and self
regulation of withdrawals by the district water users is very important to confirm and maintain 
stability of the L TG resource in this area. 

Harris Ranch Area 

11. The Review of Boise Front Low Temperature Geothermal Monitoring Data for 
Waler Year 2018 concludes that water surface elevations in the Harris Ranch West and East 
wells showed slight decreasing trends in Water Year 2018. Peak water levels from Water Year 
2003 through Water Year 2018 in the Harris Ranch (west) well exhibited a statistically 
significant increasing water-level elevation trend of0.6 feet/year. Overall, water surface 
elevations in both wells have been steadily increasing since 2003. 

12. The Investigation of Hydrogeologic Conditions and Ground Water Flow in the 
Boise Front Geothermal Aquifer (Executive Summary), prepared by the Idaho Water Resources 
Research Institute in October of 2003, concluded that LTG water in the Downtown Boise-East 
Boise area and the Harris Ranch area are hydraulically connected. The conclusion implies that 
trends in water surface elevations in the Harris Ranch area likely reflect the pumping and 
recharge activity in the Downtown Boise-East Boise area. 

13. Water level data collected from Water Year 2012 to 2018 at the Harris Ranch wells 
have distinctly different water level signatures than the Downtown Boise-East Boise wells. 
There is an offset ofup to several months in the maximum and minimum values between the two 
areas. 
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Domestic Wells 

14. IDWR has issued drilling permits for domestic uses, as defined by Idaho Code § 42-
111, within the Boise Front GWMA. LTG water may be diverted from some of the wells 
constructed under these domestic drilling permits. 

15. On April 14, 2009, the Director of IDWR issued the Final Order Extending 
Moratorium, to be effective on May 5, 2009. The extension prohibited appropriation of L TG 
ground water, including the appropriation ofLTG ground water for domestic purposes under 
Idaho Code § 42-111. The extension also provided that IDWR shall process and consider, and 
may approve, applications to appropriate water for domestic use of L TG ground water 
underlying the Boise Front GWMA from owners of existing domestic wells whose use satisfied 
the limitations ofldaho Code§ 42-111, if the well was constructed and used prior to the date of 
the extension. 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

1. Idaho Code § 42-233 states, in part: 

(I) The right to the use oflow temperature geothermal resources of this state shall be 
acquired by appropriation, except as provided in subsection (2) of this section. The 
appropriation may be perfected by means of the application, permit and license procedure 
as provided in this chapter for ground water, provided that low temperature geothermal 
resources shall be utilized primarily for heat value and secondarily for the value as water. 
Usage of a low temperature geothermal resource primarily for reasons other than heat 
value is not a beneficial use of the resource, unless the director of the department of water 
resources exempts the proposed use. The director may exempt a proposed use if the 
director finds that the proposed use satisfies the following criteria: (i) there is no feasible 
alternative use of the resource; (ii) there is no economically viable source of water having 
a bottom hole temperature of eighty-five (85) degrees or less in a well available; and (iii) 
the exemption is in the public interest. 

2. Idaho Code§ 42-226 states, in part: 

Prior appropriators of underground water shall be protected in the maintenance of 
reasonable ground water pumping levels as may be established by the director of the 
department of water resources as herein provided. In determining a reasonable ground 
water pumping level or levels, the director of the department of water resources shall 
consider and protect the thermal and/or artesian pressure values for low temperature 
geothermal resources and for geothermal resources to the extent that he determines such 
protection is in the public interest. 

3. Idaho Code § 42-1805(7) authorizes the Director to suspend the issuance or 
further action on permits or applications to appropriate water as necessary to protect existing 
water rights. 

4. IDAPA Ruic 37.03.08.055 (Water Appropriation Ruic 55) authorizes the Director 
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to cease approvals of applications and undeveloped permits in a designated geographical area 
upon finding a need to protect existing water rights. 

5. Without the full allowable stress to the aquifer system having yet occurred in the 
Downtown Boise-East Boise area, it is unknown how this resource, and the likely 
hydraulically connected Harris Ranch area, will respond to the maximum potential diversion 
withdrawal of 355 million gallons per year by the City of Boise. It is in the public interest to 
protect the L TG resource in both of these areas and to continue to monitor the effects of 
increased withdrawals. 

6. The direct response of well head pressures and water levels to changes in 
withdrawals is well documented in the Stewart Gulch area, where increases in withdrawal rates 
leads to an almost immediate decline in well head pressures or water levels within monitored 
flowing and non-flowing wells. It is in the public interest to protect the LTG resource in this 
area. 

7. The legislature has instructed the Director, when determining reasonable pumping 
levels, to protect artesian pressures of L TG aquifers if protection is found to be in the public 
interest. 

8. It is in the public interest to protect the existing L TG aquifer pressures. 

9. Extension of the moratorium is appropriate. 

The Effect of the Moratorium on Domestic Uses 

10. Idaho Code § 42-233 separately and specifically requires a prospective appropriator 
to file an application for and obtain a water right prior to beneficially using L TG water in the 
state ofldaho. 

11. Idaho Code § 42-227 does not exempt prospective appropriators of L TG water for 
domestic uses, as defined by Idaho Code§ 42-111, from the application and water right 
requirements ofldaho Code § 42-233. 

12. A domestic ground water right from L TG water cannot be perfected by beneficial 
use, but must be established by the filing of an application with IDWR and subsequent approval 
by IDWR as a water right. 

13. Idaho Code § 42-1805(7) authorizes the Director to suspend the issuance of permits 
or actions on applications to appropriate water as necessary to protect existing water rights. L TG 
ground water rights must be established by an approved permit, and the Director has the 
authority to suspend action on applications to appropriate L TG water for domestic use. 

14. Idaho Code§ 42-235 states in part: 

Prior to beginning construction of any well, or changing the construction of any 
well, the driller or well owner shall obtain a permit from the director of the 
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department of water resources to protect the public health, safety and welfare and 
the environment. ... 

15. Idaho Code§ 42-231 states, in part: 

It shall likewise be the duty of the director of the department of water resources to 
control the appropriation and use of the ground water of this state as in this act 
provided and to do all things reasonably necessary or appropriate to protect the 
people of the state from depletion of ground water resources contrary to the public 
policy expressed in this act. 

16. To protect the artesian pressures of the L TG aquifer underlying the Boise Front 
GWMA, the Director should not approve drilling permits for any purpose in the Boise Front 
GWMA, including domestic use, unless the applicant for a drilling permit holds a water right 
authorizing diversion ofL TG water from a point of diversion at the proposed well site. 

17. Owners of domestic wells diverting water from the L TG aquifer that were 
constructed prior to May 5, 2009 without a water right should be entitled to seek a water right for 
the existing domestic use as defined by Idaho Code § 42-111. 

ORDER 

IT TS HEREBY ORDERED, pursuant to Idaho Code § 42-1805(7) and IDAP A Ruic 
37.03.08.055 (Water Appropriation Rule 55), that the order dated June 10, 1988, establishing a 
moratorium on further development, and additional use of the L TG water resource in the Boise 
Front GWMA is extended for five (5) years, from May 5, 2019, unless rescinded or modified 
by order of the Director or a court of competent jurisdiction. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the moratorium prohibits appropriation ofLTG 
water, including the appropriation of L TG ground water for domestic purposes as defined in 
ldaho Code § 42-111. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that IDWR shall not issue drilling permits for domestic 
purposes as defined by Idaho Code § 42-111, or for any other purpose, to construct or modify a 
well proposing, or resulting in, a production zone within the L TG aquifer underlying the Boise 
Front GWMA unless the proposed construction is for a well described as a point of diversion by 
a valid water right or water right permit authorizing the appropriation of L TG ground water. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that further development of additional use pursuant to 
undeveloped or partially developed permits is prohibited until the permit holder shows to the 
satisfaction of the Director that further development or additional use: a) will not increase 
depletions from the aquifer; b) will not increase pumping lift or decrease pressure or existing 
prior users; and c) will not reduce temperature to existing users causing systems operating at 
reasonable efficiency to no longer operate. 2 

2 This prohibition does not apply to City of Boise permit 63-34326. The City of Boise may 
continue to develop permit 63-34326 consistent with the Stipulated Agreement approved by 
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that pending and future applications will be rejected 
unless infonnation is provided to demonstrate the use: a) will not increase depletions from the 
aquifer; b) will not increase pumping lift or decrease pressure or existing prior users; and c) 
will not reduce temperature to existing users causing systems operating at reasonable 
efficiency to no longer operate. 3 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that IDWR shall process and consider, and may approve, 
application to appropriate water for domestic use of L TG ground water underlying the Boise 
Front GWMA from owners of existing domestic wells whose use satisfies the limitations of 
Idaho Code§ 42-111 if the well was constructed and used prior to May 5, 2009. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that IDWR shall serve a copy of this order by certified 
mail upon holders of applications and undeveloped pennits proposing appropriation in the 
Boise Front GWMA and shall publish notice of this order for three consecutive weeks as 
required by IDAPA Rule 37.03.08.055 (Water Appropriation Rule 55). 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that this order shall be effective on May 5, 2019. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that unless the right to a hearing before the Director is 
otherwise provided by statute, any person who is aggrieved by the action of the Director, and 
who has not previously been afforded an opportunity for a hearing on the matter, shall be 
entitled to a hearing before the Director to contest the action. The person shall file with the 
Director, within fifteen (15) days after receipt of written notice of the action issued by the 
director, or receipt of actual notice, a written petition stating the grounds for contesting the 
action by the Director and requesting a hearing. See Idaho Code§ 42-1701A(3). 

Dated this 
~ 3 - dayofMay2019. 

IDWR. Order Accepting Selllement, In the Matter of Application to Appropriate Water No. 63-
34326 in the Name of the City ofBoisc (Oct. 16, 2017). 

3 Pursuant to the June 1988 Management Policy for the Boise Front Ground Water Management 
Area, Section V, Part G, IDWR may also "Require a drilling prospectus to be submitted for 
review and approval with each drilling pennit proposing to construct a well into the low 
temperature geothennal aquifer or which exceeds a 300 ft. depth." 
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Exhibit J APPROVED TRANSFER No. 72036 (WATER RIGHT No. 63-12363) 

Page 1 of 4 

STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 

TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
TRANSFER NO. 72036 

This is to certify that: UNITED WATER IDAHO INC 
8248 W VICTORY RD 
PO BOX 190420 
BOISE ID 83719-0420 
(208)362-7358 

has requested a change to the water rlght(s) listed below. This Change In water rlght(sj Is authorized 
pursuant to the provisions of ~42-222, Idaho COde. A wmmary ot the changes is also listed 
below. The authorized chang~ for~ affected water right, lnduding condiUons of approval, is shown 
on the following pages of this ~~-. 

Summary of WateIA& Before the Proposed Change 

Bill!!1 
63-12363 

~ .• ~ • Ball Ye!= &.rtlim!I ~ ~ 
WR/License ~~~1996 4;5cfs N/A NIA N/A GROUNDWATER 

:;;1 '"•.,; ,.r:,. •• 

Associated Water Ri~ ls .!/lcru~tn,Transler Approval (Conditions Updated) 

WR/License '.~J~i;_ Z'81ci~ ~ NIA NIA N/A GROUNDWATER 63-1155B 

illf)i\i' J~ ·-=!. 

.f!!!e:!~CTE!!!~~ 
CUTent Number 

63-12363 

Existing 
Right 

63-12363 

New 
(chang Rate 
ponian) 

63-12363 4.5 ds 

1i~h_ 

COMBINED 
TOTALS 4.5 cfs NIA NIA N/A 

Detailed Water Right Descriplion{s) attached 

Dated this ___ ,-'7- -,..t.. __ 
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"•ftl_: .. d~~~~lr'"~ 

Pc;riQd<l ,~se 
NO 

Natured use 
NO 

~f'tlna Remaining Remaining 
l 9°dt.imo Acre Limit Total Alles 

·N/A N/A N/A 

NIA N/A N/A N/A 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 63-12363 
As Modified by Transfer No. 72036 

In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 72036, Water Righi No. 63-12363 is now described as 
follows. 

Right Holder: UNITED WATER IDAHO INC 

8248 W VICTORY RD 
PO BOX 190420 
BOISE ID 83719-0420 

Priority Date: September 09, 1996 

Source: GROUND WATER ; ···• .... :_ 
"! ~;!. 

BENEFICIAL USE ! Fr&~. To 

MUNICIPAL J 'l !l!'l',:' Diversion Rate 
4.50 CFS 
4.50 CFS 

LOCATION OF POINTS OF Ol~lbN: ., 
GROUND WATER sW~S'E' --. Sec. 6 Twp 03N Rge 02E ADA County 
GROUND WATER Nf;NE$!=;:' l·s . ·., S:~ ,.,1/Hwp 03N Rge 02E ADA County 

~~~:·:~.~.-·:. ~ 
ht:~_ 

F ~~Q~),t!r,'i;_; 
1. Place of use is within the seilll . . :w ater 19~'~ as provi(\IJ_d for under Idaho law. The 

place of use is generally d~~r .. ;.:cltl(.l(\T!!!.!i _<t~oise an~ihe surrounding seNice 

area. ~- ;::g~ ;:~~} j~~ -~ :~;ig;:-; · '\. ;:: 
2. A map depicting the _Place o_f~se·~ unda~iror1ilif~~trlt:"lW1Wt~~~ li'!le of this approval is attached 

to this document for 1llustrat1ve pu~s. ,:.:·"'i :,,- "1:l:tf •• 
. r : ·. ::n: -· . 

3. The right holder shall accompli$h thEtl~ngti;' ad~ ~ Elr; withln one year of the date 
of this approval. .. -~·:·•}~\~~-:!~•y~~-P.TIF;::rn· ··~1f-\rn. Y · 

4. Fail~re of the right holder to compl~(ii~~~itlo~l~-~ ·r,ls cause for the Director to 
rescind approval of the transfer. ,:;;;:. ··· -.,-.. -'· ' ~.::,--· 

5. Prior to diversion of water under this approval, the right holder shall provide a means of 
measurement acceptable to the Department from all authorized points of diversion which will allow 
determination of the total rate of diversion. 

6. The total instantaneous diversion of water from all points of diversion under Right 63-12363 shall 
not exceed 4.50 cfs. 

7. After specific notification by the Department, the right holder shall record the quantity of water 
diverted or shall enter into an agreement with the Department to determine the amount of water 
diverted from po=r records and shall annually report the information to the Department. 

8. Rights 63-11558 and 63-12363 when combined shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 5.50 cfs 
from the Fisk well located in the SWSESE, S6, T3N, R2E. 
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Page 3 of 4 

WATER RIGHT NO. 63-12363 
As Modified by Transfer No. 72036 

9. Points of diversion are locally known as Cassia #2 Supply Well and the Fisk Well . 

This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 

Dated this / 7 µ. day of S..,,, /.t ,-..t, ti/ , 20_/'-'t}c...__ 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 63-11558 
As Modified by Transfer No. 72036 

In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 72036, Water Right No. 63-11558 is now described as 
follo~. 

Right Holder: UNITED WATER IDAHO INC 
8248 W VICTORY RD 
PO BOX 190420 
BOISE ID 83719-0420 

Priority Date: June 24, 1991 

BENEFICIAL USE 
MUNICIPAL 

Diversion Rate 
2.67 CFS 
2.67 CFS 

Joh 
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Idaho Department of Water Resources 

Water Right 

63-12363 
(MUNICIPAL) 

Legend 

I Place of Use 
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Ada County 
IDWR Basin 63 

Prepared by Sharla Curtis 
On September 15, 2010 
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ExhibitK FOXTAIL WELL DOCUMENTS 

(I . IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES Office Use Only 
V WELL DRILLER'S REPORT ,,,,. 

1 ~ .. L)O::O(C'3 5] u ... TypewrltotoreallPolntP•n 660:1-9 
11\spe<:tedby _ _ _ _ _ 

1. DRILLING PERMIT NO. 6L- 9E - ii___-07J7 _ _ • ML 
O!horiOWR~~ _-__ _ 

2.0WNER: 
Name_..lllAl'...D..L6SliflL., __________ - - -

Aodress~ 
Giiy..J:ALllWlll.I. _ _ . _ _ _Stal@.. .Zip _ ...!!.~ 

3. LOCATION OF WELL by legal description: 
Sketch map localion ~ agree wllh written location. 

N 

81 Twp.~ North □ or South □ 
w ~ Rge!_w___ Ease :J or Wes! □ 

S&e. ,2L__, -3\ll-11•~114 _ _ 114 
Gov"! Lot __ ~(Y ~ lKI-• 
Lat: ; : Lon~: : : 

• Address of Wei Siu, _ _ _ ______ _ 

Lt._ 3 ___ Bf._ ____ Sull. Nom- :ro_ :XT_ AIL _____ _ 

4. USE: YJRI! PRO'lllC'l10N 
•:J Domestic □ Municlpar □ Monitor ~ lrrlgaUon 
:J rhermal D lnJec1iol"l ll Omer'-- - - -----

5. TYPE OF WORK check all thac eppl~ Wi!LI(Replecement etc.) 
~ New Well CJ Modify ::: Abandonment C Otho, ___ _ 

6. DRILL METHOD RIM!Rm!C!RULA'llON 
0 Air Rolary O Cable r.! MUG Rotory >.ir0tner ____ _ 

7 SEALING PROCEDUFIES 
SEAL/FIL TEA PACK AMOUNT METI-(OD 

Maliwi,I F<o~ To ~SIN ·---- ,nn ··-~ --
Was drive shoe used? Ll Y~ N Shoe Dopll>(SJ....J,.,.. _____ _ 
Was drive shoe seal tested? ;: ~ ~N How?---x.~- - -----
8. CASING/LINER: -0 

0 

□ 

Length of Headpipe _____ Length of Tailpipe-_ ~-----

9. PERFORATIONS/SCREENS 
Perforations 

X Screens 

FtOll' ro 

1243 t,3 

Method. _____ _ ____ _ _ _ _ 

Screen Typo....JIQUSTON~---- ----

5l.>!S,r.e N:.imbtr Oifl~n Mti!Jti ... l 

' 16' M rnsm 

11 . WELL TESTS: 

Twp __ f!ge __ Sec _ 
__ 114 __ 1/4 __ 1/11 

' l.o."L, ' : 
'-'"--'.,.....----~--· Flowing Artesian 

Water Tl")mp. ~ - - ------- Bottom hoh~ temp. l."'OLD 
Wa1er011al:ty test or comments: ™-. ~ __ _ 
_ _____ _ _ _ ___ Depth first Water Encountered __ _ 

12. LITHOLOGIC LOG: (0.scriborepslrsorabandonment) W■ler 
eo« 

F,om To Remark1; Lilhology, Waler Quality & T1mperature y N Dia. 

I>■• n ' ............... X . "" 
.. .,.. ,v )( 

.,,, .,, ·---~ )( 

-· ~ ,,.,u,.. •v X 
..., NI ..,~.v~.,....• )( 

"" ... ···- X ~· 'JII l'DIIU,... AV 'II. 
•n ·~ ,a•= 'C 
,. .., ;-••rrAV I>< . ., 00 'mubeUnn••..,... ')( ... ,_ 

-··- >C 

·- lu,-, >on, • •v 'l( 

"'' , ... ···--···- )G .. - uo.-., .. AV X 
·- lt-u ,_,., __ "' 0.A'-"- .... - .... - - )C 
, ... ut _ .. , •• v - - - . -.., ;,( 

1141 AO -..,•Aun • • I ---- )( .. , .. =u,.. ,V nvv r --r ~.,, )( ... , ... ···- X .. ... , .. .,.. ... ~ .. - ., ilt;'!!rlffl~!ll ◊1 Wt:119( HIJSOUl'CBS " ,,_ ,, .. ~n,n lC 
ltn 1, .. ="•"'•"' f"'I_""',...." .... "" I( 

'·- ,a, ·----~ ', ___ 
')i 

'""' "'" -•V , _ A ...... 'IC 
, .... -· ....... MUU - u - 'I( 

'=• - -·-·"' u,.TCO •••0URCE6 l( 
,_ , __ 

-··- W£STEPIN n,,.,v, IJ>G , __ 
I••• e.A-..r1'11uffn~l""'I LU X , __ , __ -----~ )( 

, ... , ... •••-u- ,u -~~,) ,;,-:::: ..... )( 
, ... ,_ --- -···- J . .. . : .... lC ,_ - -··-- A,, •!"" . ~ ,_ - -~-•v J ,.,.. , ~ )( 

Completed Deplh 2!T.I FT. (Measurable) 
Oa1e: Startect 6/t7/97 Compleled 7f'JNI 

13. DRILLER'S CERTIFICATION 
INi/e certify th~t ;;i,11 mmimum well conslroction standards were compfied wlfll at 
lht!! limo lh rig was r4lmoved. 

1~_. STATIC WATER LEVEL OR ARTESIAN PRESSURE: 
_ J-l_ft_ below ground Artesian pressu,e ___ lb. Fim, omcrn,_....:,,.__a,..~p.Df,,>..~:,....Q::'.\_~~Oato 8 J,/- 9 2 
Depth !low encountered _____ It. Describe access port or and 

control devices:....2.'.'...J..2.'.'.. .b~h....J:.il.Jl_ J.lal .La..t... Daie...9..-t-v 
22' to case 

FORWARD WHITE COPY TO WATER RESOURCES 
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'&; 
Form 238-7 
6/07 

9l3~7lr g0i:Joos 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 

WELL DRILLER'S REPORT 

1. WELL TAG NO. D 0060072 
:lolling PerP.1it No. 913376_·_86""2-'-00.;..;5--~~~~-- --
Wa;er f!!ht or inje::;;;;;;;;; # 63-12334, 63-12362, 63·..:.1ccc25;..c1.c.6 __ _ 

2.0WNER 

12. STATIC WATER LEVEL and WELL TESTS: 
Dec:t. rlfSt wa:er encountersd (ft) 43 ft. Sta:ic water lave' (ft) 20 ft. 
Water ten:~. ('Fi 58 deorees Te;;;~; hole teJT.p ("F) -~ _-=. 
:lescribe access port Steel Plate 

Na,,e United Water ;.:;ld;.:;a;;.ho;;.:.;;ln.=:c·'---------- - r .. 1 method: 
Ad:ires,a 8248 W. Victory Road 1..: "''"'°" · - How"!! 

C!ty Boise _ ___ State .!Q__ Zip ~7-'-09"--- ~ - - ----'='"""'--·J.-.'"""""'"""°'"'. =-' --l f"J~~ 8•1e- /.Jr ;<1e,..,, 

3. WELL LOCATION: 1440 min. ~ 0 0 0 
Twp _4 __ Nurt,~orSoutnO Rge. 1 EastOorWest~ 

Sec 24 SE 114 SV{114 SE 1/4 
10 i:="CS •40 :icra's - ~ 

Gov·t Lo! ______ Coun!y _:_A;.cdc:ca ___ _ 
Lal 43 • 39.833 (Deg, anc Decirr,al minutes) 

Long. 116 • 24,021 peg. and DecimaI m:netes) 

Ad<iress or We'' Sr.e -'-59:.;3c..1;.;.:/2a..G:.;r..aay"-'--Fo=x~C:.;oc.=u;;..;rt'---------

~ ..... ~.~-~=-=,.~~-~-=-~-~.~-=--- c~-"M~e..:.rld=l=an-'-----
LoL 3 Blk. -'-1 _ _ _ Sub Name .:.F.;;;ox"'t""ai'-I ____ _ 
4.U~ 
0 Domestic ~ Municipal O Monitor O lmgalion O Them,a\ 0 Injection 
~ Oller Fire Protection 
5. TYPE OF WORK chw all 1tia1 appt, (Replacement elc.) 

ONewWed ~Re?l,Wlmi!ntwel O11to1flye,1.t1ngwell 
0 Abandom:~,I O 0il'e• #63-9&-W-0737-000 
6. DRILL METHOD: 
D Aic Ro'.ary ~ Mud Rotary D Cab~ D O!her _ ____ _ _ 

7. SEALING PROCEDURES 
,;,,..:,1- rro11:b 

@"~t -Chl s 0 
\BenUCemen! , 0 
8, CASING/LINER: 

,J<I I 

- ~~ s~";"' i ~?'-•~:':ii~ 
19 Yds. Pum ed 

,-,....="-+-~+--"-+=="'='~-r-,==·--,cr!Sing I.Jr.er 

. .,.:.:..~:..:0--i,;St~ee~lc...__-1 1'81 0 
5 Steel ~ □ 

'-'-'--...o=..;....:..,.=.:.:..i;.;,;~5....,.S~~::..:G~I- -~~ □ 
Was drive s~oe used? Y N Shoe Deolh(s) _____ _ _ 

9, PERFORATIONS/SCREENS: 
Pertorations DY [81 N Mettlod _______ _ 

Manufae1ured screen ~ Y D N iype Stainless Steel 
Metllo:i oi installation Set 

Frcm(!t) I To(ft) I Slolsize J Nunit:erlll • ~~IT Maleri@ I Gauge or SchadL:e 

395' ' 450' I ,030 t 10" I ss I 
I r I I i 
I I I I I 

Length of Headp'pe 21 ft. Lar.gth ofTailpioe ~0'------
Packer [81 Y D~.:.K::..:P..::a~ckc:::e~r@=-::3:.:.75:::._fl:..=·'--------

fllamool,..tl>o:1 

Poured 

Artesian Pressure (PSIG) _____ _ 
Describe control device ________ _ 

RECEIVED 

DEC - 1 JOI\ 
WATER RESC.,, ,,. 

I MC:'l:!'"l"r""r -. 

WaterQualitytestorcomments: _ _____ _____ _ 

13 LITHOLOGIC LOG and/or re11alrs or abandonment· ~1 I - · 
~ l Dia. From :o Remarks, lithology or description of reoairs or 

J!r,I fftl r:tl I lJbandooment<tal•rtM10. Y , N 
3orr1 0 B' Too Soll i X I 
30" 8' J~ 'Gravel X 
J\f J9' 41 ' Brown Clav X 
23 ' 41 43' Brown Clav X 
23" 43' 80 Sand & Clav Strios X 
23' au ~J Sand X 
23" 93' 96' Tan Clav X 
23" 96'1 120 Sand ;{ 
23" 1201 140 Brown Clav X 

LE: 14it 150 Sand X '-
23" 150_ )53 Brown Clav - !L. 
23"1 153· 158 Sand X 

q ~~.J SB 172 Brown Cl!Y 
... 

M 3" 172 1831 Sand Tx 
23" 183 187, Brown Clav 

I ~-1 ~! 102 Sa.ad X 
. ~~ - 213 Brown Clav - µ:: Jr .:)t} 263 Brown Sand wiib_ ClayJ!Yers • X 

~ 263 266! Brown Clav .L 
266 - 290 Brown Sand - Xi 

2Y' 290 298 Blue Clav X 
-23 298 348 Brown Sand I X 
23" 348 365 Bluesiinrf X 
23" 365 390 Blue Clav rt 23" '390 3 951 Blue Clav 
17"1 J95 4.111 Blue Sand Hh 17~ 430 458 Blue Sand • Cemented 
17" 458 459 Blue Cla• T T 

I + -~ 
I 
I 7 

Comol!:a.i De01!: !ll=u<abiej 4-50 ft. 
l oate: Slaned 10/14/2011 Co'112'etl:! 11/1612011 
14. DRILLER'S CERTIFICATION 
I/We certify that all minimum well oons1ruction standan:ls were complied wilh a! 
the lime the rig was removed. 
Company Name Treasure Valley Drilling Co. No _5_60 __ _ 

'Principal Drtlter ~~rge Post Date 1112212011 
·Mier __________ Date ___ _ 

'Operalorll ___ ~ ________ Date ___ _ 

O:eram·I (/v.,( IZJ''VV Gre Mitchell . O.\f 11/22/2011 
• f,jgnaiure Q(?n,,o'cal J!l1io' a.'lll rQ o:ierator am re.1ure:I. 
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